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A bstract

Adaptive optics is a combination of technologies whose purpose is to remove 

the effects of atmospheric turbulence on telescope imaging systems. First generation 

adaptive optical systems have been extremely complex and expensive instrum ents 

with limited application to wide-ranging, common-user, astronomical observing pro

grams. Since the late 1980’s, the possibility of providing adaptive optical correction 

with an existing telescope optic (the secondary mirror) has been suggested as a 

means for integrating adaptive optics into the telescope infrastructure, with the 

promise of improved efficiency, reduced therm al emissivity, and atmospheric correc

tion for existing instruments. Simulations, modeling, and efficiency comparisons are 

presented which quantify the performance gains which can be provided by an adap

tive secondary mirror system. The results of feasibility studies are presented which 

consider mirror materials, precision positioning components, and design features 

applicable to large deformable mirrors. Results from an actuator and displacement 

sensor testing program are presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 A daptive O ptics

Fundamentally, telescopes exist to perform two tasks: first, to gather as much light 

as possible; and second, to focus the gathered light into clear, sharp images. The 

first objective is a simple function of the telescope aperture diam eter, which has 

driven the development of ever larger telescopes to the current generation of 8- 

10 m eter diam eter apertures. The second objective, ideally, would also be simply 

related to the aperture diameter, were it not for the effects of the E arth ’s turbulent 

atmosphere. In reality, as has been recognized by astronomers and scientists almost 

from the invention of the telescope, the atmosphere severely limits the ability of 

a large telescope to form perfect images. In fact, many of the problems posed by 

imaging through the atmosphere were identified by Isaac Newton [72] nearly 300 

years ago:

If the Theory of making Telescopes could at length be fully brought into 

Practice, yet there would be certain Bounds beyond which Telescopes could 

not perform. For the Air through which we look upon the Stars, is in perpetual 

Tremor; as may be seen by the tremulous Motion of Shadows cast from high 

Towers, and by the twinkling of the fix’d Stars. But these Stars do not twinkle 

when viewed through Telescopes which have large apertures. For the Rays of
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Light which pass through the divers parts of the the aperture, tremble each of 

them apart, and by means of their various and sometimes contrary Tremors, 

fall at one and the same time upon different points in the bottom of the 

Eye, and their trembling Motions are too quick and confused to be perceived 

severally. And all these illuminated Points constitute one broad lucid Point, 

composed of those many trembling Points confusedly and insensibly mixed 

with one another by very short and swift Tremors, and thereby cause the Star 

to appear broader than it is, and without any trembling of the whole. Long 

Telescopes may cause Objects to appear brighter and larger than short ones 

can do, but they cannot be so formed as to take away that confusion of the 

Rays which arises from the Tremors of the Atmosphere. The only Remedy is 

a most serene and quiet Air, such as may perhaps be found on the tops of the 

highest Mountains above the grosser Clouds.

Newton’s remedy has been followed carefully, and has led to concentration of 

most of the world’s largest telescopes on a small num ber of high peaks with relatively 

“serene and quiet” air. Fortunately for modern telescopes, this is not in fact the 

only remedy.

In the early 1950’s, Babcock[2] suggested an additional cure for the malaise of 

atmospheric turbulence. He described a m ethod whereby the aberrations caused by 

the atmosphere could be measured, and at least partially corrected, by a closed-loop 

system. This system consisted of a rotating knife edge to measure the errors (the 

wavefront sensor), a deformable optical surface to compensate the errors (the wave- 

front corrector), and a simple circuit to close a control loop around the telescope, 

the sensor, and the corrector. This work provided the foundation for the field which 

is now called adaptive optics.

The promise of adaptive optical correction is improved angular resolution. The 

benefits of high resolution imaging for astronomy are virtually unlimited. In terms 

of direct imaging, obvious applications include broad and narrow band imaging of 

extended objects such as the sun, planets, and other objects within the solar system. 

Beyond the solar system, studies of binary systems and faint companions, star form-
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a telescope adaptive optical system.

ing regions, galactic evolution and morphology, and globular clusters are just a few of 

the programs which will benefit from higher resolution imaging. Additionally, high 

resolution imaging benefits spectroscopy as well, by reducing image diam eters, and 

hence slit widths, allowing for higher spectral resolution and/or reduced exposure 

times.

Figure 1.1 depicts the main elements of a modern telescope adaptive optical 

system. It consists of a wavefront sensor (WFS) to measure the errors to be cor

rected, a wavefront corrector to produce the correction, and a control system to 

drive the corrector based on signals from the sensor. The purpose of the system is 

to correct random, time-varying aberrations due to the propagation of light through 

the turbulent atmosphere.
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1.2 D eform able Secondary M irror W ork at OSL

The possibility of providing adaptive correction with a deformable secondary mirror 

was originally suggested by Beckers[4] in 1989. The same concept was apparently 

developed independently by D. D. Walker and R. G. Bingham at the Optical Science 

Lab (OSL) at University College London (UCL) in early 1992. As programs for fab

ricating and testing large conventional secondary mirrors were already in progress, it 

was decided to begin a complementary development program for adaptive secondary 

mirrors as well. The ultim ate objective of the program is to build an integrated, 

common-user deformable secondary mirror system for astronomy. The following 

tasks were identified as steps towards achieving tha t goal:

1. Present the scientific case

2. Dem onstrate mechanical feasibility

3. Dem onstrate optical feasibility

4. Predict optical performance

5. Produce technical demonstrations

6. Build a working system

Many of these tasks have been completed partially, or in detail, and are de

scribed below.

An initial grant application to the SERC (now PPARC) for an adaptive sec

ondary mirror feasibility study was unsuccessful. However, a second application, 

through the U.K. office (Oxford) of the international Gemini telescope project (Jan

uary 1993) was approved, and led to  a six-month design study to determ ine the 

mechanical feasibility of providing low-order adaptive correction and m irror chop

ping with a 1 m eter deformable secondary mirror. This study defined a set of scien

tific requirements for such a m irror, and then examined mirror m aterials, precision 

positioning components, and mechanical performance via finite element modeling.
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The study, completed in August 1993, concluded tha t a large deformable mirror was 

imminently feasible, and suggested further work to examine the optical performance 

of a deformable secondary mirror.

Following the success of the first study, the U.K.-Gemini project office autho

rized a second six-month study in October 1993, with two objectives: first, to exam

ine, via finite element models, the ability of a 90 actuator deformable m irror design 

to fit the first 20 Zernike polynomial terms, and second, to develop a prelim inary de

sign for a seven-actuator adaptive secondary mirror laboratory dem onstrator. The 

study was completed in April 1994, and concluded that the 90 actuator mirror de

sign could fit the first twenty Zernike terms to optical requirements. Additionally, 

commercial components were identified, and preliminary designs and finite element 

analyses were presented for a seven-actuator dem onstrator mirror.

Although the results of the second study were very positive, a th ird  grant ap

plication for construction of the dem onstrator mirror was not funded. Instead, the 

recently formed U.K. Adaptive Optics (UKAO) program suggested th a t modeling 

and closed-loop simulation of the adaptive secondary should be carried out next. 

In September 1994, the UKAO program funded a third study with the  following 

objectives: first, to model the effects of multiple atmospheric turbulence layers on 

adaptive correction; second, to simulate closed-loop adaptive correction with a re

alistic deformable secondary mirror model; and finally, to compare a conventional 

AO system with an adaptive secondary mirror, in terms of throughput, emissivity, 

and polarization. The modeling work was performed in collaboration with Jenkins 

and Wilson at the Royal Greenwich Observatory (RGO). The simulation work was 

carried out by the author at OSL, based on a simulator developed by A. P. Doel at 

the University of Durham.

Finally, proposals to  Terry Lee at the Royal Observatory Edinburgh (ROE), 

the UCL graduate school, and the UCL departm ent of Physics and Astronomy led 

to the purchase of an actuator, two displacement sensors, and various electronics 

for testing purposes. In July 1995, the UKAO program funded the test program 

to characterize the components for possible use in a deformable secondary mirror.
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At the tim e of this writing, development of the detailed astronomical scientific case, 

and costing of a seven actuator dem onstrator mirror were in progress.

1.3 C ontents o f T hesis

This thesis deals with the development of deformable secondary mirrors for adaptive 

optics. Much of the work described below was financially supported through grants 

from the U.K.-Gemini Telescope project office at Oxford and the U.K. Adaptive 

Optics program as mentioned above. Additional support for the purchase and testing 

of m irror components was provided by the ROE, the UCL Graduate School, the UCL 

Departm ent of Physics and Astronomy, and the OSL.

The contents of the thesis, by chapter, are as follows. Chapter 2 presents a 

summary of the characteristics of atmospheric turbulence, and the effects of turbu

lence on imaging with ground-based telescopes. Chapter 3 presents a brief review of 

approaches to adaptive optical correction, a listing of current systems, and consid

erations particular to the development of deformable secondary mirrors. C hapter 4 

provides an efficiency and throughput comparison for two very different approaches 

to adaptive optics which are currently under development; the natural guide-star 

(NGS) system for the 4.2m William Herschel Telescope (W HT), and the adaptive 

secondary system for the 6.5m Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT) Conversion. Chap

ter 5 describes the results of collaborative work in anisoplanicity modeling of pupil- 

conjugated adaptive optics, and closed-loop simulations of a realistic deformable sec

ondary model. Chapter 6 deals with feasibility considerations for large deformable 

secondary mirrors, in term s of mechanical requirements, materials, and positioning 

components. Chapter 7 presents design considerations for large deformable mirrors 

and detailed preliminary design work for a 270 mm diam eter dem onstrator mirror. 

C hapter 8 details the results of a testing program for candidate actuators and dis

placement sensors. Finally, Chapter 9 briefly summarizes the results of this work, 

and details the latest developments in this area.
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Chapter 2 

Imaging Through Atm ospheric 

Turbulence

2.1 In troduction

The atmosphere is the root of all evil when imaging with ground-based telescopes. 

Image degradation due to the atmosphere limits the visible wavelength resolution of 

mighty 8-10 m eter telescopes to levels no better than 10-20 cm hobbyist instruments. 

It is prim arily this drastic reduction in resolution tha t has driven the development 

of adaptive optics.

The atmosphere affects electro-magnetic wave propagation in several ways. Tur

bulent air motion leads to variations in tem perature, which in turn  leads to changes 

in the refractive index of the air. The cells of varying refractive index act like small 

lenses, roughly the size of the turbulent eddies which produced them. These lens- 

let s of varying index cause deflection, focus, distortion, and interference effects on 

waves as they pass through the atmosphere. These effects can be classified in terms 

of errors in am plitude and phase.

Loss of am plitude due to atmospheric absorption reduces the total amount of 

flux from a source tha t reaches the ground. Amplitude variations (scintillation.
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“twinkling”) result in changes in intensity. However, image quality is much less 

sensitive to variations in amplitude than in phase, decreasing in effect from approxi

mately 15% at 0.5 microns, to only 3% at 2.2 microns[85]. Because these am plitude 

effects are small, and uncorrectable with deformable mirrors, the rem ainder of this 

work will only consider the effects of atmospherically induced phase errors.

Atmospheric phase errors, also caused by variations in refractive index, result 

in motion (blurring) and broadening of images. When expressed as an expansion of 

orthogonal functions over the telescope aperture, the low order term s of atmospheric 

aberrations correspond to tip and tilt errors in the wavefront, which are seen as 

image motion. Higher order aberration term s lead to the broadening of images, well 

beyond the width expected due to diffraction alone.

The statistical properties of the atmosphere, and their effects on image quality 

have been the subject of intense study for at least 50 years. There now exists a  virtual 

canon for wave propagation through the atmosphere, developed by Kolmogorov[61], 

Tatarskii[93, 94], Chernov[20], Ishimaru[57], Strohbehn[89], and others in the as

tronomy, optical communications, and laser transm itting communities. There is a 

closely related canon for adaptive optics, including the works of Fried[37, 38, 39], 

Greenwood[54], Roddier[84], Wang and Markey[101], Noll[73], and others in the 

astronomical and m ilitary imaging communities. Finally, it is de rigueur for the 

writers of PhD theses[31, 28, 52] in the area of adaptive optics to rehash this m a

terial to some extent, and this author does not wish to be left out. Consequently, 

the remainder of this chapter will be devoted to a review of atmospheric turbulence, 

and its effects on optical image formation.

2.2 A tm ospheric Turbulence

Strange and non-intuitive exponents are perhaps the most distinctive feature of the 

m athem atics of atmospheric turbulence. Throughout this chapter, fractional powers 

of 1/3 will be encountered, and the source of these will be exposed whenever possible. 

Furthermore, a wide variety of clever m athem atical tricks have been used to  solve
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the integral equations tha t inevitably arise, and at least passing reference to these 

techniques will be provided. The sources of the various derivations will be noted 

when appropriate.

The main tool for m athem atical treatm ent of the random, turbulent atmosphere 

is the structure function. The structure function provides a way to describe a random 

process with fluctuations about a slowly varying mean. Following the treatm ent by 

Beland[7], the structure function for a random variable <f(r) takes the following 

general form;

+ )̂] )̂î (2-1)

where r  is the magnitude of r. Following Tatarskii [93], the structure functions reduce 

to the form

D((r) =  C'r", (0 < p < 2), (2.2)

where is a constant of proportionality. The corresponding expression for the 

three-dimensional power spectral density (PSD) function for D^{r) is of the form

#(« ) =  î l 0 ^ s i n ( 7 r p / 2 ) C '« - '”+^), (2.3)

where K is a spectral component, or wave number, and F is the gamma function[62].

2.2.1 The Structure o f Atm ospheric Turbulence

In term s of fluid dynamics, flows can be classified as either laminar or turbulent, 

depending on the characteristics of the fluid and geometry of the flow. A flow is 

turbulent when the Reynolds num ber. Re =  VbTo/i^o, exceeds a certain value. In 

this case, Vo is the flow velocity, L q is a characteristic scale of the flow, and z/q is 

the kinem atic viscosity of the fluid. For free air in the atmosphere, with a velocity 

of 1.5 m /s , over a distance of 10 m , and z/q =  15 x 10® m^/s (for air at T =  20 C),
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Re =  1 X 10®, a value which generally corresponds to fully developed turbulence[84].

The earliest reference to the mechanical process at work in atmospheric turbu

lence, sometimes called the energy cascade, appears to be due to Richardson[82], 

and is contained neatly in the following rhyme from his book:

Big whorls have little  whorls 

Which feed on their velocity 

And little whorls have lesser whorls.

And so on to viscosity 

(in the molecular sense).

Twenty years later, Kolmogorov[61] suggested slightly less succinctly that:

From the energetical point of view it is natural to imagine the process of 

turbulent mixing in the following way: the pulsations of the first order 

absorb the energy of the motion and pass it over successively to pulsa

tions of higher orders. The energy of the finest pulsations is dispersed in 

the energy of heat due to  viscosity.

At the energy input scale, characterized by the outer scale Lq, the source of 

the “pulsations” (energy) may be wind shear or convection[7] or differential heating 

of the atmosphere by the sun[51]. At the dissipation level, characterized by the 

inner scale /q, the energy of the flow is dissipated as heat. Between the inner and 

outer scales, Kolmogorov hypothesized a range of eddy sizes and velocities where 

inertial forces dominate (i.e. m om entum  is conserved), and where the turbulence 

is homogeneous (independent of position and time) and isotropic (independent of 

direction).

This range, called the inertial sub-range, is bounded by the two scales, Iq and L q . 

The inner scale is measured in millimeters at sea level[7]. The outer scale describes 

the largest distances over which the assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy are 

still valid, and ranges from 10 to 100 meters[7j.
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In the dissipation range (scales smaller than /q), Kolmogorov hypothesized that 

the structure function for velocity (with units of velocity^) should be a function of 

viscosity, u (with dimensions of and the rate of energy dissipation, e (with

dimensions of

Dy[r) = Dy{u,e,r).  (2.4)

In the inertial subrange, where momentum is conserved, Kolmogorov argued 

th a t the structure function depended only on e and was independent of i/, so that

Dy{r) = Dy{e,r).  (2.5)

The only combination of u and e which has dimensions of length is

(2 .6 )

and the only combination with dimensions of velocity is

no =  y/iÿe. (2.7)

Following the dimensional analysis of Tatarskii[94], there is only one dimen-

sionless combination of the variables £, i/, /q, and r  which leads to an expression for

Dy( r )  with the right dimensions;

D.(r ) = v l f  ( 0  , (2.8)

where f ( x )  is a dimensionally correct function. By substituting 2.6 and 2.7 into

2 .8 ,

D.{r)  =  j . (2.9)
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By inspection, the function must be of the form f { x )  = for Dy[r)  to be 

independent of i/, and then

£>„(r) =  (2.10)

which is the 2/3 law of Kolmogorov, with a constant of proportionality, C^, 

called the velocity structure constant.

2.2.2 Refractive Index Variations

Velocity fluctuations are the basis of atmospheric turbulence, but do not directly 

affect optical propagation through the atmosphere. However, the index of refraction 

is a function of tem perature, and wind-driven tem perature variations do impact 

optical propagation.

Tem perature can be considered a “conservative passive additive” [93, 75], a fea

ture of a flow which is not affected by small shifts in space, and which does not react 

or interfere w ith the flow. By considering tem perature in this way, Tatarskii [93]

showed th a t the structure function for tem perature also follows Kolmogorov’s 2/3

law,

Drir) =  ( 2 . 11)

Refractive index is similarly passive, and again follows the 2/3 law,

£>„(r) =  c y l \  (2.12)

where has units of For optical frequencies, the refractive index of air

is prim arily a function of tem perature, and can be modeled by [22]

n =  1 +  77.6(1 +  7.52 x 10“^A“ ^ ) ^  x 10“®, (2.13)
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where A is the wavelength in microns, P  is the atmospheric pressure in millibars, 

and T  is the tem perature in Kelvins. In general, the index of refraction is far less 

sensitive to pressure than temperature[51], and consequently pressure variations can 

be neglected. Though not included in equation 2.13, humidity also affects the index 

of refraction, especially in paths over water; but for astronomical imaging, humidity 

can also be neglected[84]. At A =  0.5/zm, the change in index, dn, for an incremental 

change in tem perature, dT, is

^  =  -7 9  X 1 0 - ^ ^ .  (2.14)

The index param eter can then be related to the tem perature param eter

by[7]

(2.15)

which is useful as is readily measured with tem perature sensors [42].

From equation 2.3, the corresponding PSD function for Dn{r) is

0 ( . )  =  (2.16)

which reduces to

$(/c) =  0.033C^K-^^/\ («0 <  K < Km).  (2.17)

As with the expression for Dn{r), the PSD function is only valid in the inertial 

subrange, where K,m = 27t//o and kq =  27t/Lo are the wave numbers corresponding 

to the inner and outer scales of turbulence. For wave numbers tz > Km-, Tatarskii 

hypothesized tha t $(/{) should drop off sharply as turbulent eddies smaller than Km 

dissipate their energy due to viscous forces. For k < kq, von K arm an[60] accounted 

for the lower end of the spectrum  by noting tha t the atmosphere is not infinite in

extent, so the spectrum should not increase infinitely for increasing eddy scales. By
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Figure 2.1: Power spectral densities for refractive index variations

combining these two assumptions, the PSD function for all wave numbers can be 

modeled by [51]

, 0.033C^ ( - K ‘
(2 .18)

Figure 2.1 shows a plot of equation 2.18 with the corrections of Tatarskii and 

von Karman.

2.2.3 The Index of Refraction Structure Param eter

The index structure param eter C^{h) can be considered as a measure of the strength 

of atmospheric turbulence. As such, it has been the subject of extensive measure

m ent and monitoring. Indirect measurement of C^{h) from C^ih)  has been carried 

out with fixed tower, balloon-borne, and aircraft-borne tem perature sensors. Direct
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measurement has been carried out using stellar scintillation (stellar intensity), and 

radar techniques[84].

In general, turbulence in the surface boundary layer (ground level up to 4 km) 

depends strongly on local geography. Above 4 km, when the average of many profiles 

are taken, the behavior of turbulence takes on a typical form. Turbulence strength 

falls with increasing altitude to a first minimum in the range of 6-9 km, increases to 

a maximum near the tropopause, and then continues to decrease with altitude.

Figures 2.2(a), 2.2(b), and 2.3 show the distinctly variable behavior of the index 

structure parameter[80, 81]. The data shown are part of a large sample collected 

w ith the SCIDAR (scintillation distance and ranging) technique a t the University 

of Hawaii (UH) 88 in. telescope on M auna Kea, by a team  led by Francois Roddier 

(UH) and Jean Vernin (Observatoire de Nice) during two site testing campaigns, in 

November 1987 and June 1989.

The figures show the three general types of conditions tha t were found from 

the sample. Figure 2.2(a) shows four different samples of the “class 1” profile, 

corresponding to multiple distinct layers. Figure 2.2(b) shows “class 2” profiles 

with two dominant layers at 4 km and 12 km. Figure 2.3 shows conditions with 

minimal layering and relatively strong turbulence independent of elevation. The 

smooth curve in each plot shows a typical C^(h) m odel[38] of the form

Cl{h) = 4.2 X 1 0 '“ / î " ' / ^ e x p ( ^ ) ,  (2.19)
tlQ

where h is height in meters and ho is ground level in meters. The smooth behavior of 

the average, as shown by equation 2.19, has been used for modeling, but the layered 

characteristics of the individual profiles are more im portant in the correction of 

atmospheric turbulence, as will be seen later.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Class 1 profiles, (b) Class 2 profiles.
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Figure 2.3: Class 3 turbulence profiles.

2.3 A tm ospheric Transfer Functions

As mentioned in section 2.1, the atmosphere affects both the am plitude and phase 

of waves propagating through the atmosphere. However, it has been shown that 

the effects of am plitude variation on image formation are small compared to phase 

variations, and hence can be neglected[84]. In the following sections, the structure 

param eter for index is related to the structure function for phase, which is then used 

in the determ ination of the long and short exposure imaging characteristics for a 

combined telescope-atmosphere system.

2.3.1 The Long Exposure Transfer Function

In the analysis of the quality and resolution of optical systems, it is common to 

describe the system in terms of optical transfer functions (OTP). The optical transfer
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function describes how the system transfers spatial information from object space to 

image space. In the case of a telescope imaging through the atmosphere, the OTF 

of the combined telescope and atmosphere is the product of their individual transfer 

functions,

O T F sy s  =  O T F t el  • O TF atm  • (2.20)

The O TF of the telescope can be considered as that of an ideal, circular, 

diffraction-limited aperture, and it takes the form [50]

OT F t e l { p )  =  ^  |c o s " ' p -  p I -  p^  ̂ I , (2.21)

where p  is spatial frequency in cycles per radian, normalized for a unit radius.

The long exposure atmospheric transfer function is calculated by assuming a 

continuous distribution of turbulence, averaged over time. If the sum of the phase 

errors from each turbulent layer are assumed to add linearly (the near-held approx

imation), the transfer function, hrst derived by Fried[39], is of the form

OTFl b {p ) =  exp[-iz)*(p)], (2.22)

where is the structure function for phase. The phase structure function is related 

to the index structure param eter and the  path-length through the atmosphere by[39]

D t ( p )  =  2.91 ( y ) % e c g  (2.23)

where 6 is the zenith angle. It is convenient to replace integrated path-length errors 

represented by equation 2.23 with tq, the Fried param eter[37], which describes the 

resulting coherence length of the atmosphere,

ro =
/ 27t \

0.423 s e c ^ ^ (2.24)
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Fried’s param eter typically is of the order of 0.10 m at visible wavelengths and 

good observing sites[84]. Combining equations 2.24 and 2.23 with equation 2.22 

gives

OT F l e { p )  =  exp (2.25)

The combined OTF for the telescope-atmosphere system can be calculated from 

equations 2.21 and 2.25. The corresponding point spread functions (PSF) can be 

obtained from the Fourier transform of the combined system OTF, which in the case 

of a circular aperture, reduces to the Hankel transform of the O TF [51],

J/'OO

 ̂ OTF(p)Jo(27rpr)d/), (2.26)
0

where Jq is a Bessel function of order zero[62]. Figures 2.4(a) and (b) show 

the long exposure OTFs and PSFs for a 4m telescope operating at 2.2 microns, 

for several values of tq. It is clear from the figures tha t the main effect of the 

atmosphere on long exposures is to reduce the high spatial frequency detail in images. 

Long exposure atmospheric transfer functions have been determined experimentally, 

using photographic and interferometric methods [84], and found to agree well with 

equation 2.25.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Long exposure OTF (b) Long exposure PSF
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2.3.2 The Short Exposure Transfer Function

In contrast to the long exposure OTF, the short exposure O TF corresponds to 

exposures which are short enough (a few milliseconds) to prevent the averaging of 

many different phase screens. In this case, the first order effect, image motion, is 

“frozen” out, and only the higher order atmospheric aberrations affect the image.

The short exposure transfer function of the atmosphere was originally derived 

by Fried [39], and is similar to the long exposure OTF, with the addition of a tilt 

removal term .

O T F s e {p ) = exp - 3 (2.27)

and with an added param eter a , which takes the value of 1 for near-held prop

agation (i.e. phase effects dominate), and 0.5 for far-held propagation (phase and 

amplitude are equally im portant). The near- or far-held distinction is based on the 

ratio of D, the aperture diameter, to (LA)^/^, where L is the length of the path 

through the atmosphere. The near-held case corresponds to D ^  (LA)^/^, which is 

generally true for large telescopes and turbulence concentrated at a height of several 

kilometers.

Figure 2.5 shows the short exposure OTFs and related PSFs for the same tele

scope and atmospheric conditions plotted in Figure 2.4. The short exposure OTF 

passes substantially more high-spatial frequency detail than the long exposure OTF, 

and the PSFs of the images are correspondingly sharper.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Short exposure OTF, (b) Short exposure PSF.
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Figure 2.6: Short and long exposure normalized resolution.

2.3.3 Resolution

The transfer functions determined above also provide a means for comparing long 

and short exposure image quality. Fried[39] defined the R,  the resolution of a system,

fOO
R =  /  OTF(p)dp.  

Jo
(2.28)

By dividing equation 2.28 by the resolution for an infinitely large aperture, 

Fried defined the term  RfRmax as the normalized resolution. The integral for the 

long exposure normalized resolution is of the form

— — f —)  /  [cos  ̂u — w(l — X exp
ffoo 7t k t q J Jo

-3 .44 udu. (2.29)

where u is the spatial frequency normalized by the cut-off frequency of the 

aperture, u = p/po, and po = D / \ .

The integrals for the long, short (near-held), and short (far-held) normalized
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resolution are shown in Figure 2.6. The dashed-line in the figure represents the 

diffraction-limited normalized resolution. From the figure, it can be seen that for 

values of tq comparable to the the aperture diameter, the resolution is essentially 

limited by diffraction. As the aperture diam eter increases in size relative to tq, 

turbulence, rather than diffraction, begins to limit the resolution.

2.4 A tm ospheric A berrations and Zernike P o ly 

nom ials

Wavefront errors (aberrations) caused by atmospheric turbulence can be decom

posed into a set of orthogonal functions. One such set of functions, which are 

commonly used to describe aberrations in unobscured, circularly symmetric optical 

system s[14], are the Zernike polynomials. Although not statistically independent, 

the Zernike polynomials occur frequently in the literature. Noll[73] developed a 

Zernike polynomial representation of the Kolmogorov turbulence spectrum, which 

perm itted the statistical properties of the various terms to be calculated analytically. 

Following Noll, the polynomials are defined by

ZercTi j =  V n  + 1 [r)\ /2 cos m9,  (2.30)

Zodd j = V n  I { r ) \ / 2  sin mO (2.31)

for m ^  0, or

when m =  0, and where
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z , n m Expression Name Residual Variance A% (racP)

1 0 0 1 piston

2 1 1 2r cos 0 tilt 0.582{D/rof/^

3 1 1 2r sin 6 tilt

4 2 0 V32r2 _  2 defocus

5 2 2 \/6r^ sin 26 astigmatism O .O m (D /r o f / ^

6 2 2 \/6r^ cos 26 astigmatism 0 M 4 8 { D /r o f / ^

7 3 1 \/8(3r^ — 2r) sin 6 coma 0.0587(D/rof/^

8 3 1 \/8(3r^ — 2r) cos 6 coma 0.0525(£>/ro)^/^

9 3 3 y/Sr^ cos 3^ trefoil 0.0463(D/ro)^/^

10 3 3 y/Sr^ sin 36 trefoil 0.0401(D/ro)^/^

11 4 0 )/5(6r^ — 6r^ +  1) spherical 0.0Z77(D/rof^^

Table 2.1: The first 11 Zernike polynomial terms.

where the values of n and m  are integers and satisfy the conditions m  < n and 

n —\m\ = even. The first eleven polynomial term s and the residual error (in radians^) 

after removal of each respective term  are shown in Table 2.1. From the table, it is 

worth noting th a t 87% of the total atmospheric variance has been removed after 

correction of the two tilt terms.

2.5 A tm ospheric Tem poral Effects

The previous sections have been concerned with the effects of spatial variation in 

refractive index due to atmospheric turbulence. However, a system which attem pts 

to correct atmospheric phase errors must also address the temporal variation of 

turbulence.

There are two tim e scales of interest. The first is based on u^/Lo, where v j  is 

the wind velocity across the observing path, and L q is the size of the outer scale.
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For a, vt = lOm/s and L q = 10m, the tim e scale is of the order of 1 second. The 

second is based on the “turn-over” [7] velocity of the individual turbulent cells, which 

has been shown by experiment [93] to be an order of m agnitude less than  v t -, or a 

time-scale of about 10 seconds.

This is the essence of Taylor’s Hypothesis[95] for ‘frozen’ turbulence, which 

allows the eddy velocities to be neglected. Thus a given turbulence state  can be 

considered to be static as it is carried across the observing path  by the wind.

Greenwood [54] derived an expression for the required frequency response of a 

simple (RC filter) closed-loop control system.

fa — 0.102^  f C {̂z)vy (̂z)dz
(J t JO

-| 3 /5

(2.34)

where is the uncorrected phase variance, k = 27t/ X, v j  is the wind velocity across 

the path, and L is the path-length through the atmosphere. Equation 2.34 can be 

simplified by taking aj = 0.27t (i.e. 10% uncorrected variance), assuming th a t all the 

turbulence occurs in a single layer, and substituting the expression for ro (equation 

2.24) so that

f ,  =  (2.35)
ro

For typical cases of astronomical imaging, fg is of the order of 10 to 100 Hz. 

For example, with u t  =  5 m /s, A =  0.5//m, and L =  10 km, fg =  28 Hz.

2.6 A ngular Isoplanatism

In general, the “isoplanatic region” refers to a portion of the focal plane of an ideal 

optical system, where the size and shape of two images are independent of their 

angular separation[14]. W hen applied to adaptive optical systems, the term  takes 

on a slightly different meaning.

From the left-hand side of figure 2.7, two beams meeting at the aperture of
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Figure 2.7: Angular anisoplanatism (left), vignetting (right).

a telescope will traverse slightly different paths through the atmosphere. If the 

turbulence encountered by the first source is measured to correct the image of the 

second, there will be an error due to this difference.

Assuming tha t most of the turbulence occurs at an average height h above the 

telescope, the isoplanatic angle, in radians, can be approximated by[85]

0  =  0.31 =  .
h

(2.36)

For typical values of ro =  0.5m at 2.2 //m and h =  6000m, 0  «  5 arc-seconds. 

The size of the isoplanatic patch is im portant for adaptive optical systems for two 

reasons. First, the larger the angle, the greater the likelihood of finding a suitable 

reference star for the m easurement of atmospheric turbulence. Second, the larger 

the angle, the larger will be the corrected field of view in a given image.
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2.7 C onclusions

In the previous sections, the effects of turbulence on the index of refraction of the 

atmosphere were established. The resulting atmospheric long and short exposure 

optical transfer functions were presented. Short exposures were seen to capture 

the highest spatial frequency detail, with the correspondingly sharpest point spread 

functions. The resolution of short and long exposures follows the diffraction-limited 

resolution of the telescope aperture as long as the aperture is smaller than the a t

mospheric coherence length tq. As the aperture increases in size beyond tq, the 

short-exposure resolution reaches a peak of about 3.5 times the long-exposure reso

lution, where D /ro is about 4.

The atmospheric coherence length ro was defined and used to characterize the 

strength of turbulence-induced index of refraction variations. From equation 2.24, 

it was shown tha t tq has a dependence on wavelength. This dependence can be 

evaluated for a given C\ profile.

ro{X) =  ro(Ao)
A 6 /5

(2.37)
Aq

where ro(A) is the value of tq at some wavelength A, based on a known value of 

tq at a reference wavelength Aq. Typical values of tq at good observing sites range 

from 2 cm to 20 cm at 0.5 microns[84]

The tim e scale of atmospheric turbulence was shown to be a function of ro and 

the wind velocity across the observing path (equation 2.35). Typical values for fg 

are in the range of 10 to 100 Hz.

Finally, the isoplanatic angle was also seen to have a dependence on ro in 

equation 2.36. The size of the isoplanatic patch strongly limits the corrected field 

of view to a small number of arc-seconds [7, 85].

Table 2.2 shows a range of values for coherence length ro (equation 2.37), Green

wood frequency, fg (equation 2.35) and isoplanatic angle, 0  (equation 2.36) for 

several wavelengths. The values were computed using a wind velocity of 10 m /s
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wavelength A ro /» 0

microns meters Hertz arc-sec

0.5 0.10 44 1.27

1.2 0.28 15.7 3.58

2.2 0.59 7.5 7.55

10 3.64 1.2 46.55

Table 2.2: Values for ro, fg, and 0  for various wavelengths.

(22.5 MPH), and an average turbulence height h of 5000 meters. For the opera

tion of adaptive optical systems, it can be seen tha t longer wavelengths lead to less 

stringent control system frequencies and larger corrected fields.
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Chapter 3

The Adaptive Secondary Mirror

3.1 A daptive O ptical System s

The first description of an astronomical adaptive optical system is due to Babcock[2], 

in a paper published in 1953. His paper included descriptions of all the m ajor sys

tem components, including the wavefront sensor, wavefront corrector, and an elec

tronic control system. In the late 1970’s, Buffington[16, 17] dem onstrated the first 

astronomical adaptive optical system, which used a steerable m irror to remove a t

mospheric tilt errors and a six-element array of mirrors to correct higher-order aber

rations. Separate but parallel to the work of Buffington, non-astronomical adaptive 

optical systems were being developed in the American m ilitary imaging community. 

For example. Hardy et a l[55] demonstrated a system which used 21 actuators to 

deform a single mirror.

Following those early efforts, more recent work has led to the development of 

dozens of systems, using a variety of wavefront sensing and correcting techniques. 

Beckers[5] provided a review of active astronomical programs as of 1993. Table 3.1 

lists several additional programs underway as of this writing.

It is worth noting tha t all existing and planned AO systems mentioned here 

(with the exception of the M M T/Steward observatory system) are effectively in

strum ents which are attached to a telescope in much the same way tha t a spectro-
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Organization Mirror type Channels Status

C FH T/B onnette curvature 19 operating

LLNL/Lick Obs. continuous 61 operating

UKAO/W HT segmented 228 in progress

M M T/Steward Obs. cont. 300 in progress

Keck Obs. cont. 349 in progress

Phillips/SO R 1.5m cont. 241 operating

ADONIS/ESO 3.6m cont. 52 operating

ESO/VLT cont. 250 in progress

Table 3.1: Current adaptive optics programs

graph or imaging camera would be. Because of their instrum ental character, such 

systems are not ideally suited to providing adaptive correction to existing instru

ments. Furtherm ore, AO systems located at telescope focal positions m ust re-image 

the telescope pupil (typically the prim ary mirror, but often the secondary mirror for 

infrared configurations), for the wavefront sensor and the adaptive mirror. This re

imaging requirem ent typically results in a complicated optical system consisting of 

many lenses and mirrors, such as the system (ADONIS) for the ESO 3.6m telescope 

shown in Figure 3.1. These additional optics reduce the throughput (transm itted 

energy) and increase the emissivity of the telescope/AO system.

Beckers[5] presented a detailed overview of current wavefront sensing and sys

tem  control techniques. The rem ainder of this chapter and the following chapters 

will be devoted to performance analyses and design considerations concerning the 

wavefront corrector.

3.2 W avefront C orrectors

There are two main categories of wavefront correctors, called inertial and non- 

inertial. Inertial correctors are those which move a physical mass in order to change
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Figure 3.2: Two types of reflecting wavefront correctors.

the phase of a optical beam, such as deformable or segmented mirrors. Non-inertial 

correctors are those which change the phase of a beam through some other process, 

such as liquid-crystal phase retarders.

Figure 3.2 depicts two types of inertial wavefront correctors. Segmented mirrors 

are characterized by the division of the optical surface into rigid segments^ which 

are supported by actuators. Segmented mirrors occur mainly in two types; piston- 

mirrors, in which each segment is controlled in one degree of freedom (piston) by 

a single actuator, and tip-tilt mirrors, in which each segment is controlled in three 

degrees of freedom (tip, tilt, and piston). The individual mirror segments may be 

round, square, hexagonal, or other shapes.

Deformable mirrors are characterized by a single, flexible, optical surface, whose 

shape is altered by a variety of means. Deformable mirrors occur in several vari

ations: bimorph mirrors, composed of a sandwich of mirror substrate and piezo

electric electrodes; membrane mirrors, constructed from extremely thin membrane 

and electro-static actuators; and discrete actuator mirrors, which use a flexible face- 

sheet and a set of discrete force or displacement actuators.
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Examples of each of these types of mirrors can be found in adaptive optical 

systems, with the choice based on a variety of considerations including cost, com

plexity, resonant frequency, degrees of freedom, stroke, size, etc. Ultimately, the 

requirements of the particular system will dictate the type of mirror to use. Such 

considerations are likely to include ease of fabrication, reliability/ serviceability, and 

system compatibility, as well as size constraints or cooling requirements.

To date, virtually all wavefront correctors have been flat. This simplifles the 

fabrication of the mirror, segmented or deformable, but complicates the design of the 

optical train. If the wavefront corrector must be curved, or even worse, aspheric, 

it will complicate the fabrication of the mirror. For aspheric segmented mirrors, 

stressed mirror polishing[71] and optical replication techniques[52] are possible fab

rication strategies. For aspheric deformable mirrors, fabrication methods include 

traditional methods if the substrate is thick enough, or attachm ent of a thin m irror 

shell to a rigid substrate[68] for polishing.

Traditionally, deformable mirrors have been constructed monolithically, with 

the support structure, actuators, and face sheet bonded together perm anently[32]. 

If, as in many deformable mirrors developed for m ilitary purposes, there are a large 

number of non-replaceable fragile actuators, the failure of an actuator will reduce 

the performance of the mirror, and at worst may render the m irror useless. Con

versely, segmented mirrors have tended to be assembled in pieces, which allowed 

failed actuators or segments to be replaced. Currently however, relatively small 

(150mm diameter), flat wavefront correctors with hundreds of replaceable actuators 

are commercially available in both the deformable and segmented varieties [97, 105]. 

Large curved wavefront correctors, as might be used for a Cassegrain secondary 

mirror, are not currently available commercially. Reliability and serviceability for 

such a m irror will depend on the particular design.
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3.3 A dap tive Secondary M irrors

Possibly the earliest reference to adaptive secondary mirrors is due to Beckers[4] in a 

1989 telescope proposal to the National Optical Astronomical Observatory (NOAO). 

He cited several advantages to using an existing telescope optical surface for cor

recting atmospheric turbulence; (1) greater efficiency and throughput gained by 

using an existing mirror surface, (2) avoidance of additional complexity when m at

ing instrum ents to the AO system, and (3), the capability to provide atmospheric 

compensation to the Cassegrain and Nasmyth foci directly. Figure 3.3 shows a tele

scope with an adaptive secondary m irror system. Note tha t only a single additional 

optical surface is added between the telescope and the science instrum ent, in order 

to sample the wavefront for the wavefront sensor.

In the sense tha t compensation of the first-order atmospheric aberrations (tip /tilt) 

constitutes adaptive correction, the first adaptive secondary mirrors are already op-
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of single-layer turbulence conjugation.

erating. Close and M cCarthy[23] have dem onstrated a tip /ti lt  secondary mirror 

on the Steward Observatory 2.3m telescope. This system makes use of a 6.5 inch 

diam eter secondary mirror which is driven by three actuators. The design of the 

m irror is “reaction-less” , such tha t a mass driven in anti-phase to the mirror cancels 

the vibrations arising from the motion of the mirror. A similar system has been 

operated on the University of Hawaii 2.2m telescope[107j. An adaptive secondary 

m irror has been designed for the UKIRT 3.8m telescope, and is expected to correct 

defocus as well as tip and tilt [77].

Currently, there are no operating adaptive secondary mirrors utilizing a de

formable mirror. However, a 0.6m deformable secondary mirror is under develop

ment at the Center for Astronomical Adaptive Optics at Steward Observatory[68]. 

This mirror will utilize 300 actuators on a very thin (2mm) m irror substrate. This 

m irror will be discussed further in the efficiency comparison of Chapter 4.
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3.4 L ocation o f th e  W avefront C orrector

Atmospheric turbulence in many different layers contributes to image degradation 

in the  focal plane of a telescope. However, if the turbulence was confined to a 

single layer, as shown in Figure 3.4, then the wavefront errors for the two sources 

would coincide at the conjugate location, and angular anisoplanaticism would vanish. 

Locating the wavefront corrector at the conjugate to  the turbulent layer theoretically 

has the  potential to improve the isoplanatic angle by as much as a factor of two[84]. 

However, this benefit comes at the expense of a m ultitude of additional optical 

surfaces which are required to re-image the turbulent layer on to the deformable 

mirror.

Virtually all modern large telescopes use a Cassegrain configuration, in which 

the secondary mirror is located ahead of the prime focus of the prim ary mirror. Note 

tha t although the prim ary mirror typically serves as the aperture stop/entrance pupil 

of the telescope, for infrared observations, the secondary mirror is usually undersized 

and defines the pupil. In this case, the mirror is not conjugate to any turbulent layer 

in the atmosphere. However, realistic modeling of angular anisoplanaticism [86, 12] 

suggests tha t locating the deformable mirror at the secondary m irror position will 

not overly constrain the sky coverage (access to reference sources) of such a system.

There are advantages to the secondary m irror location, and it is im portant to 

consider two types of conjugation as shown in Figure 3.5. In pupil conjugation, 

the correcting mirror is located conjugate to the telescope pupil (or the secondary 

m irror). Wavefronts from both the on-axis and off-axis source completely illuminate 

the prim ary m irror (no vignetting), but follow slightly different paths through the 

atmosphere, and a shear S  occurs between the two wavefronts, where S  = 0 • Hturb 

{6 in radians).

“Seeing” , or turbulence conjugation, refers to locating the correcting mirror at 

the conjugate to the (assumed) single layer of turbulence at a given altitude. In 

this case, the on- and off-axis wavefronts pass through the same phase screen (no 

shear), but part of the off-axis wavefront is lost at the prim ary mirror (vignetting).
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Figure 3.5: Pupil conjugation (left) and seeing conjugation (right).

Adaptive correction with the secondary mirror contains elements of both types of 

conjugation, and two effects must be considered:

• Stellar wavefronts are sheared by an amount depending on the angular sep

aration of the sources, and the height(s) of the dominant turbulent layer(s) 

as above, and remain sheared at the secondary mirror, scaled by the pri

m ary / secondary separation over the prim ary focal length.

• Although no vignetting takes place at the primary, part of the wavefront from 

the off-axis source is vignetted at the secondary mirror, which means th a t only 

part of the off-axis wavefront can be measured or corrected.

3.4.1 Shear

As shown in Figure 3.6, in the case of pupil conjugation, off-axis wavefronts are 

sheared by an amount proportional to the height of the turbulent layer multiplied 

by the angular separation between the two sources. The wavefronts converge at
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Figure 3.6: Pupil conjugation with shear and vignetting at the secondary mirror.

the prim ary mirror, and then diverge again as they approach prim e focus, where 

they will be completely separated. Between the prim ary and secondary mirrors, the 

wavefronts will be de-magnified and sheared as above. As long as the wavefront 

shear at the turbulent layer dominates the shear at the secondary, the shear at the 

secondary can be considered negligible. To check this assumption, the shear can be 

normalized by the diameters of the wavefronts, angular separation drops out, and 

the comparison becomes:

L H
Dsec

(3.1)

where L is the prim ary/ secondary separation, Dsec and Dpri are the mirror 

diameters, and H  is the turbulent layer height.

For a 4-m telescope such as UKIRT, L = 8.7m, Dpri = 3.8m, and Dsec = 0.3m. 

If 77 =  1000m, shear at the secondary is roughly 1/10 the value of the shear at the
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Figure 3.7: UKIRT pupil vignetting due to seeing conjugation.

turbulent layer, or 1/50 when H  = 5000m. For a 8-m telescope such as GEMINI, 

with L = 12.5m, Dpri = 8.0m, and Dsec = 1.0m, the shear values are virtually 

the same. Consequently, wavefront shear at the secondary mirror will contribute at 

the level of a few percent or less, compared to the projected wavefront shear at the 

turbulent layer, and is likely to be negligible.

3.4.2 V ignetting

Pupil conjugation at the secondary mirror introduces vignetting of the off-axis wave- 

front, and it is im portant to quantify this effect. As shown in Figure 3.6, the on- 

and off-axis wavefronts will be sheared at the secondary, and part of the off-axis 

wavefront will be lost. The magnitude of the shear will be 0 • L, where L is again the 

prim ary/ secondary separation. On UKIRT, for an angular separation of 60 arc-sec, 

the shear will be approximately 2.5 mm. The UKIRT / /3 5  secondary is roughly
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316 mm in diameter, and the portion of the wavefront lost is simply the to tal area 

minus the geometric overlap of the two wavefronts. The fractional area lost is then:

-  1 -  -  ( ^ )  (3-2)

For shear, S  = 2.5mm and pupil radius, R  = 158mm, the fraction lost is 0.01, 

or only 1% of the off-axis wavefront. The corresponding values for GEMINI and a 60 

arc-sec off-axis angle lead to a shear of 3.6 mm, and a fractional area loss of 0.0031, 

or 0.3%. As with the shears calculated above, this vignetting effect will typically be 

small enough to neglect.

For reference, vignetting can be compared between the seeing and pupil con

jugate cases. Figure 3.7 plots the fractional area of the off-axis wavefront lost at 

the prim ary mirror of a 4-m telescope in the seeing-conjugated case. W ith a 60 

arc-sec angular separation, and a turbulent layer height of 1000 m, roughly 10% 

of the off-axis source wavefront (flux) will be lost. For the same separation and a 

turbulent layer at 5000 m, vignetting will increase to 50% for the off-axis source. 

For turbulence conjugation, any advantages in term s of angular anisoplanaticism 

should be weighed against losses due to  vignetting.
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Chapter 4 

Throughput, Emissivity, and 

Polarization Comparison

4.1 Introduction

The m ajor improvements in optical efficiency and throughput promised by adaptive 

secondary mirrors are based on the location of the deformable mirror and the elimi

nation of the extra optical surfaces found in conventional AO systems. An adaptive 

secondary mirror, unlike traditional AO systems, does not add any polarization or 

reflectivity losses, and preserves the minimum emissivity offered by a Cassegrain 

telescope.

This analysis examines the current optical train  for the planned W HT AO sys

tem , and compares it with a proposed adaptive secondary mirror (ASM) system for 

the MMT conversion[86], in terms of throughput, emissivity, and polarization. The 

current W HT optical layout (as of 16 Feb 1995) was provided by M artin Wells[103] 

at ROE, and is shown in Figure 4.1. A schematic of the proposed MMT system 

is shown in Figure 4.2. The respective minimum numbers of surfaces for the two 

systems, excluding the telescope prim ary and secondary mirrors, are shown in Ta

ble 4.1.
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Figure 4.2; Schematic of the MMT conversion Adaptive Secondary Mirror system from 

Sandler [86].
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Optical Path Reflections Refractions Total Surf.

WHT Nasmyth system:

Tracker 8 12+ 20+

WFS 7 9+ 16+

Science 5 5+ 10+

MMT Conv. Adaptive Secondary:

Tracker - 3+ 3+

WFS - 3+ 3+

Science - 2+ 2+

Table 4.1: Surface counts for the proposed WHT and MMT AO systems.

4.2 T hroughput

Throughput is a measure of the amount of light (energy) tha t is transm itted  and 

reflected through an optical system. Both the Steward/M M T and W HT AO system 

designs are still in progress, so this analysis is limited to a discussion of throughput 

in terms of the number of optical surfaces in the tracking, wavefront sensing, and 

science optical paths. Reflectivity data for over-coated silver, from 320 nm to 820 

nm, was taken from unpublished results obtained by D. Jackson[58] at RGO. The 

data set was then raised to powers of 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 to model the effects of 

m ultiple reflections/ refractions. For each data set, a 20-term polynomial fit was used 

to smooth the resulting curves, and the results are shown in Figure 4.3(a). Based 

on over-coated silver ageing tests by Vvedenskii[100], a second set of curves was 

generated to model the effects of ageing of the original coatings. In Figure 4.3(b), 

the original reflectivity data has been multiplied by 0.96 (to model the effect of 

ageing) , and the curves for multiple reflections calculated again.

If wavefront sensing in the visible (at 0.7//m) is used for wavefront correction 

in the infrared (at 2.2//m), the W HT system will lose 35% of the original flux (at

0.7/im) between the secondary mirror and the wavefront sensor, with fresh silver
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coatings. As the coatings deteriorate with time, total flux loss may approach 75%, 

as shown in Figure 4.3(b). A loss of 60% of the flux corresponds to a difference of 

one stellar magnitude. These losses will reduce the number of natural guide stars 

available for wavefront sensing.

Depending on the faintest allowable star for wavefront sensing, the loss of a 

single m agnitude may have a dram atic effect on the probability of finding a usable 

reference star. Using a star field density model by Simons[88], based on the results of 

Bahcall and Soniera[3], the average (all-sky) number of R-band (0.59 - 0.81 microns) 

stars per square degree can be calculated with

log(A^/?) =  do "F o-iR T ü2R^, (4.1)

where R  is the R-band m agnitude, üq = —3.58673, ai = 0.554968, and <%2 =

—0.00880835. The star count per square degree can be multiplied by a given isopla

natic patch size to find the average number of guide stars of a given magnitude. The 

probability, P , (assuming Poisson statistics) of finding at least one star of magnitude 

R  can be calculated from

F = 1 — exp(—A /̂î). (4.2)

Table 4.2 shows the probabilities (in percent) of finding R-band stars of 16th 

to 20th magnitude, for isoplanatic angles of 5, 10, and 20 arc-seconds. For the lower 

magnitudes, it can be seen th a t the loss of a single magnitude has an almost factor 

of 2 difference on the probability of finding a star within a given area of the sky.

Many factors, including atmospheric conditions, the level of adaptive compen

sation, telescope aperture diameter, WFS detector sensitivity, and the region of

interest on the sky will influence the required m agnitude for a natural guide star.

But a  loss 50% or more of stellar flux in the wavefront sensing optics will clearly 

reduce the number of natural guide stars available for the AO system.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Reflectivity of a fresh silver coating and multiple reflections, (b) Reflec

tivity of a silver coating and multiple reflections after 3 years.
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R mag 5 arc-sec 10 arc-sec 20 arc-sec

16 0.7 2.6 10.0

17 1.2 4.7 17.7

18 2.1 8.2 29.0

19 3.6 13.5 44.1

20 5.7 21.1 61.2

Table 4.2: All-sky average probabilities (percent) for R-band stars and three isopla

natic angles.

4.3 E m issiv ity

Light not transm itted or reflected by the optical surfaces in an AO system is ab

sorbed and re-em itted as therm al radiation. Emissivity is a measure of the amount 

of energy em itted compared to an ideal tem perature radiator (a blackbody)[30]. For 

infrared observations, emissivity in the optical train  will reduce the signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) in the final image.

A detailed comparison of emissivity is currently not possible because such an 

analysis requires detailed information about the AO system optics, tem peratures, 

baffling, and the surrounding environment, none of which is available. However, 

an approximate comparison can be made, again based simply on the num ber of 

optical surfaces in the system. Using handbook infrared reflectivity data[30], and 

the assumption that all energy not reflected is absorbed and re-em itted, a first order 

estim ate of emissivity can be made.

A fresh silver coating has a reflectance of roughly 99% for wavelengths from

0.7^m to 20/im, and this peak value will degrade over time. Table 4.3 lists the 

resulting total reflectivity and emissivity for coatings with initial reflectivities of 99% 

(fresh) and 98% (in use), with multiple reflections. Note tha t the emissivity values 

shown are lower limits, as only reflectivity is considered. Note also tha t the Gemini 

telescopes requirement [69] for total emissivity is 4%, with a goal of 2% (for warm
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Figure 4.4: Background flux for a 2% emissivity telescope, from Gillett[47].

telescope optics only). From Table 4.1, there are at least 10 surfaces in the W HT 

system science optical path, and even with fresh coatings, the W HT AO system 

will introduce more than twice the Gemini emissivity requirement. The Gemini 

requirements are clearly quite stringent, in order to exploit best the conditions on 

M auna Kea; nevertheless, an older telescope such as the W HT will still have a total 

inherent emissivity of less than 10%, roughly half the minimum value produced by 

the W HT telescope and the science path of the AO system with 98% coatings.

For reference, background photon fluxes for the telescope/AO systems can be 

estim ated by scaling an emissivity value by the flux of a 2% emissivity telescope. 

A curve for flux versus wavelength for such a telescope, adapted from Gillett[47], 

is shown in Figure 4.4. For example, at 2.2 microns, a 2% emissivity telescope will 

em it about 30,000 photons per sec/ micron/ sq.arc-sec. From Table 4.3, the W HT 

science path, with ten 2% emissivity surfaces, has a total emissivity of 18.3%, or nine 

tim es the emissivity of the telescope alone (270,000 photons/m icron/ sq.arc-sec). The
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Reflectivity Surfaces R t o t a l  ( % ) Emissivity (%)

99% 3 97.0 3.0

- 5 95.1 4.9

- 10 90.4 9.6

- 15 86.0 14.0

- 20 81.8 18.2

98% 3 94.1 5.9

- 5 90.4 9.6

- 10 81.7 18.3

- 15 73.9 26.1

- 20 66.8 33.2

Table 4.3: Total infrared (0.7 - 20.0 fxm) reflectivities and emissivities for multiple 

reflections and two initial reflectivity values.

proposed MMT Conversion adaptive secondary design indicates a beam -splitter and 

collimating optics between the secondary mirror and the science detector. Assuming 

a minimum of three surfaces and 98% reflectivity, this design will introduce roughly 

6% emissivity, or 1/3 the additional emissivity (and flux) of the W HT AO system.

This analysis provides a rough comparison between two AO systems whose 

designs are still in progress. However, it is clear th a t an adaptive secondary mirror 

has the potential to reduce to tal emissivity to a minimum, compared to a traditional 

post-Cassegrain or Nasmyth-focus AO system.

4.4 Polarization

The transm ittance of an optical system is partially dependent on the polarization 

introduced by the surfaces in the system. In addition to the effects on transmis

sion, polarization from the optical system will reduce the SNR in measurements of 

polarization (polarimetry).
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As with the emissivity comparison, a comprehensive analysis is precluded by the 

lack of detailed designs for both the W HT and MMT AO systems. Figure 4,1 shows 

the schematic design of the W HT AO system [103] as of 16 February 1995. Figure 4.2 

shows a schematic design of the MMT conversion adaptive secondary system [86]. In 

this comparison, the discussion will be mainly limited to consideration of material 

properties and angles of incidence in the respective optical trains.

M aterial index of refraction absorption coef. wavelength

Aluminum 1.5 7 0.7 //m

Silver 0.08 4.5 0.7 fim

Steel 2.485 3.433 5893 Â

Gold 0.16 3.5-4.0 0.7 ^m

Table 4.4: Optical param eters for several metals for use in polarization calculations. 

Values for steel are from Clarke & Grainger[21]. Remaining values from Driscoll[30].

Table 4.4 lists the index of refraction (n) and absorption coefficient {k) for 

several metals. Most of the param eters have been taken at 0.7 /zm; however, in each 

case the values are highly dependent on wavelength and the method used to  produce 

the coating. Using these m aterial properties, the intensity reflection coefficients, Rj_ 

and iE||, for perpendicular and parallel reflections can be calculated from the Fresnel 

equations[21].

R± =
{n — 1/ cos 0 y  +
(n +  1/ cos Oy +  k̂  ̂’

(4.3)

and

Ri
{n — cos 6 y  4- k^

(4.4)
(n +  cos 6 y  +

These equations allow the  comparison of intensities for reflections of the wave 

components parallel and perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the in

cident wave, as a function of angle of incidence, 9, index of refraction n, and fc.
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the absorption coefficient, sometimes called the extinction coefficient, which is the 

imaginary part of the complex index of refraction.

Figure 4.5 plots the intensity reflectivities for silver and aluminum against angle 

of incidence, using the values from Table 4.4. Note tha t in the plots, the vertical 

scales have been adjusted to emphasize the difference between the parallel and per

pendicular reflectivities. The scale difference is due mainly to  the factor of seven 

difference in the index of refraction between aluminum and silver, which is in turn  

due to the atomic natures (i.e. their positions in the periodic table) of the two 

m aterials[30]. From the two plots, it is clear tha t silver will be the preferred coating 

m aterial in term s of polarization, as well as in terms of reflectivity.

Although the flnal optical designs for the two systems are still in progress, it 

is possible to make an approximate comparison of their polarization characteristics. 

The comparison shown in Table 4.5 is based on several assumptions: (1) the two 

systems are two-dimensional; (2) only the science beam paths are compared; (3) all 

surfaces are silver-coated, (4) angle measurements are approximate. From the table, 

it is clear th a t the W HT system loses roughly 10% in polarization reflectivity, but 

the polarization losses are nearly identical for the two polarization states. For the 

MMT system, the losses are only a couple of percent, but due to the high angle of 

incidence (45 degrees) of the single reflection, the difference between the two states 

is greater.

4.5 C onclusions

These comparisons have been based on schematic designs of AO systems which are 

still under development. Speciflc details about reflection and anti-reflection coatings, 

coating methods, angles of incidence, and beam -splitter m aterials and orientations 

are not currently available. Consequently, these comparisons are generally first- 

order approximations, based on simple assumptions about the design of the two AO 

systems. However, based on arguments concerning the num ber of optical surfaces 

and approximate angles of incidence in the two systems, it is clear th a t an adaptive
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Figure 4.5: Polarization reflectivity curves for silver (a), and aluminum (b). Note the 

difference in vertical scales.
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Surface index (n) abs. coef. (k) angle {6) R± Rll

WHT:

1 0.08 4.5 6 0.9850 0.9851

2 0.08 4.5 8 0.9849 0.9852

3 0.08 4.5 7 0.9850 0.9852

4 0.08 4.5 15 0.9846 0.9855

5 0.08 4.5 7 0.9850 0.9852

6 0.08 4.5 5 0.9850 0.9851

Total 0.9128 0.9144

MMT:

1 0.08 4.5 45 0.9799 0.9892

Table 4.5: Estim ated polarization reflectivities for the W HT and MMT AO systems,

secondary mirror will provide superior throughput, with minimum emissivity and 

polarization, when compared to a conventional adaptive optics system.
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Chapter 5

Performance Predictions

5.1 In troduction

This chapter is derived from a report resulting from a collaborative research project 

carried out at RGO and the 0SL[12] for the UK Adaptive Optics Project office in 

Durham. The first objective of the research was to investigate the effects of angular 

anisoplanaticism for multiple turbulent layers, as a function of turbulence strength 

(i.e. D /ro) and off-axis angle. The second objective was to examine the wavefront 

correcting capability of a model adaptive secondary mirror through closed-loop sim

ulations. The angular anisoplanaticism modeling was carried out by R. W. Wilson 

and C. R. Jenkins, based on turbulence models and angular ranges defined by the 

author. The anisoplanaticism modeling described here is included for reference. 

The secondary mirror performance simulations were based on a previous adaptive 

optics simulator developed by Doel[28], and extended by the author to include a 

deformable mirror model.

5.2 A ngular A n isop lanaticism  M odeling

Although the modeling described below was originally conceived to examine a par

ticular case of anisoplanaticism for adaptive secondary mirrors, the arguments in
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Section 3.4 were used to show th a t in fact the differences due to correcting turbulence 

at the secondary mirror (wavefront shear and vignetting) were essentially negligible. 

Consequently, the modeling was performed for the standard pupil-conj ugation case, 

and results were expressed in terms of corrected Strehl ratios and image encircled- 

energy radii.

5.2.1 Procedure

The modeling process was based on calculation of the correlation of Zernike modes, 

as a function of the angular separation between the science object and reference star, 

for a given atmospheric C'^(h) m odel[104]. The model assumes a circular telescope 

pupil with no obscuration, over which corrections are applied to a finite num ber of 

Zernike modes of the phase distortion. Wavefront phase measurements were modeled 

without errors (i.e. a perfect wavefront sensor), using light from a natural reference 

star, and corrections were applied without errors (i.e. using a perfect correcting 

m irror).

The effects of atmospheric turbulence were modeled by one or more ‘phase 

screens’ at specific altitudes above the telescope. A standard model was used for 

propagation through Kolmogorov turbulence, i.e., each layer produced phase per

turbations which had a Gaussian distribution and were fully characterized by a 

structure function with a 5/3 power law. The near-field approximation was used, 

so th a t am plitude fluctuations could be ignored, and phase perturbations from each 

layer were simply added to give the total distortion at the ground. In this model, 

anisoplanatic effects were determined by the decorrelation of the Zernike coefficients 

for the phase distortions within copies of the telescope pupil projected onto the 

phase screens, in the directions of the guide star and science object respectively. 

These were calculated by the method of Chassat[19].
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5.2.2 Turbulence M odels

Since the atmospheric turbulence profile in any given case varies greatly over time, 

it is difficult to make accurate general predictions of the effects of anisoplanatism 

over a variety of sites. However, measurements by Racine[80] and Vernin[99] have 

indicated th a t the m ajority of the turbulence is often concentrated in one or two 

dominant layers. Therefore, simple examples of one and two layer models were used 

to examine the effects of turbulence at typical altitudes.

Four simple C^(h) models, numbered (1) through (4), were considered;

1. All of the turbulence was concentrated in a single layer at low altitude (1km).

2. The turbulence was made up of two layers, a t 1km and 5km, with the for

mer contributing 2/3 of the total integrated C^(h), while the higher layer 

contributed the remaining 1/3.

3. The turbulence was made up of two layers of equal strength at altitudes of 

1km and 5km.

4. All of the turbulence was concentrated in a single layer at high altitude (5km).

5.2.3 Results

The results of the anisoplanaticism modeling in term s of Strehl ratio are summarized 

in Figures 5.1 through 5.4 . The Strehl ratio of the partially corrected PSF is shown 

as a function of angular distance from the reference star. Curves are plotted for a 

range of seeing conditions (characterized by the ratio of the aperture diam eter D  to 

Fried’s coherence length tq), and values of the m aximum order of Zernike corrections 

applied.

Figures 5.5 through 5.8 plot the 50% encircled energy radius R^o for the same 

param eter space. The encircled energy radius was used as a measure of the overall 

w idth of the PSF. The characteristic shape of a partially corrected PSF is made up 

of a narrow core (the ‘diffraction spike’) surrounded by a much broader halo. Even
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when the image core contains only a small fraction of the to tal image energy, the full 

width at half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF rapidly approaches the width of the 

core. Hence the FWHM is a poor indicator of the width for the partially corrected 

PSF, and the encircled energy width is a more useful measure.

Several key points are worth noting from the figures:

• In the direction of the AO reference star, the Strehl ratio of the corrected PSF 

increases (and R^o decreases), as the order of correction is increased, or as the 

seeing improves {D/ro decreases).

• Away from the guide star, the Strehl ratio drops off a t a rate which increases 

with the order of correction - i.e. increasing the order of correction improves 

the Strehl ratio, but only in a shrinking region about the reference star. At 

some angular distance from the guide star, corrections up to order n give lower 

Strehl ratios than corrections up to order n — 1. The size of this angle depends 

only on n, the telescope diameter D, and the turbulence height, and to first 

order is independent of tq.

• The rate of decrease of the Strehl ratio away from the guide star depends 

critically on the turbulence model. For example, the angular distance from 

the guide star over which a theoretical Strehl ratio of greater than  0.1 can be 

achieved in moderate seeing conditions { D / tq =  8 at wavelength 2.2 microns) 

varies from approximately 20 arc-sec for model 4, up to 100 arc-sec for model

1. Note th a t under excellent seeing { D / tq =  4) these figures increase to 80 

arc-sec and over 240 arc-sec, for tilt corrections only [n = 1).

• The reduction in Strehl ratio with angle is much more rapid for models 2, 

3 and 4, which include ‘high’ altitude turbulence a t 5km, than  for model 1 

(low altitude only). For model 2, in which the high altitude layer has only 

half the strength of the lower layer, the anisoplanatic effect on the Strehl 

ratio is almost as severe as for model 3, in which the layers are of equal 

strength. This demonstrates that high altitude layers are strongly weighted 

in their anisoplanatic effect on the Strehl ratio. This can be explained by
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the fact th a t achieving high Strehl ratios depends critically on very accurate 

correction of high order Zernike terms. The rapid decorrelation of the high 

order term s contributed by higher layers therefore has a very severe effect on 

the Strehl ratio, even when the contribution from these layers to the overall 

phase variance is relatively small.

• For the encircled energy param eter i?5o, the weighting of high altitude tu r

bulence is less severe. Here model 3 (two equal layers) gives values roughly 

equal to the mean of the single layer models, 1 and 4. The value of Rso is in 

most cases determined mainly by the width of the image halo, which is in turn 

dominated by the relatively slowly decorrelating tilt corrections. Only when 

more than 50% of the image energy is contained in the core (e.g. for small 

D /ro , and close to the reference star) is the behavior of R^o strongly affected 

by high-order corrections.

In summary, knowledge of the distribution of turbulence with altitude {C^{h)) 

is crucial in determining anisoplanatic effects on adaptive correction. The results 

presented here indicate the effects of anisoplanaticism for four simple models of 

turbulence at typical altitudes. Regular measurements of the profile are clearly 

required to accurately predict anisoplanatic effects and to determine the effective sky 

coverage for AO correction, using adaptive secondary mirrors, or indeed conventional 

phase conjugate techniques.

5.2 .3 .1  S treh l R atio  P lo ts

Note in the Strehl ratio plots the following:

• Strehl ratio as a function of D /ro , n (the num ber of Zernike radial orders 

corrected), and the angular distance to the guide star, for the four different 

C^{h) models.

• In each case (i) n =  1 (top), (ii) n =  3 (middle), and (iii) n =  5 (bottom). 

The total number of Zernike terms corrected (excluding piston) for the radial
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orders were 2, 9, and 20 respectively.

• The four solid curves in each plot relate to the different atmospheric models, 

1, 2, 3 and 4 (see above). In each case, model 1 is the upperm ost curve 

(i.e. highest Strehl ratio) and curve 4 is the lower-most curve (lowest Strehl). 

The dashed line indicates the seeing limited (uncorrected) Strehl.

• The angular scale in arc-seconds is correct for the 3.8m UKIRT. The plots 

can be scaled to  give values for an 8m telescope, simply by multiplying the 

x-axis by a factor 8/3.8 =  2.1. In this case, since the same values for D/ro 

were used, the plots represent better overall seeing conditions (i.e. D /ro  =  10 

implies approximately 1.1 arc-sec seeing for UKIRT, or 0.6 arc-sec for an 8m 

telescope).

5 .2 .3 .2  E ncircled  E nergy P lo ts

The 50% included energy radius R^q for the same range of parameters. In these 

figures, model 4 is uppermost solid curve in each plot (largest radius), and model 

1 is lower-most (smallest radius). The dashed line indicates the seeing lim ited (un

corrected) value of Rsq.
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Figure 5.1: Strehl ratios for D/rg =  4, n = l  Figure 5.2: Strehl ratios for D/rg =  6, n —\ 
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5.3 C losed-loop Sim ulations

As was noted in Chapter 3, the secondary mirror often serves as the aperture stop 

in a telescope, and hence the mirror surface is fully illum inated to its outer edges. 

Infrared secondary mirrors often have a central hole as well[71, 45]. However, most 

deformable mirrors have an unperforated surface, and either the m irror edges are 

controlled with specialized edge actuators which extend beyond the boundaries of 

the m irror[83], or the mirror is oversized to avoid edge effects altogether. Since edge 

effects are unavoidable with a secondary mirror, it is necessary to understand the 

im pact of the unconstrained edges on the m irror’s wavefront correction characteris

tics. This was the motivation for performing closed-loop simulations of atmospheric 

compensation using a model of a deformable secondary mirror.

5.3.1 Procedure

The closed-loop simulator described here was based on a wavefront sensor (WFS) 

simulator developed by A. P. Doel[28] at the University of Durham. The original 

simulator was used to compare Shack-Hartmann and wavefront curvature sensors 

with varying numbers of sub-apertures, and assumed that the wavefront corrector 

could produce “perfect” Zernike mode corrections.

5 .3 .1 .1  W avefront Sensor M odel

The original simulator had two primary features, a model of a Shack-Hartmann 

wavefront sensor[98], and a m atrix inversion control algorithm. The Shack-Hartmann 

sensor model divided the telescope pupil into many “sub-apertures” , each of which 

was imaged by a small array (8 to 12 square) of detector pixels. Turbulence-distorted 

phase screens were thus divided into sub-screens, and images from each sub-screen 

were formed via Fourier transform s[15]. The resulting point spread functions (PSF) 

of the images were used to calculate an X  and Y  tilt for each sub-aperture. By 

dividing the sub-apertures into quadrants, and integrating the portion of the PSF
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in each quadrant, four signals (Sa , Sb  ̂S c ,  S d ) were generated. The X  and Y  tilt 

signals were then calculated from

y  __ +  Sb ) — (Sc  +  Sp)

Y  _  Sc) -  (Sb  +  Sp)
S j +  Sa +  f c  +  SD " ^

5 .3 .1 .2  M a tr ix -M u ltip ly  C ontroller

The simulator used a m atrix-m ultiply control algorithm. One method for recon

structing an unknown wavefront from sub-aperture tilt signals is via an interaction 

matrix[98]. An interaction m atrix I can be defined so that

I A  =  S , (5.3)

where A is a vector of coefficients for the system basis functions (phase maps 

or system modes), S is a m atrix of sensor signals, and the dimensions of I are the 

num ber of modes multiplied by the number of sensor signals. Then an unknown 

phase map can be reconstructed from the wavefront sensor signals it produces by 

inverting the interaction m atrix  and multiplying it (the m atrix-m ultiply) by the 

unknown phase map, so th a t

A  =  I ~ ^ S .  (5.4)

The interaction m atrix I can be constructed by exposing the system modes 

one by one to the wavefront sensor. The sensor signal for each mode becomes a

column in the interaction m atrix, which is then built up one column at a tim e. The

interaction m atrix can then be inverted to generate the system mode coefficients 

(command m atrix) corresponding to the unknown signal. The interaction m atrix 

is typically not square, and hence does not have a true inverse. However, a least
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squares solution can be calculated from the pseudo-inverse[90], or in this case, by a 

singular value decomposition[70] of I

5 .3 .1 .3  W avefront C orrector M odel

The original simulation used Zernike polynomials as the system modes (basis func

tions) for the wavefront corrector (WFC). Zernike modes were used to produce the 

W FC-W FS interaction m atrix, and then the calculated wavefront correction. In

stead of generating the correction based on a given number of Zernike term s, the 

m irror model described below used a set of Gaussian mirror influence functions 

(IF), which were orthogonalized, again by singular value decomposition (SVD), to 

determ ine the mirror modes. The resulting ‘norm al’ modes are the independent (or

thogonal) shapes tha t the mirror can produce using the deflned influence functions. 

The mirror modes were then presented to the WFS in order to create the interaction 

m atrix . By multiplying the unknown aberrated wavefront by the known interaction 

m atrix , a set of amplitude coefficients were generated for each of the m irror modes, 

which were then used to construct the wavefront correction. Note tha t

5.3.2 System  M odes

The original simulations were carried out using the first twenty Zernike terms as 

the basis functions (modes) for the wavefront correction. The W FS model used 48 

sub-apertures, which gives a ratio of 2.4 sub-apertures per measured mode. The

oretically, a n-sub-aperture WFS should be able to measure n Zernike modes, but 

in practice, there is an “efficiency factor” [34], possibly due to aliasing, which limits 

the number to roughly 0.6 - n, or about 28 modes.

Two mirror models were examined in the simulations; first, in order to provide 

a comparison against an “ideal” Zernike correction, a mirror using 20 actuators, and 

second, a mirror using 36 actuators. The 36 actuator model was considered because 

it provided an efficient gravity support for the mirror model, and it produced better 

results in the preliminary simulations. Mirror models using 28 and 44 actuators
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Figure 5.9: Wavefront sensor sub-apertures (squares) and location of actuators 

(circles) for the 20 and 36 actuator mirror models.

were also developed, but not used. Both mirror models used actuators arranged on 

square arrays, as shown in figure 5.9. Note tha t the actuators did not fall exactly 

on the corners of the subapertures, and th a t this lack of “Fried geom etry” [40] did 

not appear to affect the results of the simulations.

5.3.3 Influence Functions

Deformable mirrors are typically composed of a flexible face-sheet or membrane, 

actuators for controlling the mirror shape, and a rigid support structure. The me

chanical properties of the face-sheet, the static and dynamic properties of the actu

ators, and the geometric arrangem ent of the actuators all contribute to the shape 

of the mirror distortion when one actuator is given a drive command. The response 

of the mirror shape to a single actuator is called an influence function (IF). The 

stiffness of the substrate, the pattern  of the actuators supporting it, and the stiff

ness of the actuators combine to determ ine size of the IF, its m athem atical form
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(such as Gaussian, cubic, sine, or linear), and the interaction between neighboring 

actuators. Although there are approximate analytical expressions[98] for influence 

functions for various mirror and actuator arrangements, these have typically been 

developed for very small (150 mm diam eter or less) mirrors with constrained edges. 

For a large, annular, deformable secondary mirror, which is unconstrained around its 

inner and outer edges, more accurate IF expressions were required. Consequently, 

flnite element analysis (FEA) was used to determine the influence functions for the 

various actuator locations.

5 .3 .3 .1  F in ite  E lem en t M odels

Finite element modeling is a technique whereby an object is divided into “finite 

elem ents” , or pieces, whose relationship to each other is determined by the physical 

nature of the problem. Each piece is described m athem atically by ‘nodes’ which are 

located at the corners of each block-shaped ‘elem ent’. This modeling technique is 

well established[108], and the commercial FEA program ANSYS[1] was used. The 

ANSYS program includes an internal programming language which allows the con

struction of models whose dimensions or m aterial properties are param eters (vari

ables). Param etric finite element models were developed in order to investigate a 

large range of mirror and actuator configurations. The mirror m aterial properties, 

m irror geometry, finite-element mesh density (number of finite elements), actua

tor locations, and actuator stiffness were all defined in short programs called input 

files, which automatically generated the finite element models based on the above 

param eters. A sample input file is included in Appendix E.

Because of the symmetry of the mirror models, only half of the mirror geometry 

was used in the modeling. The half-geometry models typically used about 1600 

elements and 1700 nodes, arranged in a square grid pattern  corresponding to the 64 

X 64 phase arrays used in the simulations. This arrangement could allow the finite 

element results for the influence functions to be used directly in the simulations if 

necessary. In practice, the finite element modeling results were used to confirm the 

general shapes of the influence functions, which were then generated m athem atically
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in the interaction m atrix program.

The models were constrained radially and axially at the bases of spring elements 

to simulate the behavior of the actuators. The mirror itself was constrained against 

translation in X and Y, based on the expectation that the actuators are stiff in those 

directions.

Mirror model geometry was based on a generalized mirror with a 100:1 diameter 

to thickness ratio. The mechanical properties (density, modulus of elasticity, and 

Poisson’s ratio) of aluminum and Zerodur are roughly comparable, and were used 

in the models. The stiffness of the spring elements was initially calculated based on 

the static stiffness of a 100 //m m agneto-strictive actuator.

5.3 .3 .2  Influence F unctions

A typical central IF is shown in Figure 5.10 (a). For the central actuators, the shape 

of the IF was highly dependent on the ratio of the stiffnesses of the mirror and 

actuators. For a mirror tha t was very stiff compared to the actuators, the influence 

functions were Gaussian as expected [98], and extended beyond the actuator by two 

to three times the actuator spacing. As the actuator stiffness was increased with 

respect to the mirror, the IF became narrower, and less Gaussian in shape. For 

an infinitely stiff actuator, displacement at neighboring actuators was zero, but the 

IF changed sign beyond the first neighboring actuator, giving rise to a Sinc-shaped 

influence function. These results are consistent with results from previous analyses 

by others [92, 44].

Actuator stiffnesses as calculated above lead to generally Gaussian shaped func

tions at all locations on the mirror. The central influence functions were calculated 

with:

Z{r) = aexp[-7r(-)2], (5.5)

where r  was the distance from the actuator, a was the am plitude coefficient (set 

to 1), and b the width scale factor set to 0.7 to m atch the FEA results.
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Influence functions for actuators located at the outer edges of the mirror were 

also found to be variations of a Gaussian. As can be seen in Figure 5.10 (b), the outer 

edge of the mirror is unconstrained, which allows the mirror to deflect farther than 

the actuator itself has extended. This effect was due primarily to the unconstrained 

edge, and occurred regardless of the ratio of the mirror and actuator stiffnesses. The 

shape of the function was still roughly Gaussian, but extended higher than  the unit 

am plitude input. In the interaction m atrix routines, the edge influence functions 

were calculated by shifting the actuator coordinates to the edge of the mirror, and 

then calculated from Equation 5.5 as above.

Influence functions for actuators located near the central hole were less affected 

by the unconstrained edge. For the hole modeled here, the inner edge influence 

functions retained the same general shape as those in the central area, as can be 

seen in Figure 5.11, and were calculated in the same way. As the size of the central 

hole grows, and the number of actuators increases, the inner edge will tend to follow 

the result found at the outer edge.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Central influence function, (b) Outer edge influence function.
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Figure 5.11: Inner edge influence function.

5 .3 .3 .3  O rth o g o n a l M o d es  an d  O p tim a l In fluence  F u n c tio n  Size

Although the influence functions calculated above were initially used directly to 

correct the aberrated wavefront, this was not ideal. The influence functions are 

mechanically coupled together by the mirror, and are not orthogonal. Orthogonal- 

izing the influence function m atrix provided a set of linearly independent shapes 

which the mirror could produce with the influence functions. In the interaction ma

trix program, a singular value decomposition (SVD) routine is used to provide the 

orthogonalization[70].

In conventional AO systems, two separate mirrors are typically used to provide 

tip /ti lt and higher-order corrections. The tip /tilt mirror reduces the stroke require

ment on the deformable mirror, and allows the deformable mirror to be optimized 

for higher-order correction. However, the use of two mirrors doubles reflective losses
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and emissivity, and adds to complexity and cost. W ith an adaptive secondary mir

ror, reflective loss and emissivity are minimized because both lower and higher order 

corrections can be provided with one mirror.

b) c)

Figure 5.12: Mode plots for the 36 actuator model, modes 1 through 3.
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d)c

Figure 5.13: Mode plots for the 36 actuator model, modes 4 through 7.
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Figure 5.14: Mode plots for the 36 actuator model, modes 8 and 9.

In these simulations, the width of the influence functions had a dram atic effect 

on the shape of the mirror modes, and consequently, on the ability of the mirror to 

correct for atmospheric turbulence. If the functions are too narrow, the Gaussian 

shape ‘prints through’, and results in ‘bum py’ low-order mirror modes tha t are 

poorly suited to correcting tip and tilt (the aberrations with the largest variance). If 

the influence functions are too wide, the resulting tip /ti lt  mirror modes are smooth, 

but the ability to correct higher order aberrations is reduced. A range of influence 

function widths were tested in order to find optimum values. For the 20 actuator 

simulations, influence function widths of three times the actuator spacing were used; 

for the 36 actuator versions, influence function widths of 2.5 times the actuator 

spacing were used.

Figures 5.12 through 5.14 show the first nine orthogonalized mirror modes. 

Figures 5.12 (b) and (c) show the modes which most closely approximate the Zernike 

tip /tilt modes. In practice, an adaptive secondary mirror should be able to produce 

nearly perfect tip /ti lt  modes, because they are simply rigid-body rotations of the 

mirror, rather than deformed shapes. However, only the orthogonalized modes from



the influence functions were used in these simulations. The limitations on tip /tilt 

correction due to the shapes of the t ip /ti l t  modes reduce the performance of the 

mirror models, as compared to the 20-Zernike term  simulations.

5 .3 .3 .4  Interaction  M atrices

One method for deriving actuator commands for an adaptive mirror is to create 

a m irror/actuator interaction m atrix. The interaction m atrix relates known mir

ror/actuator inputs with wavefront sensor outputs. The interaction m atrix is con

structed column by column by feeding the mirror modes individually to the wave- 

front sensor, and storing the resulting signals. Once the interaction m atrix has been 

generated, it can be inverted, and multiplied by a map of the current phase screen, 

in order to generate the actuator position update commands.

The interaction m atrix program developed for the simulations had three main 

functions. First, the influence functions were defined for each actuator location, 

and stored in a m atrix. The m atrix was then orthogonalized using a NAG[70] 

SVD routine to find the m irror modes. The modes are then shown one by one to 

the wavefront sensor, and the WFS signals were used to construct the interaction 

m atrix. Note tha t all of the mirror modes were used in the interaction matrices, and 

all modes were used in the simulations (no modes were “suppressed”). A print-out 

of the interaction m atrix program is included in Appendix E.

5.3.4 The Simulator

As noted above, the simulator was a modified version of a Fortran program written 

by A. P. Doel[28], for comparing the performance of various wavefront sensors. Be

cause of the emphasis on evaluating sensors, the correcting mirror was assumed to 

produce perfectly a given num ber of Zernike polynomial terms for the adaptive cor

rection. The simulations detailed below required a realistic m athem atical model of 

the mirror in order to predict its optical behavior. This required two main changes 

to the original simulation routines. First, the wavefront sensing section was revised



to use the mirror mode interaction matrices; and second, the wavefront reconstruc

tion section was modified to use the mirror modes rather than Zernike modes, A 

print-out of the simulator program is included in Appendix E.

The closed-loop simulation process for the adaptive secondary included the 

following steps:

1. Define a set of initial conditions for the mirror system.

2. Read in atmospheric phase screen (wavefront).

3. Subtract the previous mirror profile from the new phase screen.

4. Form wavefront sensor (WFS) signals.

5. Reconstruct the current W F from the mirror mode interaction m atrix

6. Calculate the new mirror profile from the m irror modes

7. Add the current uncorrected and corrected images to long-exposure images

8. Read in next phase screen and repeat for all phase screens

9. Calculate long exposure image quality param eters (PSF’s, Strehls, variances).

5.3.5 Simulation Parameters

In order to provide a comparison with the previous simulations which used a ‘perfect 

m irror’, the same parameters were used. In all cases, the wavefront sensing wave

length was 0.7 microns, and the corrected images were calculated at a wavelength 

of 2.2 microns. The frame rate was 5 milliseconds, or 200Hz.

5 .3 .5 .1  T urbulence D ata  F iles

The aberrated atmospheric wavefronts were generated by the technique of Lane[63], 

with a program provided by A. Glindemann[53]. The turbulence-degraded phase
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Figure 5.15: Turbulence simulator phase structure function as a function of radius 

from Doel[28].

screens generated by the program have been dem onstrated to reproduce accurately 

the 5/3 law for the atmospheric phase structure function [28]. A plot of the structure 

function against radius is shown in Figure 5.15. The data  files used in the previous 

simulations were used, and corresponded to tq values (at 500nm) of 41cm (D /ro =  

13 for an 8m telescope at 0.7 microns), and 22cm (D /ro  =  24 for an 8m telescope 

at 0.7 microns).

5 .3 .5 .2  M agnitu des and P h o to n  R ates

In the original simulations, the guide star magnitudes were chosen as 13.9, 14.6, and 

16.4, and the corresponding photon rates per frame (10,000, 5000, and 1000) were 

calculated assuming a thinned CCD, and 50% optical transmission of the telescope
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and additional optics. The same photon rates were used again in order to  preserve 

the comparison, but it should be noted tha t one of the prim e features of an adaptive 

secondary will be superior throughput. Adaptive correction with the secondary 

eliminates the need for additional beam folding and pupil re-imaging optics (except 

for the tracking and wavefront sensors), which could have increased the photon rates 

by a factor of two.

5 .3 .5 .3  R M S P ix e l N o ise

The effects of photon statistics are included in the simulation. Photon events and 

pixel read-out noise are generated using the input photon rates and a random  num ber 

generator. The noise levels used were 0, 3, and 5 electrons RMS, again, to m aintain 

consistency with the previous simulations.

5 .3 .5 .4  W F S  G ain

Signals from the WFS (X and Y tilts from each sub-aperture) could be modified 

by a gain term , which could be optimized for the given turbulence conditions. This 

was accomplished by scanning through a variety of gain values for each photon rate  

and noise level case, using 100 frames of turbulence data. Gain values ranged from 

0.1 to 1.2, with higher gains corresponding to higher signal-to-noise ratios.

5.3.6 R esults

The results of the simulations, in term s of corrected Strehl ratios, are shown in 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2. For most combinations of photon count and pixel noise, the 36 

actuator m irror provides about 15% better correction than  the 20 actuator m irror, 

with the single exception of the lowest count and highest noise level, where the 20 

actuator m irror was marginally better. For comparison, the results from the original 

simulations with an ideal Zernike-mode mirror are shown along with the m irror 

model simulations. Note tha t in the case of the mirror simulations, the sensor gain
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Photons RMS Corrected Strehl ratio

(KO per Pixel 36 Mirror 20 Mirror 20 Zernike

Star) Frame Noise Modes Modes Terms

13.9 10000 0 0.625 0.522 0.776

14.6 5000 0 0.611 0.521 0.771

16.4 1000 0 0.526 0.504 0.742

13.9 10000 3 0.622 0.522 0.775

14.6 5000 3 0.602 0.519 0.766

16.4 1000 3 0.494 0.431 0.667

13.9 10000 5 0.617 0.521 0.773

14.6 5000 5 0.597 0.514 0.756

16.4 1000 5 0.196 0.217 0.394

Table 5.1: Comparison of results from two mirror models and the original 20-Zernike 

term  correction, applied to 6000 correlated atmospheric wavefronts (D /ro =  13 at 

0.7 microns), at a science wavelength of 2.2 microns. The uncorrected wavefront 

variance at 2.2 microns was 7.09, and the uncorrected Strehl ratio was 0.095.

values were optimized for the “no-lag” case, i.e. ignoring tem poral anisoplanaticism. 

In the original simulations, the gains were optimized for the “lagged” case, where 

a 200 Hz correction cycle was assumed. The no-lag 20-Zernike Strehl values were 

typically 5-10% better than the values shown, while the lagged mirror corrections 

were typically 5-10% worse than  those shown.

A sampling of the results in terms of point spread functions are shown in Fig

ures 5.16, 5.17, and 5.18. The uncorrected PSF is shown, along with the 20-Zernike 

corrected PSF and the corrected PSF’s from the two mirror models. Unlike the 

Strehl ratio results above, the best case (no-lag) corrections are shown for both the 

20-Zernike and mirror model corrections. The cases shown represent three sets of 

turbulence, guide star magnitude, and noise conditions; good seeing with high pho

ton rate and medium readout-noise, average seeing with high photon counts and
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M,, Photons RMS Corrected Strehl ratio

(KO per Pixel 36 Mirror 20 Mirror 20 Zernike

Star) Frame Noise Modes Modes Terms

13.9 10000 0 0.315 0.212 0.477

14.6 5000 0 0.308 R208 0.462

16.4 1000 0 0.254 0.193 0.429

13.9 10000 3 0.314 0.211 0.476

14.6 5000 3 0.299 0.206 0.458

16.4 1000 3 0.159 0.140 0.329

13.9 10000 5 0.312 0.211 0.473

14.6 5000 5 0.290 0.202 0.449

16.4 1000 5 0.055 0.059 0.119

Table 5.2: Comparison of results from two mirror models and the original 20-Zernike 

term  correction, applied to 6000 correlated atmospheric wavefronts (D /rg =  24 at 

0.7 microns), at a science wavelength of 2.2 microns. The uncorrected wavefront 

variance at 2.2 microns was 19.69, and the uncorrected Strehl ratio was 0.030.

medium readout noise, and average seeing with low photon count and high readout 

noise. Figure 5.19 shows encircled energy as a function of image radius for the same 

three sets of conditions.

The low-order mirror modes appear to be responsible for the fact tha t the mir

ror model corrections were inferior to the 20-Zernike term  corrections. Most of the 

wavefront variance is in the low-order modes, and these modes were not optimally 

corrected by the low-order, Gaussian-based mirror shapes. A simple, future im

provement would be to replace the low-order mirror modes with flat tip /ti l t  modes, 

which would more realistically simulate rigid-body rotations of the mirror. Never

theless, it is clear from the results th a t the influence functions and resulting mirror 

mode shapes are essentially comparable to Zernike modes, and the unconstrained 

m irror edges do not substantially hinder the performance of the mirror models.
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Figure 5.16: Point spread functions of 2.2 microns determined from 6000 correlated 

atmospheric wavefronts with a D /cq =  13 at 0.7 microns. The guide star magnitude 

was 13.9, with 3e~ RMS readout noise.

a) Uncorrected: SR =  0.095, FWHM = 0.174 arc-sec

b) Corrected with 20-Zernike terms: SR =  0.808, FWHM = 0.059 arc-sec

c) Corrected with 20 mirror modes: SR =  0.522, FWHM = 0.069 arc-sec

d) Corrected with 36 mirror terms: SR =  0.622, FWHM =  0.064 arc-sec
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Figure 5.17: Point spread functions of 2.2 microns determined from 6000 correlated 

atmospheric wavefronts with a D /ro = 24 at 0.7 microns. The guide star magnitude 

was 13.9, with 3e~ RMS readout noise.

a) Uncorrected: SR =  0.030, FWHM =  0.304 arc-sec

b) Corrected with 20-Zernike terms: SR =  0.529, FWHM = 0.061 arc-sec

c) Corrected with 20 mirror modes: SR =  0.211, FWHM = 0.083 arc-sec

d) Corrected with 36 mirror terms: SR =  0.314, FWHM =  0.075 arc-sec
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Figure 5.18: Point spread functions of 2.2 microns determined from 6000 correlated 

atmospheric wavefronts with a D /ro =  24 at 0.7 microns. The guide star magnitude 

was 16.4, with 5e~ RMS readout noise.

a) Uncorrected: SR =  0.030, FWHM =  0.304 arc-sec

b) Corrected with 20-Zernike terms: SR =  0.149, FWHM = 0.094 arc-sec

c) Corrected with 20 mirror modes: SR =  0.060, FWHM = 0.184 arc-sec

d) Corrected with 36 mirror terms: SR = 0.055, FWHM = 0.172 arc-sec
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Figure 5.19: Encircled energy versus radius at a wavelength of 2.2 microns deter

mined from 6000 correlated atmospheric wavefronts.

a) jD/ro = 13 at 0.7 microns, =  13.9 and 3e“ RMS readout noise,

b) D/ro = 24 at 0.7 microns, =  13.9 and 3e“ RMS readout noise,

c) B/ro  = 24 at 0.7 microns, rriy = 16.4 and 5e~ RMS readout noise.
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Chapter 6

M echanical Design Considerations

6.1 Introduction

The origin of this chapter was a design study completed prim arily by the author 

for the UK-Gemini Project Office in Oxford. The study[10] examined the feasibility 

of constructing large deformable secondary mirrors for the Gemini 8-m telescopes. 

The study considered the Gemini secondary mirror performance requirements, and 

then investigated possible mirror conceptual designs in term s of force and stroke 

requirements, m irror substrate materials, and precision positioning components. In 

this chapter, mirror materials, force actuators, and position sensors are discussed in 

a more general way, for application to deformable secondary mirrors.

6.2 M aterial P roperty  C onsiderations

Materials for mirror substrates can be divided into two broad categories; homoge

neous materials, such as the glass-ceramic Zerodur, aluminum, and silicon carbide, 

whose m aterial properties are isotropic (independent of direction), and composite 

materials, such as graphite reinforced epoxy (GRE) and m etal m atrix  composites 

(MMC), whose material properties vary strongly with direction or fiber orienta

tion. Deformable mirrors have traditionally used standard optical m aterials such
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as fused silica and Zerodur, as well as more exotic materials such as silicon and 

molybdenum[33, 98]. A variety of issues drive the selection of a m irror substrate 

m aterial, including mechanical, therm al, manufacturing, and operating environment 

considerations. These are considered in detail in the following sections.

6.2.1 M echanical Properties

Material

Elas. Mod. 

E

(Nirn?)

Density

P
(#/cm3)

Poisson’s

ratio

u

Spec. Stif.

E j p  

[N -  m/g )

Hardness

(Knoop)

Surface 

Finish 

Â, rms

Zerodur 9.06E10 2.53 0.24 3.58E4 630 5

ULE 7971 6.77E10 2.20 0.176 3.08E4 460 5

SiC (CVD) 38E10 3.10 0.21 12.2E4 2540 3

Alum 6061 6.90E10 2.71 0.33 2.55E4 100 200

Table 6.1: Material properties of selected mirror substrates, from Yoder[106j.

The mechanical properties of a mirror substrate, such as modulus of elasticity, Pois

son’s ratio, and density, influence the amount of energy required to deform a mirror 

shell of given thickness. Fatigue life (or endurance limit) indicates the number of 

stress cycles a m aterial can withstand at a given stress level, without failure.

The modulus of elasticity of a m aterial is defined as the ratio of stress over 

strain, and is a constant across the range of strain (stretch) where the material 

remains elastic. Poisson’s ratio relates the strain in one direction (i.e. diam eter of a 

bar) to the strain in an orthogonal direction (i.e. length of a bar), again within the 

range of strain where the m aterial remains elastic. Metal materials typically have 

Poisson’s ratios in the range of 0.29 to 0.33, whereas glasses have lower values from 

0.17 to 0.25. Specific stiffness is the ratio elastic modulus over density. Materials 

with high specific stiffness are usually desirable because they will deform less under 

gravity loading for a given thickness, or conversely, will allow a thinner shell for
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equal deflection, when compared to a m aterial of lower speciflc stiffness.

Fatigue strength is usually deflned as the maximum stress th a t a m aterial can 

w ithstand for a given number of cycles (usually 500 million), without failure. As the 

num ber of cycles becomes very high, fatigue strength approaches a lim iting value, 

called the fatigue limit, at which fatigue life, or endurance, becomes infinite.

Fatigue life is a critical characteristic due to the large number of stress cycles 

a deformable mirror will be expected to experience. This is especially im portant 

for a deformable secondary mirror, which must function continuously whenever the 

telescope is operating. A deformable mirror operating at lOOHz, 8 hours per night, 

300 nights per year, will experience more than 800 million stress cycles annually, 

and over 8 billion cycles in a hypothetical ten-year lifetime. Unfortunately, m aterial 

suppliers typically provide endurance limit testing results at relatively high stress 

levels, and for 50-500 million stress cycles. However, fatigue testing is usually carried 

out at much higher stress levels (i.e factors of 20 or more) than  expected for a 

deformable secondary mirror, as will be shown in C hapter 7.

6.2.2 Thermal Properties

Therm al properties such as the coefficient of expansion, conductivity, and specific 

heat and their uniformity influence the therm al stability of the m irror, which is 

im portant for both fabrication and operation. During fabrication, a m irror with 

a sufficiently low coefficient of therm al expansion (GTE) will not change shape 

excessively due to heating by the fabrication process. This will allow the m irror to 

be tested more rapidly, which should reduce the to tal manufacturing tim e required. 

During operation, tem perature gradients across the mirror will cause undesirable 

distortion. Materials with high therm al conductivity and low specific heat will reach 

therm al equilibrium more quickly than  their opposites.

Yoder[106] defines three therm al figures of m erit for mirror substrate materials: 

‘therm al diffusivity’ (conductivity /  density • specific heat), ‘steady-state d istortion’ 

(GTE /  conductivity), and ‘transient distortion’ (GTE /  diffusivity). In general.
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M aterial

C.T.E.

a

{ppm/C)

Thermal 

cond., k 

{ W I m K )

Spec, heat

Cp

Thermal

diffusiv.

cm? ! sec

St.-state 

distort. 

^m /W

Transient

distort.

sec lm ?K

Zerodur 0± 0.05 1.64 821 0.769E-3 0.031 0.065E-3

ULE 7971 0.015 1.31 766 0.777E-3 0.011 0.019E-3

SiC (CVD) 3.5 71 1420 64.9E-3 0.016 0.037E-3

Alum 6061 2&9 171 960 65.7E-3 0.135 0.350E-3

Table 6.2: Mirror substrate therm al figures of m erit, from Yoder[106].

high therm al diffusivity is desirable for reaching therm al equilibrium quickly. Low 

distortion values are desirable as they indicate greater stability of shape under tem 

perature variations. These coefficients are shown for several materials in Table 6.2.

6.2.3 Manufacturing Issues

Hardness is defined as a measure of a m aterial’s ability to resist local plastic (non

elastic) deformations, such as dents or scratches. Typically, higher hardness is desir

able for materials to be polished, so tha t once finished, the surface will be resistant 

to degradation by cleaning and reflective coating. Surface finish describes the min

imum average height of surface imperfections which can be achieved through the 

polishing process, and higher values are usually associated with higher hardness. 

Smaller surface finish numbers are desirable for reducing light loss (by scattering).

6.3 M irror Substrate M aterials

The final selection of a mirror substrate m aterial is likely to depend on a balance 

of considerations, including therm al properties, fatigue life, and ease of fabrication. 

Several candidate materials are discussed below; Zerodur, ULE, silicon carbide, and 

aluminum. Table 6.1 lists their mechanical m aterial properties; Table 6.2 lists their
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therm al properties.

6.3.1 Zerodur

Zerodur has long been a preferred mirror substrate due to its nearly zero CTE, and 

has recently been used for the segmented prim ary mirror of the Keck telescope, as 

well as the deformable prim ary mirrors for the ESO NTT and VLT[33]. Mechani

cally, Zerodur has the highest elastic modulus and specific stiffness of the materials 

considered here, with the exception of silicon carbide (SiC). Although surpassed by 

SiC in all of the therm al figures of m erit, Zerodur has the second lowest CTE, and 

is easier to fabricate than SiC, due to its lower hardness. Zerodur, typically for 

glass-ceramics, does not show a fatigue dependency under cyclic stress. Rather, it 

shows a sensitivity to the total amount of time under stress and the size of surface 

haws[87]. The sensitivity to surface flaws increases the probability of failure, and 

this suggests tha t a Zerodur mirror should be polished on both sides and around all 

edges, in order to minimize risk. In terms of optical fabrication, Zerodur is one of 

the best options, in that most opticians are familiar with it, and standard polishing 

compounds and methods can be used.

6.3.2 ULE

ULE has been a traditional substrate choice along with Zerodur, for the same rea

sons, and has been used for telescope primary mirrors (e.g. HST and Gemini), 

as well as for deformable mirrors[91j. Mechanically, ULE has a 25% lower elastic 

modulus as compared to Zerodur or aluminum, but it is 10% and 20% lower in 

density, with a specific stiffness tha t falls between the two. Fatigue testing has been 

reported for ULE, comparing probability of failure for different stress levels and sur

face finishes[25]. For a polished sample, the probability of failure was less than  0.001 

after ten years at a constant stress level of 9.3 MPa. ULE is superior to Zerodur 

in CTE and all three of the therm al figures of m erit, and is marginally better than 

Zerodur in specific stiffness. Like Zerodur, a ULE substrate should be polished all
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around to reduce the probability of failure. In term s of fabrication, ULE can be 

processed using standard optical methods.

6.3.3 Silicon Carbide

Silicon carbide (SiC) has been specified for the Gemini secondary m irrors[45], but 

does not appear to have been dem onstrated in a deformable mirror. There are 

several different types of SiC with widely ranging m aterial properties. Continuous 

Vapor Deposition (CVD) provides the highest purity SiC with the highest elastic 

modulus. Reaction-bonded (RB) SiC results in varying density and elastic moduli 

depending on the percentage of silicon remaining after the bonding process. CVD 

SiC has the highest elastic modulus of the m aterials considered here, and allows for 

a mirror substrate less than half the thickness required for aluminum or the glasses, 

for the same gravity deflections. Fatigue data for SiC is not readily available. In 

terms of therm al performance, SiC is first or second in each of the therm al figures 

of m erit, but has a CTE over 200 times larger than  ULE. SiC presents the greatest 

challenges in term s of fabrication. The extrem e hardness and stiffness of SiC requires 

diamond polishing compound and iron tools, with polishing pressures perhaps four 

times higher than for ULE or Zerodur.

6.3.4 Aluminum

Aluminum is not the most obvious of m irror substrates, and has not been demon

strated in a large deformable mirror, but a variety of aluminum mirrors have been 

successfully fabricated for use in astronomical applications. Examples include two 

1.5m primaries of Tenzalloy (an aluminum alloy), and a 0.18m chopping secondary 

made of alloy 5083-0 for the Kuiper Airborn Observatory[106]. Two thick 1.8m 

diameter, nickel-coated aluminum mirrors were commissioned by ESO as part of a 

development program for the VLT, which dem onstrated diffraction-limited perfor

mance after repeated therm al cycling[27].

Various alloys are available for optimizing therm al stability, flexural strength,
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Aluminum

Alloy

Tensile

Strength

N/m'^

Elastic

Modulus,

{Njw?)

Fatigue lim. 

500 Mhz,

2024-T36

5052-H38

6061-T6

7075-T6

4.95E8

2.90E8

3.1GE8

5.70E8

7.3E10

6.9E10

6.9E10

6.9E10

1.25E8

1.40E8

0.96E8*

1.60E8

Table 6.3: Mechanical properties of several aluminum alloys. All from Davis[26], 

except 6061, for 5 X 10® cycles, from Lynch[64]

and fatigue performance. Elastic moduli for several common aluminum alloys are 

given in Table 6.3, but are the lowest of the materials considered here. Aluminum 

also has the highest density, and consequently the lowest specific stiffness. Table 6.3 

also shows the fatigue limits for several aluminum alloys. Testing of alloy 7075 has 

dem onstrated 10 billion cycles at 110 M Pa (1.10E8 Njrin?).

The CTE for aluminum is three orders of m agnitude larger than ULE, and 

the therm al distortion coefiScients are ten times the values for the glasses and SiC. 

The only therm al advantages for aluminum lie in its high therm al conductivity, and 

hence high diffusivity, which are both nearly two orders of magnitude higher than 

in the alternative glasses.

Aluminum has some advantages in term s of manufacturing. Although alu

minum has the lowest hardness value and roughest surface finish of the materials 

considered, it is readily coated with nickel for figuring and polishing. The fabrica

tion of aluminum mirrors is well understood[106], and involves precision machining 

of the aluminum substrate, followed by the coating of nickel, which is then figured 

and polished. Conventional pitch-laps and polishing compounds can be used.
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6.3.5 Substrate Summary

Each of the mentioned materials provides a viable option for a large deformable 

m irror substrate. Zerodur and ULE have already been dem onstrated in deformable 

mirrors, and all of the materials have been dem onstrated in applications for as

tronomy. Although not ideal in term s of CTE, aluminum has been used in other 

astronomical applications with satisfactory results. In terms of durability, ease of 

fabrication, and simplicity of machining and fabrication, aluminum is an attractive 

option. Silicon carbide is clearly superior in terms of specific stiffness and the ther

mal figures of m erit, but is the most challenging in term s of fabrication. Zerodur and 

ULE are essentially equivalent in term s of weight, strength, and therm al properties, 

and are attractive in terms of optical fabrication due to their familiarity. The selec

tion of a mirror substrate will be part of a larger selection process which considers 

the detailed design of the mirror and the system in which it operates.

6.4 P recision  P osition in g  C om ponents

The actuators for a deformable secondary m irror provide support for the mirror un

der gravity loading, displacements for atmospheric correction, and possibly mirror 

chopping. These functions place differing requirements on the stroke, force, and 

frequency response of the actuators. Positioning resolution (smallest increment of 

motion), lifetime, power consumption, heat dissipation, and operating environment 

are all im portant param eters to consider when selecting an actuator. In the follow

ing sections, several types of actuators and sensors are discussed in light of these 

considerations. The four types of actuators considered include piezoelectric (PZT), 

electro-strictive (ES), magneto-strictive (MS), and voice-coil motor (VCM). Three 

displacement sensors are considered, including strain gauges sensors, capacitive sen

sors, and eddy-current sensors.
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6.4.1 Actuators

6.4 .1 .1  PZ T  A ctu ators

Piezoelectric actuators are based on the piezoelectric effect, which refers to the con

version of mechanical (elastic) energy to electricity. PZT actuators take their name 

from the piezo-ceramic lead zirconate titanate (Pb,Zr,Ti). Piezoelectric actuators 

behave prim arily like capacitors, in tha t they require no energy to hold a static 

position, but dissipate energy as heat when operated dynamically[67]. Historically, 

piezoelectric actuators have been a common choice for adaptive m irrors[33]. They 

offer relatively high frequency response (1 KHz and higher), low power consumption 

(i.e. 2 W  for a 20//m stroke at 1000 Hz[78]), and compared to  ES and MS actua

tors, superior therm al stability. However, the main drawback for PZT actuators is 

their relative fragility (sensitivity to tensile and radial loads). Lifetimes are quoted 

in hundreds of millions of cycles by manufacturers [78], but have been operated for 

billions of cycles in extrem e servi ce [76]. PZT actuators are commercially available 

in strokes of up to 180 microns. PZT actuators have been dem onstrated on both 

small [33] and large deformable mirrors [32].

6 .4 .1 .2  E lectro -S tr ictive  A ctu ators

Electro-strictive actuators were developed in part to avoid the high hysteresis effects 

found in piezoelectric actuators, and typically exhibit hysteresis below 1% of the ac

tuato r stroke[33]. However, ES materials (typically lead magnesium niobate, PMN) 

as compared to PZTs, have much higher capacitance, and hence require higher cur

rents for the same stroke. The electro-strictive effect is also highly tem perature 

sensitive, as it falls rapidly at tem peratures below IOC, and disappears completely 

below zero C. Like PZT actuators, the active m aterial is a ceramic stack that is 

sensitive to radial and tensile forces, and actuator lifetimes are quoted in millions, 

rather than billions of cycles. ES actuators have been demonstrated with small (150 

m m  dia.) deformable m irrors[33], where tem peratures above 0 C can be maintained.
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6 .4 .1 .3  V oice-C oil M otors

Voice coil (VC) actuators use a perm anent magnetic field and a wound coil to pro

duce force proportional to the current applied to the coil. Voice coil actuators have 

the interesting property of combining long strokes (millimeters as opposed to mi

crons) with relatively high frequency response (greater than 1 KHz). Commercial 

VC actuators are produced by BEI Motion Systems[6], among others. Specially de

signed VC actuators are currently being developed for the MMT adaptive secondary 

mirror [86].

6 .4 .1 .4  M agn eto-S trictive  A ctu ators

Magneto-strictive actuators are substantially different in design from ES and PZT 

actuators. The active element is a rod of Terfenol, an alloy of terbium , dysprosium, 

and iron, which develops large strains in the presence of a magnetic field. The field 

is typically provided by a coil around the rod, with perm anent magnets used to bias 

the field towards the most effective region of the strain vs. field curve.

Commercial actuators developed by Edge Technologies [35] are available in strokes 

from 50 to 150 microns, with forces up to hundreds of newtons. One of the strongest 

features of magneto-strictive actuators is the simplicity and durability of the actu

ator itself. The m anufacturer claims tha t Terfenol "does not fatigue” , and that 

actuators have been tested to 10^° cycles, with no measurable loss of performance. 

Due to the strength and rigidity of the active m aterial, m agneto-strictive actuators 

typically have very short rise times and first resonant frequencies in excess of 2 

KHz[48].

M agneto-strictive actuators exhibit both hysteresis and nonlinearity, but these 

errors are readily compensated with position feedback sensors. The magneto-strictive 

effect is relatively tem perature sensitive, with a peak at roughly 10 C, but a usable 

operating range from -15 to 30 C. Power consumption and heat dissipation, due to 

ohmic heating in the actuator coils, may result in large heat loads. For this reason, 

MS actuators may require active cooling. MS actuators have been dem onstrated in
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small deformable mirrors (up to 150 mm dia .)[33]. Testing of a 150 /im stroke MS 

actuator is described in Chapter 8.

6 .4 .1 .5  A ctu ator  Sum m ary

All the actuator types described above have been used in small deformable m ir

rors. PZT and VC actuators are currently being used in large deformable mirrors 

for adaptive optics. Each of the actuator types has strengths and weaknesses which 

have been exploited and /or made tolerable in the individual applications mentioned. 

In general, the optim al actuator for a given mirror will depend on the unique re

quirements of the particular adaptive optics system. Testing of a magneto-strictive 

actuator is described in Chapter 8

6.4.2 Displacem ent Sensors

Displacement sensors are typically necessary to correct for actuator nonlinearities 

such as therm al drift and hysteresis. A variety of types of displacement sensors are 

commercially available, and three are examined here; strain gauge, capacitive, and 

eddy-current.

6 .4 .2 .1  Strain  G auge Sensors

Strain gauge sensors are based on the strain (expansion or contraction) of a current- 

conducting m aterial. As the m aterial extends or contracts, the resistance changes 

linearly with length and inversely with the cross-sectional area of the conductor. 

Strain gauge sensors are commonly packaged together with actuators to provide an 

integrated closed-loop positioner[78j. When used in a W heatstone bridge circuit, 

they offer high resolution, linearity, and the possibility of compensation for therm al 

effects. Linearity of m easurement is usually given as a percentage of travel; strain 

gauges can give a linearity of about 0.2%[78, 79]. Strain gauges must be bonded to 

the expanding element in an actuator, and the measurable stroke is then determined
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by the actuator. Strain-gauge sensors have been dem onstrated with PZT actuators 

in a large deformable mirror for solar astronom y[32].

6 .4 .2 .2  C apacitive Sensors

Capacitive sensors measure changes in capacitance due to the varying gap between 

two plates. To achieve highest accuracy, two capacitive sensors are often used 

in a differential mode, where the sensors form a bridge in which the differential 

change produces an AC output voltage. The principal capacitive sensor manufac

turer Queensgate[79] claims a typical linearity of 0.2% of travel, with improved 

linearity of 0.02% as an option. The measuring range of the commercially available 

sensors is lim ited to 100 microns[79]. Thermal errors in capacitive sensors are small, 

but not negligible. In fact, therm al drift is the main source of error if tem perature 

is not controlled or corrected. Thermal drift is quoted at 70 ppm /K  for Invar-based 

sensors. These sensors have the advantage of a fairly high operating bandwidth (up 

to 5 Khz). Note that specially designed capacitive sensors were used successfully 

for sensing position of the 36 segments of the Keck Telescope prim ary mirror[71]. 

Testing of a Queensgate capacitive sensor is described in Chapter 8.

6 .4 .2 .3  E ddy-C urrent Sensors

Eddy-current sensors use the principle of impedance variation caused by eddy cur

rents induced in a conductive target (usually aluminum) by a sensor coil. The coil 

is driven at high frequency, and generates an electro-magnetic field which couples 

with the target. The gap between the target and the sensor affects the strength of 

the coupling, and hence the impedance of the coil. Two sensors can be arranged in 

a differential bridge to increase linearity and to provide tem perature compensation. 

Kaman Instrum ent Corporation[59], claims linearity of 0.5% of travel for a single 

sensor operating over a 4 mm range. Kaman further gives the following param eters 

for a differential sensor using two coils: measurement range of 2 mm , bandwidths to 

22 KHz, resolution of 3 nm at 1 KHz, over a tem perature range from -20 to 60 C.
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Eddy-current sensors have been used successfully as displacement sensors on a pro

totype segmented adaptive secondary m irror[52]. Testing of a Kaman eddy-current 

sensor is described in Chapter 8.

6 .4 .2 .4  Sensor Sum m ary

Each of the sensor types described above has been demonstrated in astronomical ap

plications, and both strain-gauge and eddy-current sensors have been demonstrated 

in large adaptive mirrors. As was the case with actuators, the choice of a given type 

of sensor will depend on the particular mirror design.

6.5 C onclusions

Mirror substrate materials were reviewed considering mechanical and therm al m ate

rial properties, and implications for fabrication of the mirror. Actuator and displace

m ent sensor components were reviewed in term s of linearity, stroke, and frequency 

response. Examples of each type of material, actuator, and sensor were cited in as

tronomical and /or adaptive optical applications. In general, the choices of m aterial, 

actuator, and sensor type are inter-related, and will be made in concert for a given 

deformable m irror system.
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Chapter 7

Conceptual Designs

7.1 Introduction

As in Chapter 6, most of the work presented below was originally completed for 

the first two design studies[10, 11]. This chapter begins with a discussion of design 

considerations for large deformable mirrors, and then presents conceptual designs 

for a Im  deformable secondary mirror, as proposed for the Gemini telescopes, and 

for a 270mm diam eter “dem onstrator” mirror, as proposed for the development of 

the Gemini secondary or other mirrors.

7.2 D esign  Features

The requirements for chopping and adaptive optical correction provide different 

challenges for the design of the mirror. Mirror chopping is a rigid-body rotation of 

the mirror about an axis perpendicular to the optical axis. Chopping is sometimes 

used for background sky subtraction during IR observations. During chopping, the 

objective is to maximize the duty cycle (time on position at the two extremes of the 

chopping angle), while minimizing figure errors and vibration. For adaptive correc

tion, deformability, minimal gravity deformation, and high resonant frequency are 

some of the objectives. The main components of a deformable secondary mirror are
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shown in Figure 7.1, including the mirror substrate, couplings between the substrate 

and actuators, actuators (displacement sensors not shown), and a supporting struc

ture. In the following sections, the requirements are addressed as they apply to the 

various functions and components of the mirror.

7.2.1 Substrates

The mirror substrate faces several conflicting requirements. It should be thick 

enough, and stiff enough, to m aintain the optical figure under varying gravity loads. 

It should be as thin, hence light, as possible, to minimize the energy required to 

chop the mirror for infrared sky-subtraction. It must be stiff enough to hold its 

shape during grinding and polishing. It should be polished front, back, and around 

all edges to maximize fatigue life. The mirror thickness will ultim ately be a function 

of the m aterial and the number of actuators used to support it, as the size of the 

unsupported areas will dictate the gravity deflections, and the actuator-to-m irror 

stiffness ratio will determine the shape of the m irror-actuator influence functions 

(see Chapter 5).

The substrate m aterial will also affect the design of the substrate. If the mirror 

is made of one of the glasses (Zerodur or ULE), the substrate will most likely be a 

simple meniscus, with edge bevels, and all surfaces would be carefully polished to 

remove initiation sites for fatigue cracks. A ttachm ents to the mirror for connecting 

actuators would be bonded with a structural adhesive. For a nickel-coated aluminum 

substrate, the design of the mirror could be simplified by the fact tha t it could 

be machined using traditional m etal fabrication processes. All surfaces would be 

carefully polished as above for fatigue resistance. However, attachm ent points for 

actuators could be machined into the substrate, rather than bonded. The size and 

shape of the attaching points would be optimized to minimize their effect on the 

substrate stiffness.
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7.2.2 Attachm ents

Ideally, the only connection between the mirror and the support plate will be 

through the actuators and flex couplings. This would minimize the chances for 

over-constraining the mirror, which would invariably lead to flgure errors. The cou

pling is a critical component in the functioning of the mirror, due to the conflicting 

roles it must play. It must allow for angular différences between the actuator and 

substrate during rigid body rotation of the mirror for chopping, and local curvature 

of the substrate for deformation during adaptive correction. The coupling must be 

flexible in bending, to protect the actuator from excessive moment loading and to 

avoid unintended deformation of the mirror. Conversely, it must be stiff axially 

and in shear to provide radial constraint of the mirror, and to m aintain the high 

resonant frequency of the mirror system. For dependability, the coupling should not 

be highly stressed, in order to m aintain an essentially infinite fatigue life. Finally, 

it should be designed to be readily removable to allow for repair or replacement of 

either couplings or actuators.

7.2.3 Support P lates

The main function of the support plate is to provide a rigid base for the actuators 

to react against when deforming the mirror substrate, and to provide an interface 

between the secondary mirror system and the telescope. Any deformation of the 

substrate will, at some level, reduce the usable stroke of the actuators and adversely 

affect the m irror flgure. The conflict in this case is tha t the support plate should 

also be as light as possible, to minimize the load on the telescope, and to maximize 

its first resonant frequency. One way to provide the combination of light weight and 

high stiffness is with a composite structure. For example, the support plate could 

be fabricated from a honeycomb core, for light weight and stiffness, and bonded to 

solid face-plates which provide attachm ent points and rigidity. Finally, the support 

plate provides the attachm ent points for the actuators, and should be designed in 

such a way as to allow for actuators and couplings to be replaced.
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7.2.4 Thermal Effects

Actuators, displacement sensors, and local electronics, regardless of type, will dissi

pate heat in the vicinity of the mirror. Thermal gradients in the mirror substrate, 

caused by the heat dissipation, will tend to degrade the figure of the mirror. Conse

quently, the design of the mirror and selection of the electronic components should 

take into consideration the heat loads, and how to minimize their effects on the 

mirror. There are several design strategies which can be used to minimize therm al 

effects. First, the actuator supports can be designed to athermalize the actuators. 

That is, as the actuators expand with increasing tem perature, the actuator mount 

design and m aterial can be used to compensate for the expansion of the actuators. 

Second, the support plate and actuator mounts can be designed to therm ally isolate 

them  from the substrate. Finally, with detailed knowledge of the heat loads and 

allowable heat dissipation at the secondary mirror, an active gas or liquid cooling 

system could be used to remove excess heat.

7.2.5 Fault Tolerance

One of the advantages of most adaptive optical systems is tha t they operate like 

instrum ents, and are independent of the telescope; any failure in the AO system 

would not affect the operation of the telescope itself. An adaptive secondary mirror, 

in contrast, is an integral part of the telescope, with the potential for failures which 

render the telescope inoperable. For this reason, one of the design goals for an 

adaptive secondary system will be to minimize the type and number of failures 

which will take the telescope out of service. These failure modes will often involve 

the actuators, and there are several features to minimize their effects. F irst, the 

secondary mirror should remain operable with failed actuators. Second, the loss of 

an actuator should have only a marginal effect on the performance of the mirror. 

Finally, replacement of failed actuators should be relatively simple; ideally requiring 

neither disassembly of the secondary system, nor its removal from the telescope.

The loss of one actuator on a mirror having many tens, if not hundreds, of
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actuators will affect the ability of the mirror to maintain its figure. However, as each 

actuator carries only a small percentage of the mirror surface, a single failure should 

have only a marginal effect on the optical performance of the mirror. Nevertheless, 

threaded connections between the mirror and actuators, and clamp mountings for 

the actuators themselves (see below) would allow a failed actuator to be removed 

from the m irror quickly.

7.2.6 Mirror Chopping

One of the requirements for some secondary mirrors is to provide chopping for IR 

observations. If necessary, the chopping function can be provided by driving all the 

m irror actuators systematically, so as to rotate the mirror substrate about its center 

of gravity. This is essentially an extension of the tip /ti lt correction required for 

adaptive optics. In conventional chopping secondary mirrors, counterbalances are 

used to compensate for vibrations induced by the mirror motions. Vibration com

pensation systems have been dem onstrated which compensate 98% of the chopping 

induced vibrations[18, 77].

Counter-balance weight(s) on the back side of the mirror, supported by their 

own actuators, could be driven to compensate the reactions of the m irror meniscus, 

as in traditional tip /tilt  and chopping m irrors[23]. The counter-balance actuator 

control signals could be derived from the mirror actuator signals, or alternatively, 

vibration could be sensed directly at the mirror mountings and compensated. This 

arrangem ent allows several features. First, the low mass of a meniscus, as opposed 

to a monolithic mirror, allows for higher duty cycles and and lower mechanical 

power requirements. Second, the moment of inertia of the meniscus is smaller, 

which reduces the torque reaction to be compensated and hence the weight of the 

compensating masses. Three (or four) small counter-balance masses also reduce the 

force requirements for their actuators, for further mass reductions.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of proposed Gemini adaptive secondary mirror.

7.3 Prelim inary D esign  o f a 270m m  Laboratory  

D em onstrator

The first design study[10] proposed to extrapolate the design concept for small adap

tive mirrors [98] to the much larger sizes needed for Cassegrain secondary mirrors. 

The main features of the concept were the thin mirror substrate, figure control pro

vided by an array of actuators, and a stiff support structure to carry the assembly 

and provide a base against which the actuators can react. A schematic of the mirror 

proposed for the Gemini secondary is shown in Figure 7.1.

In the first feasibility study [10], the construction of a prototype adaptive mirror 

was proposed to evaluate features and capabilities applicable to a large deformable 

secondary mirror. This was considered good, conservative engineering practice, as 

the proposed mirror design combined geometry, materials, and actuators that al

though individually proven for astronomical optics, had not been integrated together
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into a single system. Those features included a thin meniscus mirror substrate 

(i.e. 100:1 m irror diam eter to thickness ratio), aluminum or Zerodur for the sub

strate  m aterial, and magneto-strictive actuators for figure control. To summarize, 

the m irror prototype would be used to demonstrate low-order aberration control and 

m irror chopping with a 270mm diameter, curved, continuous deformable mirror.

The objectives of the dem onstrator “preliminary design” were to provide a 

sufficient amount of design and analysis to establish a functional system, whose 

exact details, dimensions, and optimization were left for a later design phase. A 

variety of solutions were sought for each component, from which a proposed ‘best’ 

configuration could eventually be selected. Figure 7.2 shows a conceptual design 

of the dem onstrator, including the mirror, m irror-to-actuator couplings, actuators, 

mounts, and the support plate.

7.3.1 Mirror Substrate

To provide a convincing demonstration of the features and capabilities of a large (Im  

diam eter) ASM, the 270mm dem onstrator was conceived as a ‘patch’, or subsection, 

of the ASM proposed for Gemini. The demonstrator substrate (see Figure 7.3) used 

the same actuator spacing (100mm), the same mirror substrate and thickness (a 

10mm thick aluminum meniscus) and the same radius of curvature (4.193m). The 

dem onstrator design used seven actuators, to duplicate a subsection of the proposed 

Gemini ASM and to provide a sufficient number of degrees of freedom to produce 

several low-order aberrations. The exact diameter was chosen as 270mm to  provide 

minimum gravity deflection based on seven actuators and the given actuator spacing. 

The principle difference between the proposed Gemini ASM and the dem onstrator 

design was tha t the dem onstrator optical surface would be concave^ rather than 

convex. This choice was suggested to simplify optical testing.
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7.3 .1 .1  D esign

W ith the diameter, radius of curvature, and thickness specified, there were only a 

few options left in the design of the mirror substrate. The next requirem ent was 

tha t the mirror be attached to the flex couplings, and in turn to the actuators. The 

choice of aluminum for the substrate (see below) was in part influenced by the ability 

to drill and tap  the m aterial for threaded fasteners. However, it was assumed that 

a threaded fastener attached to the underside of the mirror would, at some level, 

disturb the optical surface. For this reason, the mirror back would have seven raised 

bosses to contain the threading (see Figure 7.3). The final details of the bosses, 

including diameter, thickness, and fillet radii were left for the final design stage.

7.3 .1 .2  M aterials

In the feasibility study, it was concluded tha t aluminum, Zerodur, and ULE were 

all viable substrate options. Based on the diffraction limited performance reported 

by others[27, 36] for aluminum astronomical mirrors, and consideration of fatigue 

life, durability, therm al performance, and ease of manufacture, it was proposed that 

the substrate be made of aluminum. As is the standard for aluminum mirrors, the 

dem onstrator would have a hard nickel coating on all sides to minimize thermal 

effects, and would have the usual reflection coating on the polished surface.

There are several aluminum alloys already proven for astronomical mirrors, 

such as 5083, 5086, and 6061, with the alloy choice depending on the application 

and the expected fabrication process. In this case, the small mirror substrate could 

be machined out of a single plate, and wrought 6061 provided a reasonable balance 

of m aterial properties and ease of manufacture.

7 .3 .1 .3  F in ite  E lem en t A n alysis

Finite element modeling of the demonstrator mirror was performed to verify deform

ing force requirements, to estim ate the static and dynamic behavior of the mirror.
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and to determine the ability of the mirror to m atch low order Zernike polynomial 

terms. Unlike the larger Gemini ASM FEA models, which used ‘p late’ elements (2- 

D, 4 nodes), the dem onstrator FEA models were composed of solid ‘brick’ elements 

(3-D, 8 nodes). This followed from the fact that the ASM geometry was suited 

to a plate approximation for modeling (100:1 diameter-to-thickness ratio) and as

sumed a simple linear variation of stress with thickness, whereas the dem onstrator 

model (with a 20:1 aspect ratio) was more accurately modeled by the more complex 

solid elements, which could provide more detailed information about stresses and 

localized effects.

The finite element models of the mirror substrate used 2163 nodes and 1356 

elements (see Figure 7.4). The node/elem ent numbers were found to give smooth 

deflection contours, and deflections that compared well with simple plate deforma

tion calculations. Gravity deflections on the order of 40nm (zenith pointing) were 

consistent with calculations and values found in the Gemini ASM models. Further 

discussion of FEA results are included in the section on flex couplings.

7.3.2 Flex Couplings

7.3 .2 .1  D esign

Several designs were considered for the coupling, including rods of various geometry, 

leaf springs, magnets, and blade flexures. Various solutions to similar problems can 

be found in the literature[32, 91]. The two principle candidates are crossed-blade 

flexures, and waisted cylindrical rod flexures. In both cases, the problem is to 

satisfy conflicting requirements of flexibility for accommodating mirror motion, and 

stiffness for m aintaining radial support and high resonant frequency.

A set of seven aluminum flexures was extensively analyzed with the mirror 

substrate, in order to minimize m irror flgure error and maximize frequency response. 

The final design was 12mm in diameter, with webs measuring 1mm x 3mm, and a 

center disc 3mm thick (see Figure 7.5).
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7.3 .2 .2  M aterials

The high life-cycle requirements for deformable secondary mirrors suggested that the 

flexures be fabricated from a material with an essentially infinite fatigue life. This 

requirement is met by most carbon and stainless steels, provided th a t the maximum 

alternating stresses are maintained well below the fatigue limit of the m aterial (typ

ically 50% of the tensile strength) [65]. The endurance limits of common stainless 

steels are in the range of 235-700 MPa. Even aluminum, not normally considered 

a good choice for fatigue applications, has an endurance limit of 70 M Pa (6061-T6) 

for 100 million cycles. Note below, tha t the peak stress in the flexures is only 2 

MPa, a factor of 35 less than the endurance limit for the 6061-T6 alloy, which sug

gests tha t it would be a reasonable choice given its ease of machining, therm al, and 

electro-lytic compatibility with the mirror.

7 .3 .2 .3  F in ite  E lem ent A nalysis

Param etric finite element models were generated to investigate different configura

tions of the flexure geometry, deflection, stress, and frequency response of the mirror 

system. Examination of the relationship between geometry, stiffness, and frequency 

response required inclusion of the mirror in the finite element models. Consequently, 

a set of seven aluminum flexures was extensively analyzed with the ASM (see Fig

ure 7.6), in order to minimize mirror figure error and maximize frequency response. 

At the maximum angle required for chopping, the flexures deformed the mirror sur

face by no more than ±18.4nm  and the peak equivalent stress was 2 M Pa (300 Psi). 

Dynamic analysis indicated a first resonance with a translational mode at 1233 Hz.

7.3.3 Actuators

The feasibility study suggested investigating magneto-strictive actuators for control

ling the mirror surface, based on their excellent high-cycle performance, simplicity, 

and durability. For the demonstrator, a standard catalog part (E trem a 50/6 MP) 

could provide 50//m of travel and 470N of force, with a peak operating frequency
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greater than lOOOHz (see Figure 7.7).

The original suggestion for the dem onstrator specified seven actuators to repro

duce a “cell” of actuators from the proposed Gemini ASM. However, only six were 

actually needed as the mirror surface could always be normalized relative to the 

center actuator, which could then become a “dummy” ; i.e. a solid post, thermally 

m atched to the actuators, and attached to the mirror with the same flex coupling 

as used elsewhere. A seventh actuator would give the ability to piston the mirror if 

necessary.

7.3.4 Actuator M ounts

It would be desirable to have an adaptive mirror settle to a high quality figure with no 

power applied to the actuators. This has obvious benefits in terms of reliability, and, 

in the case of an adaptive secondary, the ability to operate the telescope in a passive 

mode as needed. However, the meniscus construction tha t makes a deformable 

mirror flexible also places stringent requirements on the support system, in order to 

m aintain a good static figure. The mirror must have a good figure to start with, 

and it must be assembled very carefully in order to avoid stresses tha t would harm 

its shape. In other designs[32], the m irror required an optical quality support plate, 

and the actuators were lapped in length to optical tolerances. This is not ideal in 

terms of reliability and m aintainability. For the demonstrator, several designs were 

developed to accommodate variations in actuator length and to allow for simple 

replacement of damaged or failed actuators.

7 .3 .4 .1  D esign s

The first feature was a threaded connection between the mirror, coupling, and ac

tuator, which allowed an actuator to be unscrewed from the mirror. Second, the 

actuators were m ounted to the back of the support plate, allowing them  to be re

moved without disassembling the mirror. Third, the actuators were axially clamped^ 

as opposed to glued or threaded, to the support plate, which removed the depen
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dence between the actuator length and the mirror figure. The common feature in 

the concepts was a boss threaded to  the actuator which carried the clamping force 

to the clamp base (see Figure 7.8). The base was bolted to the support plate, and 

provided tolerance of length errors between the mirror and the support plate.

Finally, it was desired to have a fine adjustm ent for correcting the m irror figure 

after assembly. This adjustm ent would be on the order of a few microns, and would 

allow for the correction of minor figure and assembly errors tha t remained. The fine 

adjustm ent was only required during assembly; consequently, it could be provided 

by a tool (micrometer or PZT driven) which could be attached tem porarily to the 

actuator mounting.

7 .3 .4 .2  M aterials

For therm al and galvanic compatibility, the actuator mounting assemblies were spec

ified to be made of aluminum, and to be anodized for corrosion resistance.

7.3.5 Support Plate

The preliminary design for the Gemini ASM called for an aluminum honeycomb 

sandwich construction for the support plate, in order to achieve maximum stiffness 

with minimum weight. This was not an im portant feature for the dem onstrator, 

and a simple plate was sufficient to provide support of the mirror and stiffness for 

the actuators to react against.

7 .3 .5 .1  D esign

The design of the support plate was a simple round plate with appropriate clearance 

holes for the actuators and threaded holes for the clamp bases. Figure 7.9 shows 

the details of the support plate.
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7 .3 .5 .2  M aterials

The support plate was specified to be aluminum to m atch the m irror in term s of 

therm al expansion, as well as to simplify manufacture. The thickness of the support 

plate was chosen in order to assure tha t it was several orders of m agnitude stiffer 

than the mirror itself. Design and finite element analysis of a honeycomb composite 

support plate is left for a final design stage.

7.4 C onclusions

Design considerations for the mechanical components of a deformable secondary 

mirror have been presented. Preliminary design work was completed for all the m ajor 

components of the 270mm dem onstrator mirror system, and finite element analyses 

were performed for all the critical components. A m irror/ coupling combination has 

been modeled and found to have a first resonance in excess of 1200 Hz.
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Chapter 8

A ctuator and Sensor Testing

8.1 Introduction

This chapter is based on a grant report to the UK adaptive optics project office in 

D urham [13]. A previous studyflO] had identified commercially available actuators 

and displacement sensors as candidates for use in the control of large deformable 

secondary mirrors. M agneto-strictive (MS) actuators were cited as promising can

didates based on m anufacturer’s claims for stroke and service life. Capacitive and 

eddy-current displacement sensors were both mentioned as possible choices for com

pensating actuator nonlinearity. The purpose of the tests described below was to 

characterize the performance of a MS actuator in terms of hysteresis, linearity, power 

consumption, heat dissipation, and frequency response, and to confirm the manufac

tu re r’s specifications for longevity. The purpose of the sensor testing was to compare 

their performance in terms of frequency response and packaging constraints.
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8.2 Test A pparatus

8.2.1 Actuator and Sensors

A summary of the specifications of the actuator and the sensors is shown in Table 8.1. 

The actuator (part-num ber 100/6 MP) was manufactured by Edge Technologies, a 

subsidiary of E trem a Products Inc[35]. The active element in the actuator is a rod 

of the magneto-strictive m aterial Terfenol, an alloy of terbium , dysprosium, and 

iron. The Terfenol core is surrounded by a copper coil, perm anent magnets for 

biasing, and encased in an aluminum housing. When the coil is activated with a 

current, the Terfenol rod expands in proportion to the magnitude of the induced 

magnetic field. Because of the robustness of the Terfenol core and the simplicity 

of the actuator design, the actuator is able to produce large forces (220N /  501bs.), 

at high frequencies (up to 5 KHz), with exceptional longevity (greater than 10^° 

cycles).

Item Part Number Range Linearity Bandwidth

Actuator 

Capacitive Sens. 

Eddy-cur. Sens.

100/6 MP

NS70-L

SMU9200-4SB

100/im 

100//m 

4 mm

n /a  

<  0.2% 

< 0.01%

5 KHz 

5 KHz 

50 KHz

Table 8.1: A ctuator and sensor specifications.

The capacitive sensor (p /n  NS70-L) was manufactured by Queensgate Instru

ments L td .[79]. The capacitive sensor consists of two small Invar plates, located in 

an insulated Invar housing. W hen arranged mechanically concentric and parallel, 

the plates form a capacitor, with a capacitance tha t varies with the distance, or gap, 

between the two plates. The sensor is attached to a control unit (p /n  NS2000-L), 

which contains a reference capacitor. The sensor and the reference form a capacitive 

bridge circuit, which is processed to provide the analog signal from the sensor. The 

nominal gap of the sensor is 100 microns, and strokes of ±50 microns produce analog 

voltages of ±5 Volts.
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The eddy-current sensor (p /n  SMU9200-4SB SPL) was m anufactured by Ka- 

man Instrumentation[59]. The eddy-current sensor consists of two small coils, which 

are energized by a crystal oscillator operating at 1 MHz. A conducting target is lo

cated between the two coils. The sensor coils induce eddy-currents in the target, 

which change the impedance of the coils. Motion of the target unbalances an in

ductive bridge circuit, which is converted to produce an analog signal from the 

control unit. The sensor system was configured for a nominal 100 micron stroke, 

and produces a ±2.5 Volt signal for ±75 microns of travel.

8.2.2 Test Fixture

The actuators and sensors were tested in the mechanical fixture shown in Figure 8.1. 

The fixture was designed to provide a stable and rigid base for mounting the actua

to r and the two displacement sensors. The plates carrying the sensors were attached 

to  threaded posts which allowed for adjustm ent of gaps and alignment of tilts be

tween the pairs of sensors. For all of the testing procedures, the actuator was used 

essentially unloaded, except for the mass of the eddy-current sensor coupling and 

target (with a to tal mass of about 30 grams).

8.2.3 Test Instruments

Two electronic configurations were used for the static and dynamic testing proce

dures. Figure 8.2(a) shows the actuator, sensors, and associated amplifiers attached 

to a 286 PC with a 14-bit ADC/DAC I/O  card (Flight Electronics, 14-bit Analog 

Interface, p /n  151-051). A short computer program read the analog output from 

the sensor controllers, and provided analog output signals for the actuator amplifier. 

The static tests were performed by typing in voltage (or current) values for the actu

ator, and reading out the resulting values from the sensor controller. Figure 8.2(b) 

shows the actuator and sensors attached to a function generator (Black Star, Jupiter 

2010, Farnell Electronics p /n  282-741) and an oscilloscope. The function generator 

was used to set the current am plitude and frequency input to the actuator, and the
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Figure 8.1: Static and Dynamic Testing Fixture

scope was used to display the actuator drive and displacement sensor signals for the 

dynamic tests. The power consumption tests used a “True RMS” digital multi-meter 

(IDM 205RMS, RS Components, p /n  670-463) to measure the rms actuator current 

draw during operation. The measured actuator resistance and current were then 

used to calculate power consumption. Note tha t no provision was made for sensing 

or controlling tem perature during the tests. The effects of tem perature variations 

on the testing are discussed where relevant.
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Figure 8.2: (a) Static Testing Schematic, (b) Dynamic Testing Schematic.

8.3 T esting

8.3.1 H ysteresis and Linearity

All solid-state actuators exhibit hysteresis and non-linearity at some level. These 

effects are generally tem perature dependent, and lim it the positioning accuracy and 

dynamic response of the actuator. Some information concerning hysteresis and 

linearity is available from m anufacturers and in the actuator literature, but typically 

only at constant tem perature and zero frequency.

To examine hysteresis and linearity, the actuator was given displacement com

mands and the actual travel was measured. A Heidenhain LVDT (linear variable 

differential transformer) micrometer was used to calibrate the sensors, which were 

then used to monitor displacement themselves. Hysteresis was measured by driving 

the actuator through its full range of travel, starting at a zero reference point and 

then incrementally stepping around the hysteresis curve. Figure 8.3(a) shows a typi

cal hysteresis curve at room tem perature. The 50% hysteresis values (the percentage
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of the “thickest” portion of the curve to the total stroke) are consistent with data 

test data  provided by the manufacturer [35]. Note tha t the hysteresis curve does 

not close due to therm al expansion of the actuator during the test.

Figure 8.3(b) shows change in displacement as a function of tem perature. The 

actuator was driven at its peak rated current (±  1.2 Amps) at low frequency (1 

sample every 20 seconds) for roughly 100 cycles. Although tem perature sensing was 

not carried out, it was clear (by touch) tha t the actuator was heating up during 

operation. In fact, when driven at 1.2 Amps DC for 15-20 minutes, the actuator 

expanded by roughly 70 microns, which is consistent with the length of the actuator 

and the therm al coefficients of the actuator materials. Note from the figure tha t 

when cold, most of the stroke occurs under the negative 1.2 Amp driving current. 

As the actuator heats up, the stroke is equally divided between the positive and 

negative drive signals. As tem perature exceeds the median value, most of the stroke 

occurs under the positive drive signal. This tem perature shift was exacerbated by 

the design of the test fixture, because the sensors were measuring stroke relative to 

the bottom  of the actuator. If the sensors were mounted on the top of the actuator, 

much of the (measured) therm al drift would disappear.

Linearity is defined (and measured) as a ratio (the maximum deviation from the 

best fitting straight line to the total stroke) and expressed as a percentage. Figure 8.4 

shows a typical linearity curve and a least squares fit (LSF) for a 110 micron total 

stroke. It was expected, and is clear from the results of the hysteresis and linearity 

testing, th a t closed-loop control of the actuator will be necessary to provide the 

positioning accuracy and frequency response required for adaptive optical correction.

8.3.2 Power Consumption and Heat Dissipation

Heat dissipation by a deformable secondary mirror may be a significant factor, es

pecially for IR operation, and may require tha t the mirror be actively cooled. For 

the power consumption tests, the current and voltage input to the actuator were 

measured with the RMS m ulti-meter, and the power consumption was calculated
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Figure 8.3: (a) Typical hysteresis curve, (b) Displacement shift with therm al expansion.
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Actuator Linearity lind.dat 2 6 - 9 - 9 5
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linearity = 13.94%
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current (amps)

Figure 8.4: A ctuator linearity at 110% of rated stroke. Straight line shows a least squares 

fit to actuator displacement.

with

(8 .1)

Heat dissipation was not measured directly, but was taken to be equal to the 

power consumption, as the actuator was not performing any mechanical work.

Two actuator operating modes were investigated; a large stroke, square-wave 

input mode at low frequencies (5-25 Hz), which would correspond to  IR chopping; 

and a short stroke, sine-wave input mode at high frequencies (lOO-lOOOHz), which 

would correspond to adaptive wavefront correction. Figure 8.5 shows the results of 

the square-wave power consumption testing. The voltage and frequency were set 

with the signal generator so tha t the actuator stroke was 70 microns at 10 Hertz. 

The frequency was then swept from 10 to 80 Hz, with the voltage signal to the 

actuator left constant. From the plot it can be seen tha t both power consumption 

and displacement fall with increasing frequency.
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Figure 8.5: Square-wave input power consumption.
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Figure 8.6: Sine-wave input power consumption at constant displacement.
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Figure 8.6 shows the results of the sine-wave testing. In this case, the voltage 

signal to the actuator amplifier was changed with frequency, in order to keep the 

displacement constant at 10 microns. Again, the power consumption is seen to fall 

with increasing frequency.

8.3.3 Frequency Response

The frequency response (resonant frequencies and phase lag) of the actuator is of 

interest for both positioning accuracy and control system design. For the frequency 

response tests, the actuator was driven with a sine wave from the function generator. 

The input am plitude was held constant, and the frequency was varied from zero to 5 

KHz. The am plitude and phase of the actuator position, relative to the input signal, 

were monitored with the output from eddy-current sensor, via the oscilloscope. After 

several frequency response trials, it became apparent tha t many of the resonances 

observed were in fact due to vibration of the test fixture, rather than the actuator 

itself. W ith this in mind, additional tests were performed, in which structural 

resonances were either dam ped (by adding mass to the fixture in the form of rubber 

m ats) or avoided altogether. Figure 8.7(a) shows amplitude gain as a function 

of frequency. The resonances at roughly 750, 1200, 1300, and 1500Hz, were all 

identified with vibration of various parts of the test fixture. Figure 8.7(b) shows the 

corresponding phase lag versus frequency plot. Figure 8.8(a) shows the test system 

frequency response out to 5000Hz.

W hen the various structural resonant frequencies were damped out or avoided, 

the far more linear response curve in Figure 8.8(b) was found. The fall-off in gain at 

3000 Hz is consistent with test results supplied by the manufacturer, which indicated 

the first actuator resonance at tha t frequency. Note that in the am plitude gain plots, 

the am plitude is given in millivolts, as output by the eddy-current sensor, and the 

conversion factor is 30 microns/Volt.
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Figure 8.7: (a) Actuator /  Test-fixture am plitude gain as a function of frequency, (b) 

Actuator /  Test-fixture phase lag as a function of frequency.
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Figure 8.8: (a) A ctuator /  Test-fixture am plitude gain with structural resonances, (b) 

A ctuator /  Test-fixture structural resonances damped or avoided.
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8.3.4 Lifetime

Based on high-cycle testing by Etrem a, the m anufacturer claimed no loss of actuator 

performance after 10^° operating cycles. This was one of the strongest arguments 

(see Chapter 6) in favor of MS actuators. In order to verify this claim, the actuator 

was driven at 500 Hz, 24 hours per day, for 23 days, for a total of 10^ cycles. At the 

end of the lifetime test, the actuator was then tested again as in Section 8.3.1. No 

measurable changes in performance were evident.

8.4 C onclusions

A set of tests were carried out to investigate the static and dynamic performance 

of a magneto-strictive actuator and two displacement sensors. A ctuator hysteresis 

and linearity were measured and found consistent with the m anufacturer’s speci

fications. Actuator frequency response was also found to be consistent with the 

m anufacturer’s specifications, with linear am plitude response out to a frequency of 

3 KHz. Continuous operation at 500 Hz for over a billion cycles revealed no failures 

or loss in performance. Power consumption for a 10 micron stroke was found to be 

about 0.5 W atts or less from 100 to 1000 Hz.

Both displacement sensors were found to be linear with displacement and fre

quency to the resolution obtainable with the Heidenhain reference (i.e. to a micron). 

However, the eddy-current sensor was considerably easier to use in practice. The 

eddy-current sensor was set by the factory to operate with 1mm gaps between the 

sensor coils and target, which made assembling and aligning the sensor relatively 

simple. The differential nature of the sensor made it insensitive to tem perature and 

errors in the two gap settings. The eddy-current sensor coils were annular, which 

allowed them  to be mounted coaxially with the actuator.

The capacitive sensor required a gap of 0.1 mm, and linearity depended on a 

parallelism of 1% between the two plates, both of which were difficult to achieve 

with the test fixture. The capacitive sensor was mounted on top of the actuator
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for testing, but the mounting scheme would not work in a deformable mirror. The 

inability of the sensor to be packaged coaxially with the actuator would make it 

more challenging to integrate with an adaptive secondary mirror.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 D eform able Secondary M irrors at OSL

This thesis began with an examination of the effects of atmospheric turbulence on 

image formation with ground based telescopes. The field of adaptive optics was 

introduced, whose objective is to correct or compensate for image degradation due 

to the atmosphere. A short historical background of the field was presented, as 

was the current state of systems in use and under construction. Through efficiency 

comparisons, atmospheric modeling, and simulations, the potential performance im

provements offered by correcting atmospheric turbulence with an existing telescope 

optic, the secondary mirror, were quantified. The feasibility of constructing large 

deformable secondary mirrors was addressed, in terms of materials, positioning com

ponents, and detailed design considerations. Finally, results were presented from a 

testing program to characterize candidate positioning components.

It was hoped tha t this work would conclude with the design and construction of 

a deformable secondary mirror for UKIRT. However, the reorganization of the UK 

Adaptive Optics program and the refocus of funding on the natural guide star (NGS) 

AO system for the W HT precluded further funding for deformable secondary mirrors 

for the immediate future. Nevertheless, the prim ary objective of the deformable 

secondary mirror program at the OSL was and remains the construction of adaptive
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secondary mirrors for astronomy. This work continues, with development programs 

underway for a seven-actuator dem onstrator mirror and for a novel wavefront sensor 

with particular application to adaptive secondary mirrors. Concurrently, OSL is 

pursuing the possibility of developing deformable secondary mirrors for the 1-m 

Jacobus Kapteyn Telescope (JK T), the 3.8-m UK infrared telescope (UKIRT), and 

the 10-m segmented Canary Islands Large Telescope (CILT) of the Roque de los 

Muchachos Observatory (ORM).

9.2 D eform able Secondary M irrors W orldw ide

Elsewhere, the deformable secondary mirror being developed for the MMT is well 

underway. A 25-actuator prototype mirror system is operating and is being used 

to optimize the design of the 0.64-m, 320-actuator secondary mirror. This mirror 

is being developed jointly by the Steward and Arcetri Observatories[86], and is ex

pected to begin service in late 1997. At the tim e of this writing, it appears that the 

MMT adaptive secondary mirror will be the first such system to be demonstrated. 

However, Steward and Arcetri are also partners in the Large Binocular Telescope 

(LET) project, and the Steward/ Arcetri adaptive secondary mirror is also a possi

bility for both the LET and the Italian Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG). Eased 

on the results presented in this thesis, and on the much larger programs underway 

elsewhere, the future of the deformable secondary m irror seems bright indeed.
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A DEFORMABLE SECONDARY MIRROR FOR ADAPTIVE OPTICS

Bnice C. Bigelow David D. Walker Richard G. Bingham Paolo D ’Arrigo ^

1 Optical Science Laboratory, University College London 
* Royal Greenwich Observatory, Madingley Rd, Cambridge

Abstract

The design of a proposed deformable Cassegrain secondary mirror for adaptive optics is 
presented. The 1-m diameter thin meniscus mirror is supported on 90 actuators, and is designed 
for use in a Gemini 8-m telescope. In addition to the adaptive function, the m irror design also 
provides the capability for vibration balanced IR  chopping within the unit. The m irror geometry, 
materials, actuators, and finite element analysis are described.

1 Introduction

Adaptive optical systems are rapidly changing from R&D exercises to indispensible facilities for 
modem telescopes. Most systems currently described in the literature are of equal or greater 
complexity than many instruments on a telescope, involve reflective losses at many surfaces, 
and do not provide a corrected wavefront to most telescope focal planes. Applying an adaptive 
correction at the secondary mirror has been suggested by several authors (Dunn, 1991, and 
Beckers, 1993), and was proposed in the Technical Description for the NOAO (Gemini) 8-m 
Telescopes[5], 1989. There are many advantages to this approach: the correction is made at an 
existing surface, precluding the need for extra mirrors and reflective losses; T ip/tilt and low- 
order corrections are provided at one surface; adaptive correction is provided for all Secondary 
foci; and existing telescopes can be retrofitted. The design also provides chopping for IR sky 
subtraction as an extension of the tip/tilt capability. A companion paper (this symposium) 
describes the implications of adaptive correction at the secondary in terms of wavelength, guide 
stars, and image improvements. This paper describes the conceptual design and analysis of a 
1-m thin meniscus deformable secondary mirror, suitable for the Gemini 8-m telescopes, and 
discusses the mirror specifications, geometry, materials, actuators, detail design, failure modes, 
and finite element anzdyses of the mirror substrate.

2 Performance Specifications

The objective was to devise a realistic option to the traditional chopping secondary mirror, which 
could also provide partial adaptive correction for the Gemini Telescopes. Consequently, the 
parameters of the mirror and its performance were optimized for that project. The d im en sion s  
of the Gemini f/16 IR Secondaries[6] (1992) are as follows: radius of curvature =  4193.0685 mm, 
clear aperture =  1023.6 mm (outer), 180.7 mm (inner).

The adaptive requirements are: tip /tilt mirror angular throw: ±  1 Arc-sec (for 90%  of at
mospheric tilt); tip /tilt frequency response: 20-30  Hz; higher order frequency response: lOOHz 
m in im u m , iKHz goal; vibration control: 95%  vibration balanced.

Chopping for IR sky subtraction is a low-frequency rigid body rotation of the mirror, with 
the angular throw limited by the travel of the actuators. The following specifications were taken 
from the G em in i Science Requirements[7]: Chopping Mode 1: mirror angular throw: ±  30 arc- 
sec; frequency response: 10 Hz; Duty Cycle: 80%. Chopping Mode 2: mirror angular throw: ±  
60 arc-sec; frequency response: 5 Hz Duty Cycle: 80%



3 Mirror Geometry

One figure of merit for chopping mirrors is the angular moment of inertia, which determines 
how much energy is required to vibrate the mirror, and places practical limits on the duty cycle. 
For a thin flat disc, the moment of inertia scales directly with mass and quadratically with the 
radius and thickness. For a meniscus secondary mirror, approximated by a thin disc of fixed 
diameter, the mass and thickness can be minimized in order to minimize the power requirement 
and maximize the duty cycle. Higher order corrections require that the mirror be siiffidently 
flexible that it can be rapidly deformed to the desired shape. This flexibihty also allows the 
mirror flgure to be updated many times during each chopping cycle, given a reference. Both 
the low a-Tigiilar inertia and flexural requirements are well suited by thin meniscus construction. 
Typically, a mirror needs to be stiff enough to hold its figure during grinding and polishing. 
However, as this mirror is inherently deformable, smoothness is probably more important than 
the unsupported figure. In this case, a 10-mm thick mirror was analysed and found to combine 
suflident stiffness under gravity, with accq)table flexibility for adaptive correction.

4 Mirror Materials

Traditional deformable mirrors have been small (on the order of 100 to 200 nun in diameter) and 
have.used materials such as silicon or molybdenum, as well as more common optical glasses such 
as ULE, fused silica, and Zerodur. A variety of issues drive the selection of the substrate material, 
such as elastic strength (modulus of elzistidty), thermal properties (coeffidents of expansion and 
conductivity), durability (resistance to fracture) fatigue life (critical for an adaptive mirror that 
will experience billions of cydes per year), ease of fabrication (optical and mechanical), surface 
finish quality, and resistance to corrosion.

A thin deformable mirror will thermalize quickly, and its figure can be corrected, via the 
wavefront sensor, for errors due to thermal gradients. Consequently, the thermal properties of 
the mirror appear to be relatively unimportant. Stress-cycling fatigue life, or endurance limit, 
is more critical. A deformable mirror operating at 500 Hz, 8 hours per day, 300 days per year, 
will experience 4.3 billion stress cydes annually, but endurance limit testing typically spedfies 
allowable stresses for 50-500 million cydes. However, results from finite element analyses indicate 
peak stresses 10 times less than the fatigue limits of the candidate materials, so although fatigue 
life is important, it does not appear to dictate the choice of material. The final choice will 
probably hinge on the ease of fabrication. Figuring and polishing of aluminum mirrors is well 
understood, and aluminum could be used in nearly all the mirror mechanical components. In 
terms of mechanical simplidty, a metallic mirror, which can be be tapped for threaded fasteners, 
and which is relativdy resistant to damage or breakage, seems to provide the best balance of 
features. However, attachment points are commonly bonded to glass mirrors, and large optics 
must be handled carefully regardless of material, so Zerodur or ULE are viable alternatives.

5 Actuators

The actuators will provide support under gravity, and displacement for adaptive correction 
and chopping. These functions place differing requirements on the travel, force, zmd frequency 
response of the actuators. Chopping places the most stringent displacement requirement on the 
actuators. Chopping of 7.5 and 15 arc-sec at the focal plane corresponds to secondary mirror 
tilts of ±  30 and ±  60 arc-sec respectively. Given those tilts, the resulting displacement ranges 
for the extreme edge of the mirror are ±72/xm and ±145/im. Results firom the finite element 
analyses indicate that the required actuator forces are less than 3 N for gravity support and 40 
N for 2.2/xm of adaptive deformation. The force values required for chopping are dependent on



the duty cycle, which defines the acceleration required to move a given mass element supported 
by one actuator at the edge of the mirror. These forces axe less than 1 N for both chopping 
modes. The frequency response requirement will be determined by the adaptive correction, 
previously mentioned to be lOOHz minimum (iKHz goal), for higher order corrections. This 
value could increase substantially without causing a problem for the actuators, most of which 
CAU be operated at kilohertz rates.

Historically, P iezo -e lectr ic  actuators have been the standard choice for adaptive mirrors. 
The high hysteresis and temperature sensitivity of PZT materials can be efiectively controlled 
by the addition of displacement sensors, which will be required regardless of actuator type. 
Although standard models with 100/zm of travel are common, no PZT actuator has been found 
which can meet the 300/xm stroke requirement. The longest travel available in commercial PZT 
actuators appears to be 180/xm, which corresponds to a chopping angle of ±  37 arc-sec. Lifetime 
is a concern for PZT actuators, as it is counted in millions, rather than billions of cycles required 
for a year of mirror operation. The limitations in stroke and lifetime appear to eliminate PZT 
actuators.

E lec tro -S tr ictiv e  Actuators in variety of stroke and force combinations are commercially 
available. However, there do not appear to be standard ES actuators with strokes as high as 
±145/im, and the long strokes are limited to operation above IOC. Below IOC, the electro
strictive effect is dropping while hysteresis is rising. The primary advantage of ES actuators 
over PZT’s is lower hysteresis, but this can be compensated with position sensors in either case. 
For this application, there is no advantage in using ES actuators.

Two types of M agn eto -S tr ictive  (MS) actuators have been identified, each of which has 
the potential to meet all of the actuator specifications. The first is a MS “Ehistic Wave Motor” 
(EWM) with a range of 100 m m , manufactured by DynaMotive[3]. This actuator can generate 
long travel, low frequency motion as a stepper motor, and short travel, high frequency motion 
as a simple actuator. The actuator has high static and dynamic axial sti& ess, together with 
low mass and relatively small dimensions. Its dual mode operation provides long travel and low 
power dissipation. The second type is a conventional actuator, available from HuU University[8] 
and Edge Technologies Inc. (ETI)[4]. According to ETI, “Terfenol-D does not fatigue”, and 
they have tested actuators to 10^° cycles. In both cases, resolution is mainly limited by the 
displacement sensor used, making MS actuators the preferred type for the deformable secondary.

6 Mirror D etail Design

Support of thin mirrors has been a challenge for large telescopes such as the VLT and the 
two Kecks, which use high aspect ratio primaries. Nelson et al. [9] examined plate deflection 
on point supports, derived expressions for the efficiency of hexagonal, square, and triangular 
support grids, and optimized the locations of support points for various numbers of supports on 
round plates. They conclude that a modified triangular grid provides the lowest RMS deflection, 
and that deflections are extremely sensitive to the location of the support points. For the case 
of a 1 meter diameter, 10mm thick, aluminum (or Zerodur) mirror, and a 30nm m^vimum 
allowable gravity deflection, a solution utilizing 90 support points has been found. The layout 
of the support points, though not mathematically optimized, was developed following Nelson’s 
guidelines and iterated via FEA models to the 30nm specification.

The adaptive secondary mirror concept scales up traditional adaptive mirror construction, 
and consists of a flexible face-sheet supported on a structured aluminum mounting plate via an 
array of 90 actuators (Figure 2). Counter-balances on the opposite side of the mounting plate 
are supported by additional actuators, located in line with the connections to the telescope 
top-end ring. The coimter-bcdance control signads can be derived from computations based on 
the signals sent to the mirror actuators, or from high frequency load cells incorporated in the 
telescope attachment, which would allow vibration to be sensed amd compensated directly.



Chopping is accomplished by driving the actuators simultaneously, so as to rotate the mirror 
as a rigid body about its center of gravity. Linear momentum is conserved and angular momen
tum compensation is provided by driving the reaction masses about their composite center of 
gravity. This arrangement provides several advantages. First, the low mass meniscus reduces the 
weight of the chopping mirror, and allows for higher duty cycles and lower power consumption. 
Second, the moment of inertia for the meniscus is much lower than that of a monolithic mirror, 
thus reducing the resultant torque to be compensated by the reaction mass (es). Reducing the 
weight of the reaction masses also reduces the force requirement for their actuators, providing 
further weight and cost savings. The adaptive secondary with less mass, smaller moment of 
inertia, and many actuators, is inherently easier to chop than a monolithic mirror, and less 
subject to figure errors due to chopping forces. With an adaptive correction running at a higher 
frequency than the chopping function, the wavefront could be corrected many times during each 
chop cycle.

7 Failure Modes

For graceful loss of functionality after failure, three capabilities should be present; first, the 
secondary must operate with a failed actuator, and its loss should only marginally reduce per
formance; second, no actuator or control error should be able to damage the mirror; and finally, 
replacement of failed actuators must be simple, avoiding both disassembly of the secondary mir
ror system and removal from the telescope. The loss of an actuator will affect the ability of 
the mirror to maintain its figure, but as each actuator drives roughly 1% of the mirror, a single 
fzdlure should have a mÎTiiTna.1 effect on performance. Nevertheless, concepts have been developed 
for a clamp mounting for the actuators (mechanical or electro-mechanical), which will permit an 
actuator to be released from the mirror. This will not eliminate errors caused by the loss of the 
actuator, but could minimize the effect until the actuator could be replaced. The greatest threat 
to the mirror would be a control error which caused one actuator to generate maximum stroke 
or force, while its neighbors were driven to the opposite extreme. This has been examined for a 
180/im stroke, using the finite element model, and found to produce stresses sixty times smaller 
than the yield stress of aluminum (6061-T6). Nevertheless, a force-limiting assembly utilizing a 
spring concept is proposed, which would absorb excess stroke or force in the event of a control 
failure. This assembly acts as a stiff link up to a given preload, after which the springs compress, 
absorbing further travel. This link will be carefully designed in order to provide a margin of 
safety, while avoiding reduction of the resonant frequency of the actuator. For reliability, actua
tor failures should not require a complete disassembly of the secondary mirror. Various methods 
for removing and replacing actuators have been described, including the destruction of a flexural 
link[2], and separable magnetic attachments[10]. The previously mentioned clamps should allow 
the actuators to be installed on the m irror without excessively deforming it, but this would 
require a test, possibly using the signal from the wavefront sensor, to verify the quality of the 
power-off figure.

8 Finite Element Analyses

Approximately 25 finite element models were analysed, for estimating static deflection, actuator 
forces, optimizing support locations, and predicting resonant frequencies and mode shapes. The 
models used 1500 4-node shell elements, with 9000 degrees of freedom. All modelling was 
performed using the ANSYS finite element analysis package. A summary of the results indicates 
that an aluminum (or Zerodur) meniscus, supported on 90 points, will have static deflections 
(zenith pointing) on the order 40nm P-V, and 17nm RMS (Figure 1). Deflections on horizon 
pointing are a factor of 10 less. Actuator forces of 3.7 N generate a displacement of 0.20/zm at
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any actuator and scale linearly. The Tna.YirmiTn stresses at 2.0/xm deflection are less than 1 MPa. 
Dynamic analyses show that the first mode looks like the inter-actuator sag under gravity, with 
a resonant frequency in excess of 1200 Hz. To conclude, the finite element analyses indicate that 
modest forces are required to deform the meniscus for adaptive correction, bending stresses are 
negligible, and the resonant frequencies of the m irror are at least 20% higher than the estimated 
peak operating frequency.

9 Conclusions

This work has shown the mechanical feasibility of providing adaptive wavefront correction and 
IR Chopping with a deformable cassegrsdn secondary mirror. A survey of mirror substrate mate
rials suggests that aluminum, ULE, and 2krodur are possible choices, with aluminum preferred 
for simplicity of attachment and mechanical durability. Magneto-strictive actuators appear to 
provide the best combination of travel, stiffness, frequency response, and durability. Finite el
ement analyses show that static deflection, actuator forces, and dynamic response are all well 
within achievable values. The next two tasks in this work will be to fit Zernike polynomials to 
the FEA results, in order to define the optical limits of adaptive correction with the deformable 
secondary, and to begin detailed preparations for building a mirror for an 8-m telescope.
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A B S T R A C T

The design of a proposed 1-m diameter deformable secondary mirror is described, with emphasis on 
optimization of each component for adaptive optical correction. Finite element analyses are presented 
which investigate the ability of the mirror to match low-order Zernike polynomials. Wavefront data from 
a 1-m telescope are used to examine the ability of the mirror to fit atmospherically distorted wavefronts. 
Finally, mirror surface FEA results from the atmospheric wavefronts are Fourier transformed to predict 
pre- and post-correction image quality.

1. IN T R O D U C T IO N

Adaptive Optical (AO) systems for astronomy are well on the way to becoming indispensible facilities for the 
latest generation of large telescopes. In fact, 8-10 m class telescopes will usually require adaptive correction of 
atmospheric turbulence in order to reach the imaging capabilities promised by their large apertures. However, the 
current generation of astronomical and military AO systems are large, complex, expensive, and not suited to feeding 
corrected wavefronts to existing research instruments. One way to improve this situation is to provide adaptive 
correction with a deformable secondary mirror (DSM).

Although the benefits of this approach have been mentioned before in previous w orks'’ they are worth repeating. 
Xn  adaptive secondary mirror:

• Avoids additional reflective and polarisation losses:

• Provides correction to all post-secondary foci:

• Can provide integral chopping for IR observation:

• Can correct for static and dynamic (i.e wind) primary figure errors

• Can benefits all wavelengths in terms of atmospheric tip /tilt

In the following sections, the current design of a proposed deformable secondary mirror is described, with emphasis 
on features optimized for adaptive optical correction. The mirror substrate is analysed via finite element models, 
to investigate the ability of the mirror to match the shapes of low-order Zernike polynomials. Twenty Zernike 
terms derived from atmospheric wavefront data from a 1-m telescope are then used to drive the mirror, in order 
to examine the ability of the mirror to correct a realistic wavefront. FinaJly, the resulting mirror surfaces are 
Fourier transformed to create intensity profiles of the images formed before and after correction by the deformable 
secondary.



2. DESIGN OF A 1-M DEFORMABLE SECONDARY MIRROR

The preliminary design and finite element analysis of a 1-m deformable secondary mirror were described in detail 
in a previous paper^. To summarize, the mirror system consists of a 10 mm thick substrate, 1-m in diameter, 
supported on 90 magneto-strictive actuators, which are in turn mounted on an aluminum-honeycomb support plate 
(See Figure 1). The following sections describe the specifications for the mirror and the latest developments of each 
of the mirror system components.
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Figure 1: Schematic of Deformable Secondary Mirror

2.1 Specifications

One of the original objectives of this work was to  devise a sound engineering approach to the traditional chopping 
secondary mirror, which could also provide adaptive correction, possibly for the Gemini Telescopes. Consequently, 
the param eters of the m irror and its performance were optimized for tha t project. It is im portant to note th a t 
the actuator travel and force requirements are driven ahnost entirely by the need to provide chopping for infra
red observations. If the chopping angle requirements were reduced, the travel and force requirements would be 
substantially simplified. The following values were used for the geometry of the Gemini f/16 secondary mirror: 
Radius of Curvature: 4193 mm: Clear Aperture Diameters: 1023.6 imu outside, 180.7 nun inside.

2.1.1 A daptive Requirem ents

The current minimum level of adaptive correction to be provided is based on a finding of the Gemini Adaptive 
Optics Working G ro u p '. which stated:



‘̂ Very low-order (n <  4) {x.t. the f in i I4 Zemike Polynomial terms) compensation at the secondary 
mirror will be very beneficial in the thermal IR; efforts should be devoted to reach n =  4 at the present 
secondary or an upgrade.”

Note that our current proposed mirror design uses 90 actuators and a 10 mm thick mirror substrate, in part to 
minimize the mass to be chopped for IR observations. Clearly, if only low-order Zemike modes were to be corrected, 
this could be accomplished with fewer than 90 actuators. Alternatively, the current design offers the potential to 
correct significantly more than just the first 14 Zernike terms. The maximum travel requirements for adaptive 
correction are taken to be on the order of ±10pm at the edge of the mirror, which corresponds to 1 arc-sec on the 
sky, or a 4 arc-sec tip/tilt of the secondary mirror. Low-order correction frequency response is taken to be 30-50 
Hz, with a peak goal of 1 KHz.

2.1.2 Chopping Requirem ents

There are two chopping modes specified for the Gemini f/16 IR secondary: Chopping Mode (1) requires ±  7.5 
Arc-sec (focal plane) at 10 Hz. with a 80% duty cycle. Chopping mode (2) requires ±  15 Arc-sec (focal plane) at 5 
Hz, also with a 80% duty cycle. The chopping angles correspond to ±30 and ±60 arc-sec of mirror tilt, and ±72;xm 
and ±145^m of travel at the outer edge of the mirror.

2.2 The Mirror Substrate

With the diameter and radius of curvature specified for a given telescope, there are only a few options left in the 
design of the meniscus mirror substrate. In this case, the mirror thickness was chosen to minimize gravity deflections 
and the forces required for the high duty-cycle chopping requirements. Mechanically, the next requirement is that 
the mirror be attached to the flex couplings, and in turn to the actuators. The choice of aluminum for the material 
(see below) was in part influenced by the desirability to drill and tap for threaded fasteners.

Mirror materials were discussed in the previous paper, with the conclusion that aluminum. Zerodur, and ULE 
were all viable choices. Based on the diffraction-limited performance reported by others at the 1992 Metal Mirrors 
Conference^'  ̂for aluminum astronomical mirrors, and consideration of fatigue life, durability, thermal performance, 
and ease of manufacture, the substrate is proposed to be aluminum. As is the standard for aluminum mirrors, the 
substrate will be electroless nickel plated for the polished optical surface, plated ciU around to m in im is e thermal 
effects, and will have an evaporated coating on the final polished surface.

There are several aluminum alloys already proven for astronomical mirrors, such as 5083, 5086, and 6061, with the 
alloy choice depending on the application and the expected fabrication process. In this case, the mirror substrate 
can be machined out of a single plate, with no welding steps required, and wrought 6061 appears to provide the 
optimum balance of matericil properties. There are standard procedures for fabrication of aluminum mirrors  ̂
which essentially alternate machining, thermal cycling, and stress rehef to arrive at the finished shape. The radius 
of curvature could be NC milled (or perhaps diamond turned for smaller secondaries) to its final value. The mirror 
is then nickel-plated, and the optical figure polished into the nickel. Finally, the optical surface would be aluminised.

2.3 Flex Couplings

Ideally, the fiex couplings are the only attachments to the mirror, providing both axial and radial support. The 
coupling is a critical component in the functioning of the mirror, due to the conflicting roles it plays. It must 
allow for rigid body rotation of the mirror for chopping, and for local curvature for deformation during adaptive 
correction. The coupling must be flexible in bending, to protect the actuator from excessive torque loading and to



avoid deforming the mirror. Conversely, it must be stiff axially and in shear to provide constraint of the mirror, and 
to maintain the high resonant frequency of the mirror system. For dependability, the coupling must not be highly 
stressed, in order to maintain an essentially infinite fatigue life. Finally, it must be readily removable to allow for 
repair or replacement of both couplings and actuators.

Several alternatives have been considered for the coupling, including rods of various geometry, leaf springs, magnets, 
and blade flexures. Various solutions to similar problems can be found in the literature^' The two principle 
candidates are crossed-blade flexures, and ^waisted’ cylindrical rod flexures. In both cases, the problem is to satisfy 
conflicting requirements of flexibility for accommodating mirror motion, and stif&ess for m aintain ing radial support 
and high resonant frequency.

In this case, a set of seven aluminum flexures was extensively analysed with a subsection of the 1-m mirror, in order 
to minimize mirror flgure error and maximize frequency response. The final design is 12mm in diauneter, with webs 
measuring 1mm x 3mm. and a center disc 3mm thick (See Figure 2). At the maximum angle required for chopping, 
the flexures deformed the mirror surface by no more the ±18.4nm and the peak equivalent stress was 2 MPa (300 
Psi). Dynamic analysis indicated a first resonance with a translational mode at 1233 Hz, 20% above the iKhz peak 
operating frequency.
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Figure 2: FEA model of flexure.

The extremely high 1 if e-cycle goal of 10 billion cycles (i.e. 300 Hz. S Hrs/day, 300 days/yr is 4.3 billion cycles) 
requires that the flexures be fabricated from a material with an essentially infinite fatigue life. This requirement 
is met l)v most carbon and stainless steels, provided that the maximum alternating stresses are maintained well 
below the fatigue limit of the material (typically 50% of the tensile strength) Even aluminum, usually considered 
a poor choice for fatigue apphcations. has an endurance limit of 70 MPa (6061-T6) for 100 million cycles. Given 
its ease of machining, thermal, and electro-lytic compatibility with the mirror, and peak stresses in the flexure a



factor of 35 smaller than the fatigue limit, 6061 aluminum appears to be an ideal choice.

2.4 A ctuators

The location of the actuators on the mirror was described previously^, with the objective being to minimize gravity 
deflection, and a modified triangular grid pattern was chosen for optimum efficiency. The previous work also 
described the actuator technologies available and recommended magneto-strictive actuators for controlling the 
mirror surface, based on their excellent high-cycle performance, simplicity, and durability (Edge Technologies^ has 
tested magneto-strictive actuators for 10 °̂ cycles with no measurable loss in performance). The Gemini chopping 
specifications would require a special order actuator due to the long travel involved; but for typical adaptive 
correction travel requirements (i.e. ±5 — lO^m), the travel requirement is easily met. Standard catalog parts can 
provide up to lOO^m of travel, hundreds of Newtons of force, and peak operating frequencies measured in KHz. 
Special-order actuators can be optimized for low force, low heat dissipation, and maximum frequency response.

2.5 A ctuator M ounts

It is desirable to have an adaptive mirror settle to a high quality figure with power off. This has obvious benefits 
in terms of .testing, reliability, and. in the case of an adaptive secondary, the option for running the telescope in a 
passive mode as needed. However, the meniscus construction that makes a deformable mirror flexible also places 
stringent requirements on the support system, in order to maintain a good static figure. The mirror must have a 
good figure to start with, and it must be assembled very carefully in order to avoid stresses that would harm its 
shape. In some cases' ,̂ the mirror substrate has required an optical quality support plate, with the actuators lapped 
in length to optical tolerances. This is not ideal in terms of simplicity and reliability. Consequently, several design 
features have been developed to accommodate variations in actuator length and to allow for simple replacement of 
damaged or failed actuators.

First, threaded connections between the mirror, fiex-coupling, and actuator are utilized to allow an actuator to 
be unscrewed from the mirror. Second, the actuators are mounted from the back of the support plate, allowing 
them to be removed without disassembling the mirror. Third, the actuators are axially clamped, as opposed to 
glued or threaded, to the support plate, which removes any dependence between the actuator length and the mirror 
figure. The key feature here is a boss threaded to the actuator (See Figure 3) which carries the clamping force to 
the actuator. The base is bolted to the support plate, and provides some tolerance between the mirror and the 
support plate. Finally, it is desirable to have a fine adjustment for altering the mirror figure after assembly. This 
adjustment will be on the order of a few microns, will allow for the correction of minor figure and assembly errors, 
and is provided by a micrometer tool (perhaps PZT) which attaches temporarily to the clamp base. For thermal and 
galvanic compatibility, the actuator mounting assemblies are made aluminum, and anodized for corrosion resistance.

2.6 Support P late

The support plate must provide a stiff base for the actuator reactions, should be thermally compatible with the 
mirror, light in weight, and have a high resonant frequency. These characteristics are well matched by a sandwich 
of thin plates with a honey-comb core structure similar to large optical test tables. Two types of construction have 
been considered: face plates attached to a center section with fasteners, and face plates bonded to a honey-comb 
core with a structural adhesive. The thickness of the face plates and the details of the core structure are not 
yet completed, but will be optimized to minimize weight and maximize stiffness. For thermal and electro-lytic 
( ompatibility with the mirror and actuator mounts, the support plate will also be aluminum. Consequently, all of 
the mirror components except for the actuators will be of the same alloy.
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Figure 3: Schematics of actuator mounts.

3. W AVEFRONT CORRECTION PE R FO R M A N C E

Previous work investigated the mechanical feasibility of a large deformable mirror, but did not elaborate on the 
optical capabiUties of the proposed design. In the following sections, accuracy is discussed in terms of the RMS and 
PV errors to which the mirror can fit low-order Zernike polynomials and real atmospheric wavefront data. From 
the atmospheric wavefront data, intensity plots are generated, and the Strehl ratios of the original and corrected 
images are given.

3.1 Zernike Polynom ial F itting

Zernike polynomials provide a convenient language for wavefront measurement and correction. “Modal” adaptive 
optical correction refers to the Zernike terms, or “modes"', to be conjugated by the wavefront corrector. Relationships 
exist between the number of Zernike terms corrected, the wavefront variance, the Strehl ratio, and the resulting 
point-spread-function (PSF) of the corrected image. Hence the ability to model the response of the deformable 
mirror in terms of Zernike polynomials is necessary for understanding the mirror's wavefront “correctibility”.

Finite element modelling was used for examining the effects of mirror material, geometry, actuator location, and 
input force on the static and dynamic response of the mirror. Unfortunately, FEA results are not generally provided 
in quantities directly useful for the analysis of optical surfaces. Consequently, a connection was needed between the 
displacements on the mirror surface and a series of Zernike polynomial terms. There were two tasks: (1) Deform the 
mirror to the desired shape by displacing the actuators according to a specific Zernike expression: and (2), calculate 
the RMS and PV deviation between the Zernike expression and the actual mirror shape. Routines for completing 
these tasks internal to the FEA software (ANSYS) are described below.
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Term Index Expression RMS PV
1 2 reos6 1.714E-08 3.765E-08
2 4 2 r ^ - l 1.637E-08 3.497E-08
3 6 r^cos20 1.722E-08 5.016E-08
4 8 (3r  ̂— 2r)cos6 2.748E-08 2.079E-07
5 10 r^cosZB 1.845E-08 1.002E-07
6 11 6r  ̂— 6r  ̂+  1 8.595E-08 3.818E-07
7 12 (4r"* — 2r^)cos26 4.861E-08 4.211E-07
8 14 r^cos4$ 2.050E-08 1.315E-07
9 16 ( lOr* — 12r  ̂-f Zr)cos6 1.237E-07 1.063E-06
10 18 (5r  ̂— 4r^)cos30 8.273E-08 6.832E-07
11 20 r^cos59 2.683E-08 2.480E-07

Table 1: Zernike term RMS and PV Fitting Errors for l.l^ m  amplitude

The first Zernike routine allows actuator nodes in the FEA models to be displaced by a value corresponding to 
the nodal position in r and 6, and a given set of Zernike polynomials and coefficients in the form anZn{r,6). The 
routine requires the coefficients and terms to be input explicitly, rather than calculated from the Zernike polynomial 
generating functions. This is practical for a small number of terms (less than 20) but would become unwieldy for 
higher order terms. The routine loops through the actuator locations, calculates r and 0 from the global cartesian 
coordinates, and then finds the actuator displacement by evaluating the terms in the Zernike expression.

Oncf a solution has been obtained from the finite element model, the displacement of the mirror surface can be 
compared with the ideal shape from the input polynomial(s). The second Zernike routine loops through each node 
on the mirror surface (typically about 1600 nodes on the deformable secondary models), and calculates the deviation 
and square of the deviation in each case. The RMS and PV error are stored and written to a file.

The first 20 Zernike terms (n=3) have been fitted to DSM FEA models, with constant amplitude coefficients of 
1.1/xm for comparison (See Table 1). Note that results for the sine terms are essentially identical and are not 
included. The mirror can fit the 20th term {r^cosSd) to 26nm RMS. with a peak deviation of 247nm, including 
gravity deformation of the mirror (See Figure 4). The RMS value corresponds to A/80 at 2.2/xm (A/25 at 633nm) 
on the mirror, or twice those values on the wavefront.

3.2 Mirror Response to Real W avefront D ata

The application of real wavefront data to the mirror provides a further check on ability of the DSM to fit atmospheric 
wavefronts. Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor data taken at 550nm on the 1.0m JKT at La Palma in May, 1993 was 
used to drive the mirror model. This data contains Zernike coefficients derived from real atmospheric wavefronts, 
and provides another view of the mirror's correcting power. Figure 5 shows the mirror response to a typical data 
set. using the first 20 Zernike coefficients (following Noll^). In this case, the mirror fits the input wavefront to 28 
nm RMS. and 98 nm PV, with the RMS value corresponding to about A/20 at 550 nm.

3.3 Intensity Plots from FEA Results

It is possible to estimate the image quality improvement of the DSM by examining images from the mirror before 
and after a correction has been applied. In this case, a Fourier Tremsform method has been used to generate images 
based on an atmospheric wavefront (as mentioned above), and on the resulting wavefront after correction. The
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Figure 5; JKT wavefront data applied to the deformable secondary FEA model

model mirror is one metre in diameter and the instantaneous wavefront profile is from a one-metre telescope at a 
wavelength of 550nm. In this case, the adaptive mirror is considered to be used as a primary mirror - this is purely 
as a trial and is not intended to be the normal use of the system. Note that in any event the FEA results are linear 
and simple scaling exercises are possible.

It is useful to compare the "before” and "after” images. The first corresponds to the observed wavefront and the 
second to that which would be obtained after correction by the adaptive mirror. Figure 6 shows the images resulting 
from the wavefront plot shown in Figure 5 before and after correction. The results make clear the ability of the 
mirror to perform adaptive optics corrections. Numerical computation was carried out using algorithms available 
in MATLAB Version 3.5. .A.SC11 files of displacement and deviation results from the FEA were input directly into 
.M.A.TL.A.B for processing.

The output of the FEA was a list of heights on the optical surface at 1572 points. The points for FEA were 
arrainged in a radial pattern, but for further analysis it was convenient to interpolate the heights to points lying 
on a rectangular grid and at smaller spacings. The rectangular grid generated had 161 points across a diameter, 
equivalent to a spacing of 6.25mm on an 1-m mirror. This relatively fine matrix was created in anticipation of future 
work on 8-m mirrors, where it will correspond to a sampling interval of 50mm. The interpolation was performed by 
fitting local six-term quadratic functions to groups of nine points from the original FEA data. The fitting was based 
on a least squares algorithm. Each final matrix point was treated individually, selecting the nearest nine points 
in the data. This algorithm is robust against changes in the sampling pattern, describes any feature in the data, 
will handle very large data sets and performs well at the mirror edges. The method can also be used to estimate 
gradients and curvatures.



Figure 6: JKT wavefront sensor data (A = 550;jm) intensity plots. The plots are 3.7 by 3.7 arc-sec square, 
and automatically normalized to a constant height. The pre- and post-correction Strehl ratios are 0.11 and 0.92 
respectively.



The dii&action calculation is based on standard scalar dii&action theory and uses the two-dimensional fast Fourier 
transform function in MATLAB. The mirror surface deflections computed in the FEA were doubled to provide 
the phase of a reflected wave. The flnal intensity plots use all the Fourier terms available from the data and were 
generated at three times the minimum (Nyquist) linear sampling rate in order to make any small features apparent 
to the eye. The plotted intensities were further interpolated to produce smooth curves. They show the enlarged 
central areas of the images, but contain substantially all the energy in each case. The results show that essentially 
diffraction-limited im aging  could be achieved using the mirror as described above.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The current proposed design of a large deformable secondary mirror has been described, with particular attention 
paid to the optimization of each component for adaptive optics. Finite element modelling was used to investigate 
the ability of the mirror to match low-order Zernike polynomials, and the results indicate that the mirror can fit the 
the first 20 Zernike modes to very high accuracy. The mirror was then deformed to match atmospheric wavefronts 
from a one-metre telescope, and the resulting mirror surfaces were Fourier transformed to produce images before and 
after correction, resulting in essentially diffraction-limited performance. The next phase of this work, currently in 
progress, is to investigate the ranges of wavelength, field angle, and turbulence conditions under which the proposed 
mirror will be most effective.
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Simulation of Adaptive Optical Correction with  
Deformable Secondary Mirrors

B. C. Bigelow 
Optical Science Laboratory 

University College London, Gower Street, London WClE 6BT

1 Introduction

Adaptive secondary mirrors offer the promise of maximum throughput and minimum emissivity, when compared 
to traditional post-secondary adaptive optical systems. Currently, at least five telescope projects (Keck, LBT, 
MMT Conversion, UKIRT, VLT) are developing secondary mirrors of either the tip /tilt  or deformable variety. 
T ip /tilt secondary mirror systems have already been demonstrated. For example, Close and McCarthy[l] have 
operated a t ip /tilt  system on a 2.3-m telescope which provides a factor of 4 improvement in Strehl ratio and 
nearly diffraction-limited imaging at 1.6/im. The primary objective of this work has been to examine, through 
detailed simulations, the wavefront correction characteristics of a deformable secondary mirror. This work is part 
of an on-going development program at the OSL to produce an adaptive secondary mirror system, potentially 
for the 3.8 m UKIRT.

2 Sim ulations
The closed-loop sim ulator used in this work is based on a wavefront sensor (WPS) simulator developed by 
A. P. Doel[2] at the University of Durham. The original simulator was used to compare Shack-Hartmann and 
wavefront curvature sensors with varying numbers of sub-apertures, and assumed a idealized Zernike polynomial 
correction to represent the adaptive mirror. In this work, finite element modelling was used to determine the 
size and shape of the influence functions characteristic of a large secondary mirror with a central hole. The 
influence functions were orthogonalized via a singular value decomposition (SVD), in order to determine the 
normal modes of the m irror/actuator system. The mirror modes were then applied to the wavefront sensor 
to construct a  mirror/sensor interaction m atrix. This m atrix, after inversion, was used in a matrix-multiply 
wavefront reconstructor to compute actuator com mands for updating the mirror profile.

2.1 Mirror M odels
The original simulations were carried out using the first twenty Zernike terms as the basis functions (modes) for 
the wavefront correction. The WPS model used 48 sub-apertures, which gives a ratio of 2.4 sub-apertures per 
measured mode. Theoretically, a n-aperture W PS should be able to measure n Zernike modes, but in practice, 
there is an “efficiency factor"[3], possibly due to  aliasing, which lim its the number to roughly 0.6 • n, or about 
28 modes. Two mirror cases have been examined in the current simulations; a mirror using 20 actuators, and a 
mirror using 36 actuators. The mirror models used actuators arranged on square arrays, as shown in figure 1.

2.2 Influence Functions
The mechanical properties of the mirror facesheet, the static and dynamic properties of the actuators, and the 
geometric arrangement of the actuators all contribute to the mirror distortion produced by a given actuator. 
There are approximate analytical expressions[5] for influence functions for small mirrors with extremely thin 
facesheets and constrained edges. For a large, annular, deformable secondary mirror, which is unconstrained 
around its inner and outer edges, more accurate forms are required. Finite element analysis (PEA) was used 
determine the shape of the various influence functions. An outer-edge influence function model is shown in 
figure 2. The ratio of mirror to actuator stiffness was varied to optimize the size of the influence functions, 
which ranged in radius from 2.5 to 3 times the inter-actuator spacing.

2.3 Atm ospheric Phase Screens
Atmosplieric wavefronts were generated by the technique of Lanefl], with a program developed by A. Clinde- 
manii. D ie  wavefront da ta  files from the previous simulations[2] were used again, with r,i values (at hOOiuii) of 
4 Iciii and 22cm, corresponding to l)/v\) — 13 and 24 at 0.7 microns for a I) =  telescop<\



Figure 1: Wavefront sensor sub-apertures (squares) and location of actuators (circles) for the 20 and 36 
actuator mirror models.

2.4  M agnitudes and Photon rates
In the previous simulations, the guide star magnitudes were chosen as 13.9, 14.6, and 16.4, and the corresponding 
photon rates per frame (10,000, 5000, and 1000) were calculated assuming a thinned CCD, and 50% optical 
transmission of the telescope and additional optics. The same photon rates were used again to preserve the 
comparison, but could be increased by a factor of two due to the superior throughput of an adaptive secondary 
mirror.

2.5 RMS Pixel Noise
The effects of photon statistics are included in the simulation. Photon events and pixel read-out noise are 
generated using the photon rates and a random number generator. The noise levels used were 0, 3, and 5 
electrons RMS, as in the previous simulations.

2.6 W FS gain
Signals from the WFS (X and Y tilts from each sub-aperture) were modified by a gain term, which was optimised 
for the given turbulence conditions by scanning through gain values for each photon rate and noise level case. 
Gain values ranged from 0.1 to 1.2, with higher gains corresponding to higher signal-to-noise ratios. Optimal 
gain values for individual modes were not investigated in this work.

2.7 W avelengths and Bandwidth
In order to provide a comparison with the previous simulations which used a ‘perfect m irror’, the same param 
eters have been used. In all cases, the wavefront sensing wavelength was 0.7 microns, and the corrected images 
were calculated at 2.2 microns. The frame rate was 5 milliseconds, or 200Hz.

3 R esu lts
I 'h e  results of the simulations, in terms of corrected Strehl ratios, are shown in tables 1 and 2. For most 
combinations of photon count and pixel noise, the 36 actuator mirror provides about 15% better correction 
than the 20 actuator mirror, with the single exception of the lowest count and highest noise level, where the 
20 actuator mirror is marginally better. I'br comparison, the results from the original simulations with an ideal 
Zernike mirror are shown along witli the mirror model simulations. A sample of the results in terms of point 
spread functions are shown in figure 3. The uncorrected P.SI' is shown, along with the 20-Zernike corrected PS I' 
and the corrected PS I s  from the two mirror models. Figure 4 shows encircled energy ; l s  a fimction of image



radius for the same three sets of conditions. Finally, the low-order mirror modes appear to be responsible for 
the fact that the mirror model corrections are outperformed by the 20 Zernike term corrections. Most of the 
wavefront variance is in the low-order modes, and these modes are not optimally corrected by the low-order, 
Gaussian-based m irror shapes. A simple, future improvement to the simulator will be to replace the low-order 
mirror modes with flat t ip / ti l t  modes, which will more realistically simulate rigid-body rotations of the mirror.

Photons RMS Corrected Strehl ratio
(KO per Pixel 36 Mirror 20 Mirror 20 Zernike

Star) Frame Noise Modes Modes Terms
13.9 10000 0 0.625 0.522 0.776
14.6 5000 0 0.611 0.521 0.771
16.4 1000 0 0.526 0.504 0.742
13.9 10000 3 0.622 0.522 0.775
14.6 5000 3 0.602 0.519 0.766
16.4 1000 3 0.494 0.431 0.667
13.9 10000 5 0.617 0.521 0.773
14.6 5000 5 0.597 0.514 0.756
16.4 1000 5 0.196 0.217 0.394

Table 1: Comparison of results from two mirror models and the original 20 Zernike term correction, applied 
to 6000 correlated atmospheric wavefronts (D /rq  =  13 at 0.7 microns), at a science wavelength of 2.2 microns. 
The uncorrected wavefront variance at 2.2 microns was 7.09, and the uncorrected Strehl ratio was 0.095

M„ Photons RMS Corrected Strehl ratio
(KO per Pixel 36 Mirror 20 Mirror 20 Zernike

Star) Frame Noise Modes Modes Terms
13.9 10000 0 0.315 0.212 0.477
14.6 5000 0 0.308 0.208 0.462
16.4 1000 0 0.254 0.193 0.429
13.9 10000 3 0.314 0.211 0.476
14.6 5000 3 0.299 0.206 0.458
16.4 1000 3 0.159 0.140 0.329
13.9 10000 5 0.312 0.211 0.473
14.6 5000 5 0.290 0.202 0.449
16.4 1000 5 0.055 0.059 0.119

Table 2: Comparison of results from two mirror models and the original 20 Zernike term correction, applied 
to 6000 correlated atmospheric wavefronts { D / tq =  24 at 0.7 microns), at a science wavelength of 2.2 microns. 
The uncorrected wavefront variance at 2.2 microns was 19.69, and the uncorrected Strehl ratio was 0.030

4 C onclusions

Closed-loop simulations, of realistic adaptive secondary mirror models operating under a variety of turbulence 
and system conditions, have shown tha t an adaptive secondary with even a modest 36 actuators can closely 
match the performance of an idealized 20-Zernike term correction. The 36 actuator adaptive secondary model 
achieved as much as a seven-fold increase in Strehl ratio, and a three-fold reduction in encircled energy diameter, 
under D/?'o =  13 conditions a t 2.2 microns.
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Figure 3; Point spread functions of 2.2 microns determined from 6000 correlated atmospheric wavefronts with
a DjvQ — 10 at 0.7 microns. I'he guide star magnitude was 10.9, with Oe“ RMS readout noise.
a) I'ncorrected; SR — 0.095, FWIIM = 0.174 arc-sec
h) Corrected with 20 Zernike terms; SR =  0.808, I'WIIM — 0.059 arc-sec
c) C'orrected with 20 mirror modes: SR — 0.522, I'WIIM — 0.069 arc-sec
(1) C'orrected with 06 mirror terms: SR — 0.622, FWIIM — 0.061 arc-sec
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ABSTRACT

We have previously proposed the use of commercially available actuators and displewzement sensors for 
use in the control of large deformable secondary mirrors. We have identified the magneto-strictive (MS) 
actuator as a promising candidate based on m anufacturer’s specifications for stroke, power consumption, 
and service life. We have identified both capacitive and eddy-current displacement sensors as possible 
choices for completing the required control loop around the actuators. The purpose of the tests described 
here was to  characterize the performance of a MS actuator in terms of hysteresis, linearity, power 
consumption, heat dissipation, and frequency response, and to confirm the manufacturer’s specifications 
for longevity. The purpose of the sensor testing was to compare their performance in terms of frequency 
response and packaging constraints. Results of the testing program are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

A previous study^ identified commercially available actuators and displacement sensors as candidates for use in the 
control of large deformable secondary mirrors. Magneto-strictive (MS) actuators were cited as promising candidates 
based on manufacturer’s claims for stroke and service life. Capacitive and eddy-current displacement sensors were 
both identified as possible choices for compensating actuator nonlinearity. The purpose of the actuator testing 
was to characterize the performance of a MS actuator in term s of hysteresis, linearity, power consumption, heat 
dissipation, and frequency response, and to  confirm the m anufacturer’s specifications for longevity. The purpose of 
the displacement sensor testing was to compare sensor performance in terms of frequency response and packaging 
constraints.

2. TEST APPARATUS

2.1 A ctuator and Sensors

A summ ary of the specifications of the actuator and the sensors is shown in Table 1. The actuator (part-number 
]()()/6 MP) was manufact ured by Pdge 'ieclmologies, a subsidiary of ICtrema Products Inc.^ 'I'he active element in 
the actuator is a rod of the magneto-strictive material 'I'erfeiiol, an alloy of terbium, dysprosium, and iron. 'I’he



Terfenol core is surrounded by a copper coil, with permanent magnets for biasing, and encased in an aluminum 
housing. When the coil is activated with a current, the Terfenol rod expands in proportion to the magnitude of the 
induced magnetic field. Because of the robustness of the Terfenol core and the simplicity of the actuator design, 
the actuator is able to produce large forces (220N /  501bs.), at high frequencies (up to 5 KHz), with exceptional 
longevity (greater than 10^° cycles).

Item Part Number Range Linearity Bandwidth
Actuator 
Capacitive Sens. 
Eddy-cur. Sens.

100/6 MP
NS70-L
SMU9200-4SB

100/zm 
100/zm 
4 mm

n /a  
<  0.2% 

<  0.01%

5 KHz 
5 KHz 
50 KHz

Table 1: Actuator and sensor specifications.

The capacitive sensor (p /n  NS70-L) was manufactured by Queensgate Instruments Ltd.^ The capacitive sensor 
consists of two small Invar plates, located in an insulated Invar housing. When arranged mechanically concentric 
and parallel, the plates form a capacitor, with a capacitance th a t varies with the gap between the two plates. The 
sensor is attached to a control unit (p /n  NS2000-L), which contains a reference capacitor. The sensor and the 
reference form a capacitive bridge circuit, which provides the analog signal from the sensor. The nominal gap of 
the sensor is 100 microns, and strokes of ±50 microns produce analog voltages of ±5 Volts.

The eddy-current sensor (p /n  SMU9200-4SB SPL) was manufactured by Kaman Instrumentation^. The eddy- 
current sensor consists of two small coils, which are energized by a  crystal oscillator operating at 1 MHz. A 
conducting target is located between the two coils. The sensor coils induce eddy-currents in the target, which 
change the impedance of the coils. Motion of the target unbalances an inductive bridge circuit, which is converted 
to produce an analog signal from the control unit. The sensor system was configured for a nominal 100 micron 
stroke, and produces a ±2.5 Volt signal for ±75 microns of travel.

2.2 Test Fixture

The actuators and sensors were tested in a mechanical fixture shown in Figure 1, with the following components:
(1) support plate; (3) eddy-current sensor mounting plates; (4,5) capacitive sensor mounting plates; (10) eddy- 
current sensors and target. The fixture was designed to provide a stable and rigid base for mounting the actuator 
and the two displacement sensors. The plates carrying the sensors were attached to threaded posts which allowed 
for adjustment of gaps and alignment of tilts between the pairs of sensors. For all of the testing procedures, the 
zictuator was used essentially unloaded, except for the mass of the eddy-current sensor coupling and target (with 
a total mass of about 30 grams).

2.3 Test Instruments

Two electronic configurations were used for the static and dynamic testing procedures. Figure 2(a) shows the 
actuator, sensors, and associated amplifiers attached to a 286 PC with a 14-bit ADC/DAC I/O  card (Flight 
Electronics, 14-bit Analog Interface, p /n  151-051). A short com puter program read the analog output from the 
sensor controllers, and provided analog output signals for the actuator amplifier. The static tests were performed 
by typing in voltage (or current) values for the zictuator, and reading out the resulting values from the sensor 
controller. Figure 2(b) shows the actuator and sensors attached to a function generator (Black Star, Jupiter 2010, 
Farnell Electronics p /n  282-741) and an oscilloscope. The function generator was used to set the current amplitude 
and frequency input to the actuator, and the scope was used to display the actuator drive and displacement sensor 
signals for the dynamic tests. The power consumption tests used a ‘“True RMS” digital multi-meter (IDM 205RMS, 
RS Components, p /n  670-463) to measure the rms actuator current draw during operation. 'I'he measured actuator
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Figure 1; Static and Dynamic Testing Fixture

resistance and current were then used to calculate power consumption. Note that no provision was made for sensing 
or controlling temperature during the tests. The effects of temperature variations on the testing are discussed where 
relevant.

3. TESTING

3,1 Hysteresis and Linearity

All solid-state actuators exhibit hysteresis and non-linearity at some level. These effects are generally temperature 
dependent, and limit the positioning accuracy and dynamic response of the actuator. Some information concerning 
hysteresis and linearity is available from manufacturers and in the actuator literature'^, but typically only at 
constant temperature and zero frequency. To examine hysteresis and linearity, the actuator was given displacement 
commands and the actual travel was measured. A Heidenhain LVDT (linear variable differential transformer) 
micrometer was used to calibrate the sensors, which were then used to monitor displacement themselves. Hysteresis 
was measured by driving the actuator through its full range of travel, starting at a zero reference point and 
then incrementally stepping around the hysteresis curve. I'igure 3(a) shows a typical hysteresis curve at room 
temperature. The 50% hysteresis values (the percentage of the ‘'lliickesl” portion of the curve to the total stroke)
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Figure 2: (a) Static Testing Schematic, (b) Dynamic Testing Schematic.

are consistent with data  test da ta  provided by the manufacturer Note that the hysteresis curve does not close 
due to thermal expansion of the actuator during the test.

Figure 3(b) shows change in displacement as a function of temperature. The actuator was driven at its peak rated 
current (±  1.2 Amps) at low frequency (1 sample every 20 seconds) for roughly 100 cycles. Although tem perature 
sensing was not carried out, it was clear (by touch) tha t the actuator was heating up during operation. In fact, 
when driven a t 1.2 Amps DC for 15-20 minutes, the actuator expanded by roughly 70 microns, which is consistent 
with the length of the actuator and the thermal coefficients of the actuator materials. Note from the figure that 
when cold, most of the stroke occurs under the negative 1.2 Amp driving current. As the eictuator heats up, the 
stroke is equally divided between the positive and negative drive signals. As tem perature exceeds the median value, 
most of the stroke occurs under the positive drive signal. This temperature shift was exacerbated by the design of 
the test fixture, as the sensors were measuring stroke relative to the bottom  of the actuator. If the sensors were 
mounted on the top of the aictuator, much of the (measured) thermal drift would disappear.

Linearity is defined and measured as a ratio of the maximum deviation from the best fitting straight line to the 
total stroke, and expressed as a percentage. Figure 4 shows a typical linearity curve and a least squares fit (LSF) 
for a 110 micron total stroke. As expected, and as is clear from the results of the hysteresis and linearity testing, 
closed-loop control of the actuator will be necessary to provide the positioning accuracy and frequency response 
required for adaptive optical correction.

3.2 Power Consumption and Heat Dissipation

Heat dissipation by a deformable secondary mirror may be a significant factor, especially for IR  operation, and may 
require that the mirror be actively cooled. For the power consumption tests, the current and voltage input to the 
actuator were measured with the RMS multi-meter, and the power consumption was calculated with P  — P  ■ R. 
Heat dissipation was not measured directly, but was taken to be equal to the power consumption, as the actuator 
was not performing any mechanical work.

Two actuator operating modes were investigated. The first was a large stroke, square-wave input mode at low
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frequencies (5-25 Hz), which could correspond to IR chopping. The second was a short stroke, sine-wave input 
mode at higher frequencies (lOO-lOOOHz), which would correspond to adaptive wavefront correction. Figure 5 
shows the results of the square-wave power consumption testing. The voltage and frequency were set with the 
signal generator so that the actuator stroke was 70 microns at 10 Hertz. The frequency was then swept from 10 
to 80 Hz, with the voltage signal to the actuator left constant. From the plot it can be seen that both power 
consumption and displacement fall with increasing frequency.

Figure 6 shows the results of the sine-wave testing. In this case, the voltage signal to the actuator amplifier was 
changed with frequency, in order to keep the displacement constant a t 10 microns. Again, the power consumption 
is seen to fall with increasing frequency.

3.3 Frequency Response

The frequency response (resonant frequencies and phase lag) of the actuator is of interest for both positioning 
accuracy and control system design. For the frequency response tests, the actuator was driven with a sine wave 
from the the function generator. The input amplitude was held constant, and the frequency was varied from 
0 — b K H z .  The amplitude and phase of the actuator position, relative to the input signal, were monitored with 
the output from eddy-current sensor, via the oscilloscope. Several frequency response trials revealed tha t many of 
the resonances observed were in fact due to vibration of the test fixture, rather than the actuator itself. W ith this 
in mind, additional tests were performed, in which structural resonances were either damped (by adding mass to 
the fixture in the form of rubber mats) or avoided altogether. Figure 7(a) shows amplitude gain as a function of 
frequency. 'I'he resonances at roughly 750, 1200, 1:100, and 150011%, were all identified with vibration of various 
parts of the test fixture. I'igure 7(b) shows the corresponding phase lag versus frequency plot, f igure 8(a) shows
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the test system frequency response out to 5000Hz.

When the various structural resonant frequencies were damped out or avoided, the far more linear response curve in 
Figure 8(b) was found. The fall-olT in gain at 3000 Hz is consistent with test results supplied by the manufacturer, 
which indicated the first actuator resonance at that frequency. Note that in the amplitude gain plots, the am plitude 
is given in millivolts, as output by the eddy-current sensor, and the conversion factor is 30 inicrons/Volt.
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3.4 L ifetim e

Based on high-cycle testing by Etrema, the manufacturer claimed no loss of actuator performance after 10^° 
operating cycles. This is one of the strongest arguments in favor of MS actuators. In order to verify this claim, the 
actuator was driven a t 500 Hz, 24 hours per day, for 23 days, for a total of 10® cycles. At the end of the lifetime 
test, the actuator was then tested again as in Section 3.1. No measurable changes in performance were evident.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A set of tests were carried out to investigate the static and dynamic performance of a magneto-strictive actuator 
and two displacement sensors. Actuator hysteresis and linearity were measured and found consistent with the 
manufacturer’s specifications. Actuator frequency response was also found to be consistent with the m anufacturer’s 
specifications, with linear amplitude response out to a frequency of 3 KHz. Continuous operation at 500 Hz for 
over a billion cycles revealed no failures or loss in performance. Power consumption for a 10 micron stroke was 
found to be about 0.5 W atts or less from 100 to 1000 Hz.

Both displacement sensors were found to be linear with displacement and frequency to the resolution obtainable 
with the Heidenhain reference (i.e. to a micron); however, the eddy-current sensor was considerably easier to use 
in practice. The eddy-current sensor was set by the factory to operate with 1-mm gaps between the sensor coils 
and target, which made assembling and aligning the sensor relatively simple. The differential nature of the sensor 
made it insensitive to tem perature and errors in the two gap settings. The eddy-current sensor coils were annular, 
allowing co-axial mounting with the actuator.

The capacitive sensor required a gap of 0.1-mm, and linearity depended on a parallelism of 1% between the two 
plates, both of which were difficult to achieve with the test fixture. The capacitive sensor was mounted on top of 
the actuator for testing, but the mounting scheme would not work in a deformable mirror. The inability of the 
sensor to be packaged coaxially with the actuator would make it more challenging to integrate with an adaptive 
secondary mirror.
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A ppendix E: Sim ulation Codes 

and Sample FEA Input Files

Fortran source codes for calculating actuator influence functions and for using the 

resulting interaction m atrix in closed-loop wavefront control simulations. Also, typ

ical ANSYS input file for determining actuator influence function forms.
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sim36.f
Modified version of hartmann48.f By Peter Doel 
Changes by B. Bigelow 
24 NOV 1994 
13 JAN 1995 
20 FEB 1995

Purpose :
Programme to simulate the performance of a Shack-Hartmann 
sensor based wavefront correction on a 48 element sensor 
system, using 36 mirror/actuator influence functions 
and a matrix-multiply reconstruction technique.
The sensing wavelength is 0,7 microns; the 
wavelength for observation can be selected.

* Type Definitions:

implicit none

* Local Constants:

! No implicit typing

integer 
MAXSCREEN,MAXCUR,MAXPSF, 
isegsz,isegnum,isegtot, 
isegpsf,
iscreen,iscreen2,
iznum,
inact

Segment PSF size 
Phase screen sizes 
Number of zernike terms 
Number of actuators

real 
: p i,
: ratio,
: wls

parameter (pi = 3.14157)

PI
Ratio outer/inner mirror radii 
Sensing wavelength

parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter

MAXSCREEN=64*64, MAXCUR=64*64, MAXPSF=128*128)
isegsz = 8, isegnum = 8, isegtot = 48)
iscreen = 64, iscreen2 = 64)
iznum=20)
inact=36)
isegpsf=2*isegsz)
ratio = 8.0/1.3)
wls = 0.7)

*  Local variables

real
phase(MAXSCREEN), 
phase2(MAXCUR), 
phase3(MAXSCREEN) , 
phase4(MAXSCREEN) , 
phase5(MAXSCREEN),

tempa(iscreen,iscreen), 
actmap(MAXSCREEN,inact) 
seg(isegsz*isegsz), 
psfsg(isegpsf*isegpsf), 
psfle(MAXPSF), 
psfuc(MAXPSF), 
psfucl(MAXPSF), 
psfse(MAXPSF), 
angx,angy, 
tangx,tangy,

Incoming G 1 . WF

Lagged corrected WF

Current Uncorr. WF

tenp array for tilt removal 
Actuator phase map array 
Segment wavefront 
Segment PSF
Long exposure PSF corrected (no lag) 
Long exposure PSF uncorrected 
Long exposure PSF corrected (lagged) 
Short exposure PSF 
Hartmann angles
T i p / T i l t  a n g l e s  a f t e r  t i l t  r e m o v a l
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avseg,
rani,gOSdaf, 
trans(inact,2*isegtot) , 
a(inact), 
at(inact),
avar(inact),avaa(inact),
rad(MAXSCREEN),theta(MAXSCREEN),
sig(2*isegtot),
fact,
cenl(2),cen2(2), 
txincorr, nncorr, corr, 
tnncorr2,uncorr2,corr2, 
varl, 
drO,
amax, amax2, amax3,
adif,
wll,
radl,rad2, 
dj,dk,hyp, 
gl,fac, 
sum

Av segment phase
Random number generator
Interaction matrix
Modal coeiffients
Sum of modal coeffients
Modal variances
Radial and theta values
Hartmann signal
Quad cell gain
Centroids
Variances
Variances
Variance
D/rO value
Strehl values
Strehl normalising constant 
Observation wavelength 
Inner and outer mirror radii

real*8
: temp(iscreen,iscreen),
: temp2(iscreen/2,iscreen/2) 
: zmax,zmin,
: zmaxl,zminl

Plotting array 
Plotting array 
Mcix, Min plotting 
Max, Min plotting

integer 
i,],k,jk,ij,ik, 
ix, iy,
index,indexl,index2,
nr,nz,nact,
n,
nsum, 
nplot, 
nscreen, 
ipsf,
iseg(isegsz*isegsz), 
imirr ( isegnum, isegnum) , 
nn(500),mm(500), 
nmode, nterm, 
num,nphot, 
iter,nt

Indices
Indices
Indices
Indices
Screen counter

Plotting number
Number of phase screens
Full aperture PSF array size
Segment mask
Mirror mask
Zernike rad and azi degree 
degree, no. of zernike terms 
Total and per segment photons 
No of iterations and counter

double precision a a (500) 
double precision b ,sdev

logical doplot
character directory*40,fname*20,fname2*2,fname3*20 
character file*60,string*80

Starlink time utility

CHARACTER*24 CTIME 
CHARACTER*17 DATEC 
CHARACTER* 9 TIMEC

INTEGER NTICKS 
INTEGER STATUS

External calls

integer length 
real zern
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real tilt2

* Open logfile

open(unit=l,name='sim3 6.log',
: status='unknown',access='append')

* Open mirror file and read it in

open(unit=2,name='mirrS.dat',
: status='old') 
do j=l,isegnum

read(2,*) (imirr(i,j),i=l,isegnum) 
enddo
close(2) ! needed?

* Open interaction file and read it in

* type'(a)','Enter filename of interaction matrix: '
* accept'(a)fname3

fname3='matrix_48_m36'

open(unit=3,name=fname3,status='old') 
do j=l,inact

read(3,*) (trans(j,k),k=l,2*isegtot)
enddo
close(3) ! needed?

* Open actuator phase map array and read it in
open(unit=4,name='actmap36.dat',status='old') 
do i=l,iscreen2*iscreen2

read(4,*) (actmap(i,j),j=l,inact) 
enddo
close(4) ! needed?

* Open phase screens

* type'(a)','Enter type of wavefront (g or z): '
* accept'(a)',fname2

fname2='g'

if(fname2.eq.'g') then

directory='/user3/bcb/sims/glindemann'

* directory='/temp_b/bcb'

type'(a)','Filename of phase screens : ' 
accept'(a)',fname

* fname='s_28r0_100'
* fname='s_14r0_100'

file=directory(: length(directory))//'/'//fname(:length(fname)) 
call openit(file,iscreen,ipsf,nscreen) 
if(((iscreen*iscreen).gt.MAXSCREEN) .or.

: ((ipsf*ipsf).gt.MAXPSF)) then
type*,'Screen or PSF dimensions too large' 
stop 

endi f
iter=0
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endif

i f (fname2.eq.'z ') then

directory='/scratch/apd'
type'( a ) E n t e r  filename of phase screens : ' 
accept'(a)',fname
file=directory(:length(directory))//'/'//fname(:length(fname))

type '(a)','Enter D/rO: ' 
accept*,drO

type '(a)','Enter no of iterations : ' 
accept*,iter

open(unit=9,name=file,status='old')

read(9,*) nmode 
read(9,*) nterm 
write(6,*) nmode 
write(6,*) nterm 
write(6,*) drO

endif
type '(a)','Number of photons : ' 
accept*,num

* num=5000

nphot=num/isegtot

type '(a)','Gain; ' 
accept*,gl 
gl = 1

type '(a)','Number of phase screens : ' 
accept*,nscreen

* nscreen=20

type'(a)','Plot every nth frame [n]: ' 
accept*,nplot

* nplot=l

type '(a)','RMS electron noise: ' 
accept*,sdev

* sdev=l

* type '(a)','Wavelength of imaging : '
* accept*,wll 

wll=2.2

* Set some initial varibles

tuncorr = 0 
uncorr = 0 
corr = 0

radl=iscreen/2 ! outer radius
rad2=iscreen/(2*ratio) ! inner radius

Set Strehl normalizing constant

c a l l  p s f c o m ( p h a s e , i s c r e e n , p s f s e , r a d l , r a d 2 , w l s , w l l )  
c a l l  c e n t r o i d ( p s f s e , i  p s f , c e n l , a m a x , a d  i f , 1 )
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* Start main loop; loop over all phase screens

n=l

1 continue ! return point for next phase array

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'Screen number: ',n 
write(6,*)

* Read in turbulence screen.

if(fname2.eq.'g') call readit(phase,iscreen) 
if(fname2.eq.'z ') read(9,*) (aa(k),k=2,nterm)

if(fname2.eq.'g') then

nsum=0
sum=0
zmax=0
zmin=10000.0

* Copy phase() to phase5() for uncorrected WF calcuations

do ik = 1,iscreen 
do ij = 1,iscreen

index = (ik-1)*iscreen+ij
hyp=(ik-(iscreen/2)-0.5)**2+(ij- (iscreen/2)-0.5)**2
if(sqrt(hyp).It.radl.and.sqrt(hyp).gt.rad2) then ! on mirror?

phases(index)=phase(index) ! set phaseS to new phase screen 
else

phase(index) = 0 ! off mirror
endif 

enddo 
enddo

* Calculate average phase (piston)

do ik = 1,iscreen 
do ij = 1,iscreen

index = (ik-1)*iscreen+ij
hyp=(ik-(iscreen/2)-0,5)**2+(ij-(iscreen/2)-0.5)**2
if(sqrt(hyp).It.radl.and.sqrt(hyp).gt.rad2) then ! on mirror?

phase(index)=phase(index)-phase4(index) ! minus last correct.

sum=phase(index)+sum

if(phase(index).gt.zmax) zmax=phase(index) ! for plots
if(phase(index).It.zmin) zmin=phase(index) !

nsum=nsum+l
else

phase(index) = 0 ! off mirror
endif

enddo
enddo
sum=sum/(nsum) ! average phase value
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* Remove average phase

do ik = 1,iscreen 
do ij = 1,iscreen

index = (ik-1)*iscreen+ij
hyp=(ik-(iscreen/2)-0.5)**2+(ij- (iscreen/2)-0.5)**2 
if(sqrt(hyp).It.radl,and.sqrt(hyp).gt.rad2) then

phase ( index) =phase( index)-sum ! subtract avg. phase
phases(index)=phase5(index)-sum !

endif 
enddo 

enddo

* Calculate variance of uncorrected wavefront ! phaseS is
! uneor. WF

call variance(phaseS,iscreen,varl,radl,rad2)

* write(6,*) 'Uncorrected Wavefront Variance :', varl 

tuncorr=tuncorr+varl/nscreen

* Calculate PSF of uncorrected wavefront

call psfcom(phase5,iscreen,psfse,radl,rad2,wls,wll) 
do i=l,ipsf*ipsf

psfuc(i)=psfuc(i)+psfse(i)/nscreen 
enddo

endif ! end of glindemann if

* Plot initial phase screen

if(mod(n,nplot).eq.0) then

do k=l,iscreen 
do j=l,iscreen

index=(k-1)*iscreen+j 
temp(j,k)=phaseS(index) 

enddo 
enddo

if(n.eq.l) then
call threed('GKS_3800',temp,iscreen, iscreen,zminl,zmaxl,0) 

else
call threed('GKS_3800',temp,iscreen, iscreen,zminl,zmaxl,0) 

endif

endif

* Read in sub screen of original phase screen, segment by segment

nr=0

do i= 1,iscreen2*iscreen2 ! 64 * 64 phase points

ik=abs((i-1)/iscreen2)+1 ! 1-D to 2-D conv.
ij=abs(i-(ik-1)*iscreen2) !

hyp=(ij-iscreen2/2-0.5)**2+(ik-iscreen2/2-0.5)**2 ! p t . on mirror?
if(imirr((ij-1)/isegsz+1,(ik-1)/isegsz+1).ne.O) then ! active segment?

if(sqrt(hyp).It.radl) then
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nr=nr+l

index2 = (ik-1)*iscreen+ij

dk=abs(ik-iscreen2/2-0.5) 
dj=abs(ij-iscreen2/2-0.5)

rad(nr)=sqrt(dj**2+dk**2)/ (iscreen/2)

if(ij.gt.(iscreen2/2+0.5).and.ik.lt.(iscreen2/2+0.5)) 
theta(nr)=atan(dj/dk) 

if(ij.gt.(iscreen2/2+0.5).and.ik.gt.(iscreen2/2+0.5)) 
theta(nr)=pi-atan(dj/dk) 

if(ij.It.(iscreen2/2+0.5).and.ik.gt.(iscreen2/2+0.5)) 
theta(nr)=pi+atan(dj/dk) 

if(ij.It.(iscreen2/2+0.5).and.ik.lt.(iscreen2/2+0.5)) 
theta(nr)=2*pi-atan(dj/dk)

if(rad(nr).eq.0) theta(nr)=0

if(fname2.eq.'g') then
phase2(i) = phase(index2) 

endif

Generate zernike wavefront
if(fname2.eq.'z ') then

phase2(i) = 0 
do k=2,nterm

phase2(i) = phase2(i )
•: +(dr0**(5.0/6.0) )*(aa(k) )*
: zern(rad(nr),theta(nr),k,nn(k),mm(k))

enddo
endif

else
phase2(i) = 0.0 

endif

else
phase2(i) = 0.0 

endif

enddo

Calculate variance of corrected (lagged) wavefront

call variance(phase,iscreen,varl,radl,rad2)

write(6,*) 'Uncorrected Wavefront Variance (lagged):', varl 
write(6,*)

uncorr=uncorr+varl/nscreen

Calculate PSF of corrected (lagged) wavefront

call psfcom(phase,iscreen,psfse,radl,rad2,wls,wll)

do i=l,ipsf*ipsf
psfucl(i)=psfucl(i)+psfse (i)/nscreen 

enddo
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* Zero coeifficients

nt=0
do k=l,inact 

at(k)=0 
enddo

nt=nt+l

* Calculate Hartmann images for individual segments
* as in interhart48

nz=0
do iy = 1,isegnum ! 1 to 8

do ix = 1,isegnum ! 1 to 8

if(imirr(ix,iy).ne.0) then ! active sub-aperture? 
nz = nz+1 
do k = 1,isegsz 

do j = 1,isegsz
index = ((k-1)*iscreen2+j)+(ix-1)*isegsz 

: + (iy-1)*iscreen2*isegsz

ik = (index-1)/iscreen2+l 
ij = index-(ik-1)*iscreen2

jk = (k-1)*isegsz+j 
seg(jk) = phase2(index)

hyp=(ij-iscreen2/2-0.5)**2+(ik-iscreen2/2-0.5)**2 
if(sqrt(hyp).It.radl.and.sqrt(hyp).gt .rad2) then 

iseg(jk) = 1 
else

iseg(jk) = 0 
endif

enddo
enddo

* Calculate segment angle

call psfseg(seg,isegsz,psfsg,iseg) ! PSF calculation 

call quad(psfsg,isegpsf,nphot,cenl,sdev)

* write(6,*) cenl(1),cenl(2)

angx = (1.0/(2.0*isegsz))*(cenl(1)) 
angy = (1.0/(2.0*isegsz))*(cenl(2))

sig(nz) = gl*angx ! angx * gain gl
sig(nz+isegtot) = gl*angy

endif

enddo
enddo

* Generate coeffients
do j =1,inact 

a ( j ) = 0
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do k=l,2*isegtot
a(j) = a(j) + trans (j , k) *sig (k) 

enddo 
enddo

zmax=0 
zmin=1000.0
do i=l,iscreen2*iscreen2

if(zmax.It.phase2(i)) zmax=phase2(i) 
if(zmin.gt.phase2 (i)) zmin=phase2(i) 

enddo

* Print out current coefficients

* do j=l,inact
* write(6,*) 'a(j) = a(j)
* enddo

Generate reconstructed wavefront from actuator phase maps

do i=l,iscreen*iscreen ! 1 to 4096, for each phase point

ik=abs((i-1)/iscreen)+1 ! 1-D to 2-D conv.
ij=abs(i-(ik-1)*iscreen) !
phases(i) = 0 
phase4(i) = 0

! phases is the calc'd WF correction 

what will happen??? lagged WF does not improve.

hyp=(ik-(iscreen/2)-0.5)* * 2 + (ij-(iscreen/2)-0.5)**2 
if(sqrt(hyp).It.radl.and.sqrt(hyp).g t .rad2) then

(i) is for each phase point... 
a(k) is the k-th actuator amplitude, 
and actmap(i,k) is the i-th phase point, 
for the k-th actuator, sum for all actuators

do k=l,inact

phases(i) = phaseS(i) + a(k)*actmap(i,k) 

phase4(i) = phase4(i) + a(k)*actmap(i,k) 

enddo

else
phases(i)=0 

endif

enddo

Plot reconstructed wavefront

if(mod(n,nplot).eq.O) then

do k=l,iscreen 
do j =1,iscreen

index=(k-1)*iscreen+j 
temp(j,k)=phaseS(index) 

enddo 
enddo
call threed('GKS_S801',temp,iscreen,iscreen,zminl,zmaxl, 1 )

! on mirror?

new correction 
for current WF 
new correction 
for previous WF
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endif

* Check iteration (if zernike wavefronts)

if(fname2.eq.'z ') then ! I added this : blocks this step?

if(nt.It.iter) then

do i=l,iscreen*iscreen
phase(i)=phase(i)-phase](i) 

enddo

do k=l,inact
at(k)=a(k)+at(k) 

enddo

goto 5 
endif

endif

* Calculate zernike mode variance (if zernike wavefronts)

i f (fname2.eq.'z ') then

do k=2,iznum
write(6,*) at(k),aa(k)* (drO**(5.0/6.0)) 

enddo

do k=l,iznum+1
avar(k)=avar(k)+ (at(k)*10.0-aa(k)* (drO**(5.0/6.0)))**2 
avaa(k)= (aa(k)* (drO**(5.0/6.0)))**2+avaa(k) 

enddo

endif

* Produce corrected wavefront

do i=l,iscreen*iscreen
phase](i)=phase(i)-phase](i) 

enddo

* Calculate variance of corrected (no lag) wavefront

call variance(phase],iscreen,varl,radl,rad2)

* write(6,*)
* write(6,*) 'Variance of corrected w a v e f r o n t v a r l
* write(6,*)

corr=corr+var1/nscreen

* Calculate PSF of corrected (no lag) wavefront

call psfcom(phase],iscreen,psfse,radl,rad2,wls,wll) 
do i=l,ipsf*ipsf

psfle(i)=psfle(i)+psfse(i)/nscreen 
enddo

* Plot corrected wavefront

if(mod(n,nplot).eq.0) then

do k=l,iscreen 
do j  = 1 ,iscreen
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index=(k-1)*iscreen+j 
temp(j ,k)=phase3(index) 

enddo 
enddo

call threed('GKS_3802',temp,iscreen,iscreen,zminl,zmaxl,1) 

endif

11 continue

* Check for last wavefront, else return for next WF

if(n.It.nscreen) then 
n=n+l 
goto 1 

else

if(fname2.eq.'z') then 
do k=2,iznum+1

avar(k)=avar(k)/nscreen 
avaa(k )=avaa(k)/nscreen
write(6,*) 'Fractional residual variance, mode:',

: k,avar(k)/avaa(k)
enddo 

endif

tuncorr2=tuncorr*((wls/wll)**2) 
uncorr2=uncorr*((wls/wll)**2) 
corr2=corr*((wls/wll)**2)

* Calculate Strehl and plot corrected (no lag) PSF

call centroid(psfle,ipsf,cenl,amax,adif,0)

open(unit=2,name='pcorr.dat',status='unknown') 
do ]=1,ipsf

write(2,*) (psfle ((k-1)*ipsf+j),k=l,ipsf) 
enddo 
close(2)

zmax=0
zmin=1000000.0 
do k=l,ipsf/4 

do j=l,ipsf/4
index=(k+3*ipsf/8-1)*ipsf+j+3*ipsf/8 
temp2(j,k)=psfie(index) 
if (tertç)2 ( j ,k) .gt .zmax) zmax=temp2 ( j , k) 
if(temp2(j ,k).it.zmin) zmin=temp2(j,k) 

enddo 
enddo

call threed('GKS_3803',temp2, ipsf/4,ipsf/4,zmin,zmax,1)

* Calculate Strehl and plot corrected (lagged) PSF

call centroid(psfucl,ipsf,cenl,amax3,adif,0)

open(unit=2,name='pcorr_l.dat', status ='unknown') 
do j=l,ipsf

write(2,*) (psfucl((k-1)*ipsf+j),k=l,ipsf) 
enddo 
close(2)
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do k=l,ipsf/4 
do j=l,ipsf/4

index=(k+3*ipsf/8-1)*ipsf+j+3*ipsf/8 
temp2(j ,k)=psfucl(index) 

enddo 
enddo

* call threedi'GKS_3803',temp2,ipsf/4,ipsf/4,zmin,zmax,1)

* Calculate Strehl and plot uncorrected PSF

call centroid(psfuc,ipsf,cenl,amax2,adif,0)

open (unit=2, name= 'puncorr. dat ', status= ' unlcnown ' ) 
do j=l,ipsf

write(2,*) (psfuc((k-1)*ipsf+j),k=l,ipsf) 
enddo 
close(2)

do k=l,ipsf/4 
do j=l,ipsf/4

index=(k+3*ipsf/8-1)*ipsf+j+3*ipsf/8 
temp2(],k)=ps fuc(index) 

enddo 
enddo

call threed('GKS_3802',temp2,ipsf/4,ipsf/4,zmin,zmax,1)

CALL PSX_TIME( NTICKS, STATUS )
CALL PSX_CTIME( NTICKS, CTIME, STATUS )

TIMEC = CTIME( 12:19 )
DATEC = CTIME( 1:11 )//CTIME( 20: )

* Write out information

writed, *) 'Time : ', TIMEC 
write(1,*) 'Date: ',DATEC 
writed, *)
write(1,*) 'Filename of phase screens : ',fname 
writed,*) 'Interaction matrix: ',fname3 
writed, *) ' Size of inf. function: ' 
writed, *)
write(1,*) 'Enter number of photons : ',num 
write(1,*) 'Number of phase screens : ',nscreen 
write(1,450) wll 

450 format(' Wavelength (microns): ',f4.1) 
writed, 500) sdev 
writed, 550) gl 

500 format(' RMS electron pixel noise : ',f4.1)
550 format(' Gain: ',f4.1)
600 format(' Uncorrected Strehl Ratio : ',f7.5)
700 format(' Corrected Strehl Ratio (no lag): ',f7.5)
800 format(' Corrected Strehl Ratio (lagged): ',f7.5)

if(fname2.eq.'g ') then 
writed,
write(1 
write(1 
write(1 
write(1 
write(1

'Uncorrected variance (sensing: ',tuncorr
'Closed loop (lagged) variance (sensing):',uncorr 
'Closed loop (no lag) variance (s e n s i n g ) c o r r

'Uncorrected variance (science): ',tuncorr2
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writed,*) 'Closed loop (lagged) variance 
write(1,*) 'Closed loop (no lag) variance 
writed, *)

amax2 
amax3 
amax

(science): 
(science):

',uncorr2 
',corr2

writed, 600) 
writed, 800) 
writed,700) 

endif

if(fname2.eq.'2 ') then
write ( 1 ,*) 'Number of iterations : ',iter
w r i t e d , *) 'Average uncorrected variance : ',uncorr
w r i t e d , *) 'Average closed loop (no lag) variance:',corr 
writed, 600) amax2 
write ( 1 , 7 0 0 )  amax 
do k=2, 1 5

avar(k)=avar(k)/nscreen 
avaa(k)=avaa(k)/nscreen
w r i t e d , *) 'Fractional residual variance, mode:', 

k, avar (k) /avaa (k)
enddo 

endif 
write(1,*)

write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*) 
write(6,*)

'Average uncorrected variance :',tuncorr 

'Average corrected (lagged) variance:',uncorr 

'Average corrected (no lag) variance:',corr 

'Uncorrected Strehl Ratio:',amax2 

'Corrected Strehl Ratio :',amax

call closeitO 
endif

stop
end
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* act36.f

Purpose :
Programme to produce an interaction matrix for a 
48 element shack-hartmann sensor using 36 
mirror/actuator influence functions

* Type Definitions :

implicit none

* Local Constants:

! No implicit typing

integer
MAXSCREEN,MAXCUR,MAXPSF,MAX2 D , 
isegsz,isegnum,isegtot, 
isegpsf,
iscreen,iscreen2,
iznum,
inact,
iactsz,
nplot

real
pi,
fact,
delta,
ratio,
wls

parameter (pi = 3.14157)

phase screen dimensions 
number of zernike terms 
number of actuators (inf1. fens.) 
size of infl. function in segments 
interval for plots

PI
% of outside radius for edge act. check 
factor for offsetting edge act. loc. 
Ratio outer/inner mirror radii 
Sensing wavelength

parameter (MAXSCREEN=64*64, MAXCUR=64*64) 
parameter (MAXPSF=128*128, MAX2D=64) 
parameter (isegsz = 8, isegnum = 8, isegtot = 48) 
parameter (iscreen = 64, iscreen2 = 64) 
parameter (iznum=20) 
parameter (inact=36)

* parameter (iactsz=l.5*isegsz)
* parameter (iactsz=52)

parameter (isegpsf=2*isegsz) 
parameter (nplot=l) 
parameter (ratio = 8.0/1.3) 
parameter (wls = 0.7)
parameter (fact =0.7) ! 0.7 picks up first ring
parameter (delta = 1.1)

* Local variables

real
phase2(MAXSCREEN), 
phasea(MAX2D,MAX2D), 
psfsg(4*isegsz*isegsz), 
angx,angy, 
seg(isegsz*isegsz), 
maxp,
radl,rad2, 
rada,radb, 
hyp,hyp2, 
dj,dk,
aj , ak,pj,pk, 
rad,theta, 
a d i f .

! 2-D actuator IFN phase map

! wfs tilt signals

scale factor for mirror modes 
inner and outer radii of aperture 
radius to actuator 
distances

! aperture coordinates, act. and phase 
! position in phase array
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: cenl(2),
: x,y

real*8
; temp(iscreen,iscreen), 
; zmax,zmin

! Plotting array 
! Max, Min plotting

double precision 
sig(2*isegtot,inact),sig2(2*isegtot,inact), 
trans(inact,2 * isegtot), 
t,d2(2*isegtot),d u (2*isegtot), 
aijmax(2*isegtot), 
u(2*isegtot,inact), 
sums(inact,inact), 
ac tmap(MAXSCREEN,inact) Actuator phase map array

integer 
i,j,k,jk,jj, 
ij.ik, 
ix,iy, 
ia,ja,
index,indexl,index2, 
inc(inact), 
iseg(isegsz*isegsz), 
imirr(isegnum,isegnum), 
iact(inact,2), 
nz, nr, nzem, 
nact

character directory*40,fname*20 
character file*60,string*80,cl*3

indicies

from mirr8 .dat sub-ap array 
from actloc44.dat actuator loc's 
indicies, counters for z e m s  
actuator index

* NAG SVD routine variables

integer
m,n,num,
lda,ncolb,Idb,Idq,Idpq,Idpt, 
ifail,irank

logical 
: wantq,wantp

double precision 
b(MAXSCREEN,1), 
q(MAXSCREEN,MAXSCREEN) 
sv(inact), 
work(2000), 
p t (inact,inact)

* External calls

real gaus 
real sine

* NAG values

wantq = .true. 
wantp = .true.

ncolb = 0 
Ida = M A X SCR EE N  
Idb = M A X SCR EE N  
Idq = M A X SCR EEN  
Idpt = inact
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ifail = 0

* Open mirror file and read it in:

open(unit=2,name='/user3/bcb/sims/doel48/mirr8.dat',
: status='old')
do j=l,isegnum 
read(2,*) (imirr(i ,j),i=l,isegnum)

enddo

* Open actuator location file and read it in:

open (unit=3,name= ' /user3/bcb/sims/act/inm36/actloc36.dat ' ,
: status='old')
do i=l,inact 
read(3,*) (iact(i,j),j=l,2) 

enddo

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'Number of Actuators:',inact

* Set inner and outer radii

radl=iscreen/2 ! radl is outer radius = 32
rad2=iscreen/(2*ratio) ! rad2 is inner radius = 5.2

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'radl, rad2:',radl,rad2

* Define influence function size

type '(a)','Influence function size (int): ' 
accept*,iactsz

* Loop over actuator locations to produce an array with the influence function
* for each actuator

*23456789*123456789*123456789*123456789*123456789*123456789*123456789*123456789* 

do 20 nact=l,inact ! loop over all actuators

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'Actuator Number ',nact

ij = iact(nact,1) ! row loc. of actuator (y)
ik = iact(nact,2) ! col. loc of act. (x)

aj = ij-iscreen2/2 ! shift coords, to center of array
ak = ik-iscreen2/2 ! and converts to reals

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'initial aj, ak:',aj,ak

* find radius to actuator

rada=sqrt(aj **2+ak**2)

* find angle to actuator

* work around atan2 discontinuities
if (aj.gt.O.or.aj.It.0)

: theta = atan2(aj,ak)
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if (aj.eq.O.and.ak.gt.O)
: theta = 0.0

if (aj.eq.O.and.ak.lt.0)
: theta = pi

if (aj.gt.O.and.ak.eq.O) 
theta = pi/2

* if current actuator is on edge of mirror, scale act. coords
* to produce a virtual act. off the edge of the mirror

if(rada.ge.(fact*radl)) then

write(6,*) 'edge actuator : scale coords.'

* aj = aj + (rada/10)*sin(theta) ! shifts act. loc. off mirror
* ak = ak + (rada/10)*cos(theta) ! to virt loc for edge inf-fcn.

aj = int(radl*sin(theta)) ! shifts act. to mirror edge
ak = int(radl*cos(theta)) ! to virt loc to mirror edge

endif

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'aj, ak, rada, theta:',aj,ak,rada,theta 

do i=l,iscreen2 

do j=l,iscreen2

pj = i - iscreen2/2 - 0.5 ! converts from array to aper. coords
pk = j - iscreen2/2 - 0.5 !

hyp = pj**2 + pk**2 ! hyp is radius sqrd to phase point

hyp2 = (pj-aj)**2 + (pk-ak)**2
* hyp2 is the sqr of the dist. from the act. to the phase pt.

* phase(i,j ) on mirror?
if(sqrt(hyp).It.radl.and.sqrt(hyp).gt.rad2) then

* phase(i ,j ) within inf. fen. region? 
if(sqrt(hyp2).le.iactsz) then

rad = sqrt(hyp2) ! rad is dist from act to ph.pt.

phasea(i,j) = gaus(rad,iactsz) ! gaussian influence function

* phasea(i ,j) = sine(rad) ! sine influence function

else
phasea(i,j) = 0.0 ! phase not within inf-fcn region

endif

else
phasea(i ,j) = 0.0 ! phase outside aperture

endif

enddo

enddo

* Plot out current actuator phase map :
* NOTE! temp is real * 8, crashes otherwise
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if(mod(nact,nplot).eq.O) then

do i=l,iscreen2 
do j=l,iscreen2

temp(i ,j) = phasea(i ,j) 
enddo 

enddo

zmin = -1 
zmax = 1

call threed('GKS_3800',temp,iscreen2,iscreen2,zmin,zmax,1) 

endif

* Write out actuator phase map if required

if(nact.It.13) then
write(6,*) 'Writing act. map:',nact
write (cl, '(i3)') nact
fname = cl//'act'//'.pit'
open(unit=10,name=fname,status='unknown')
do k=l,iscreen

write(10,*) (temp(k,j),j=l,iscreen)
enddo
close(unit=10,status='keep') 

endif

* Convert phasea() from 2-D to 1-D array

index=0
do i=l,iscreen2 

do j=l,iscreen2 
index=index+1
phase2(index) = phasea(i,j) 

enddo 
enddo

* Write current phase map into nact column of the actmap array

do i=l,iscreen2*iscreen2 
actmap(i,nact) = phase2(i) 

enddo

20 continue ! end of influence function loop

* Orthogonalize influence function matrix

* Pass actuator phase map array to SVD

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'Orthogonalize influence function array (NAG SVD)'

call f02wef(MAXSCREEN,inact,actmap,Ida,ncolb,b,Idb,wantq,q,Idq,sv, 
: wantp,pt,Idpt,work,ifail)

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'Ifail = ',ifail

* Scale modes to +/- i radian of phase
do j=l,inact ! once for each mode
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maxp = 0

do i=l,iscreen2*iscreen2
if (actmapd, j) .gt.maxp) maxp=actmap {i , j ) 

enddo

do 1=1,iscreen2*iscreen2
actmap(i,j) = actmapd, j )/maxp 

enddo

enddo

* Plot out mirror modes

* Convert actmap to inact phase arrays (64x64)

* zmin=zmin/10
* zmax=zmax/10

* do i=l, inact ! once for each mode

do i=l, 10 ! plot first 10 modes

* write(6,*)
* type '(a)','Type a number for next mode'
* accept*,num

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'Mirror mode number: ',i

do k=l,iscreen 
do j=l,iscreen

index=(k-1)*iscreen+j 
teirp(j,k) = actmap (index, i) 

enddo 
enddo

call threed('GKS_3800',temp,iscreen,iscreen,zmin,zmax,1) 

enddo

Calculate Hartmann images for each subaperture from mirror modes 
to build interaction matrix

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'Calculating Hartmann images' 

do 30 nact=l,inact ! loop over all actuators

nz=0 ! segment counter, 1 to 64

do iy = 1,isegnum 

do ix = 1,isegnum

if(imirr(ix,iy).ne.0) then ! active subaperture? 

nz=nz+l

do k = 1,isegsz 

do j = 1,isegsz
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index = ((k-1)*iscreen2+j)+(ix-1)*isegsz 
+ (iy-1)*iscreen2*isegsz

ik=(index-1)/iscreen2+l 
i]=index-(ik-1)*iscreen2

jk=(k-1)*isegsz+j

seg(jk) = phase2(index) 
seg(jk) = actmap(index,nact)

hyp=(ij-iscreen2/2-0.5)**2+(ik-iscreen2/2-0.5)**2

if(sqrt(hyp).It.radl.and.sqrt(hyp).gt.rad2) then 
iseg(jk)=1 

else
iseg(jk)=0 

endif

enddo

enddo

Calculate psf of each segment

call psfseg(seg,isegsz,psfsg,iseg)

Calculate centroid of each psf

call quad(psfsg,isegpsf,0,cenl,0)

angx = (1.0/(2.0*isegsz))*(cenl(1)) 
angy = (1.0/(2.0*isegsz))*(cenl (2))

Get rid of very small tilts

if(angx.lt.le-8) angx = 0 
if(angy.lt.le-8) angy = 0

sig(nz,nact) = angx 
sig(nz+isegtot,nact) = angy

endif

enddo

enddo

30 continue ! end of interaction matrix loop

* Write out the actuator phase map array
* NOTE matrix is iscreen2*iscreen2 rows, inact columns

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'Writing actmap.dat (4096,36)'

open(unit=7,name='actmap36.dat',status='old')

do i=l,iscreen2*iscreen2
write(7,100) (actmap(i,j), j=l,inact) 

enddo
close(unit=7 , status='keep')
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100 format(36(Ix,e9.2))
* 100 format(36(Ix,f3.2))

* Store original sensor matrix

do j=l,2*isegtot
do k=l,inact

sig2(j ,k)=sig(j,k) 
enddo 

enddo

* Write out the sensor signal sigO array
* NOTE matrix is 2*isegtot rows, inact columns

* write(6,*)
* write(6,*) 'Writing sig.dat'

* open(unit=8,name='sig.dat',status='old')

* do i=l,2*isegtot
* write(8,200) (sig(i,j), j=l,20)
* write(6,200) (sig(i,j), j=l,10) ! first 10 columns to check
* enddo

* close(unit=8,status='keep')

200 format(44(e9.4))
* Call matrix inversion algorithm

ifail = 0

m=2*isegtot
n=inact

* t=0.000001 ! used in interhart48.f
t=le-15

* Invert matrix

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'Inverting signal matrix (NAG p-inv)'

call fOlblf(m,n,t,sig,m,aijmax,irank,inc,d2,u,m,du,ifail)

write(6,*)
write(6,*) ' Rank:',irank

write(6,*)
write(6,*) ' Ifail:',ifail

do j=l,2*isegtot 
do k=l,inact

trans(k,j)=sig(j,k) 
enddo 

enddo

* Store inverted array to file

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'Writing matrix_48_m36'

open(unit=9,name='matrix_48_m36',status='old')

do j =1,inact
write ( 9 , * ) ( trans (j,k) ,k = l,2*iseqtoi;)
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enddo 
close(9)

* Check that inverse array has been produced

do jj=l,inact 
do k=l,inact

do j=l,2*isegtot
sums(]],k) = trans(k,j)*sig2(j,jj)+sums (jj, k) 

enddo 
enddo 

enddo

* Write out sums for check

write(6,*)
write(6,*) 'Check matrix inversion' 
write(6,*)

do j =1,inact
write(6,300) (sums(j,k),k=l,inact) 

enddo
300 format(36(ix,£3 .1) )

stop
end

function gaus(r,isz)

* Purpose :
* Function to return the value of a gaussian function
* for a given r value

* Type definitions :
implicit none ! no implicit typing

* Arguments given:

real r 
integer isz

* Local Variables

real
: a,b,pi,gaus 

pi =3.14159
a = 1.0 ! scales amplitude
b = 0.7*isz ! scales width

gaus = a*exp(-pi*(r/b)**2)

return
end

function sine(r)

Purpose :
Function to return the vaJue of a nine function
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* for a given r value

10

Type definitions: 
implicit none

Arguments given :

real r

Local Variables

real
: a,b,pi,sine

pi =3.14159 
a = 1 
b = 16

no implicit typing

scales aitplitude 
scales width

sine = a*(sin(pi*(r/b)))/(pi*(r/b))

return
end
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/BATCH
/PREP7
/TITLE, ASM 36 INFLUENCE FUNCTIONS V9 

D: \ANSYS50\AOSIMS\V9\MIRMOD
! 9 FEB 1995
! B. C. BIGELOW

/INP,ABBR
*AFUN,DEG
/PBC, ALL,1
ON
!K1
!L1
!A1

THK = 0 .010 THK = SHELL ELEMENT THICKNESS, METERS
MRC = 4.000 MRC = MIRROR RADIUS OF CURVATURE, METERS
RDO = 0 .500 RADO = OUTSIDE RADIUS, METERS
RDI = 0 .081 RADI = INSIDE RADIUS, METERS
ACT = 0.140625 ACT = ACTUATOR SPACING, METERS
DIV = 1 DIV = NUMBER OF LINE DIVS. FOR ELEMENTS
ELE = 32 ELE = NEMBER OF ELEMENTS ACROSS RADIUS
!SPK = 49E6 SPK = SPRING CONST FOR ACTUATOR IN N/M
!SPK = 49E6/2 almost no difference from above
!SPK = 49E5 most of mirror stays positive.
SPK = 49E4 FALLS TO ZERO BY 4TH ACT.
!SPK = 25E5 most of mirror positive

MIRROR ELEMENT DATA

ET,1,SHELL63 
R,1,THK

MIRROR MATERIAL CONSTANTS

ALUMINUM 
EX,1,6.9E10 !
DENS,1,2.71E3 !
NUXY,1,0.3

N/M2
KG/M3

SPRING ELEMENT DATA

ET,2,COMBIN14,,,,
R,2,SPK

START GEOMETRY 

N,l,0,0,0
NGEN,ELE+1,1,1,,,RDO/ELE
NGEN,ELE+1,ELE+1,ALL,,,0,RDO/ELE

NODE 1
BOTTOM ROW OF NODES 
EXPAND UP

TYPE,1
REAL,1

E,l,2,ELE+3,ELE+2 
EGEN,ELE,1,1 
EGEN,ELE,ELE+1,ALL,

ELE ELEM. 
ELE ELEM.

ACROSS
UP

CSYS,1
NSEL,U,LOC,X,0,RDI-0.01 
NSEL,U,LOC,X,RDO+0.01,2*RDO 
ESLN,S,1 
ESEL,INVE

CUT OUT CENTER 
CUT OUT CORNER 
GET ATTACHED ELEM.
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EDELE,ALL ! GET RID OF EXTRA ELEM.
ESEL,ALL

NSEL,INVE ! GET RID OF EXTRA NODES
NDEL,ALL
NSEL,ALL
I

NUMM,ALL
NUMC,ALL
I

! GENERATE FULL GEOMETRY FROM QTR. MODEL
I

CSYS,0
I

!NSYM,X,1000,ALL 
lESYM,,1000,ALL
I
NSYM,Y,2000,ALL 
ESYM,,2000,ALL
I
NUMM,ALL
NUMC,ALL

EXTRA NODES FOR ACTUATORS

CSYS,0 
NSEL,INVE 
N, ,
NGEN,4,1,ALL,,,ACT ! -> X
NGEN,4,4,ALL,,,,ACT ! " Y
!
!NSYM,X,20,ALL
NSYM,Y,40,ALL
I

NUMM,NODE 
NUMC,NODE
I
NGEN,2,100,ALL, ,,0,0,-0.02

REAL,2 
TYPE,2

ACTUATOR ELEMENTS

E,1666,1766 
*REP,27,1,1

GET RID OF EXTRA NODES & ELEMENTS

ESEL,S,ELEM,,1588,1589,1 
ESEL,A,ELEM,,1585 
ESEL,A,ELEM,,1576,1577,1 
ESEL,A,ELEM,,1573

NSLE,R 
EDEL,ALL 
NDEL,ALL

ESEL,ALL 
NSEL,ALL
I

NSEL,S,LOC,X,0 
NSEL,S,LOC,Y,0 
NDEL,ALL
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NSEL,ALL

COMPLETE CONSTRAINTS 

NSEL,S,LOC,Z,-0.02
I
D,ALL,UX,0 
D,ALL,UY,0 
D,ALL,UZ,0 
NSEL,ALL
I
NSEL,S,LOC,X,0,
! NSEL,R,LOC,Y,-.001,.001 
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,0 
D,ALL,UX,0 
D,ALL,ROTY,0 
NSEL,ALL
I
!NSEL,S,LOC,X,0 
NSEL,R,LOC,Y,-.001,.001 
NSEL,R,LOC,Z,0 
D,ALL,UY,0 
NSEL,ALL

DEFINE DRIVEN ACTUATOR

D,1668,UZ,lE-6 ! EDGE ACT., DRIVE ONE MICRON
D,1667,UZ,lE-6 ! CENTRAL ACT., "
!D,1666,UZ,lE-6 ! INNER ACT., "
I
NUMM,ALL

FINI
/SOLU
ANTYPE, STATIC

ACEL,0,0,9.81 i M/S**2

SOLVE
FINI
/EXIT


